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ABSTRACT The initial program of the consortium, which
comprised Fisk University, Houston-Tillotson College, LeMoyne
College, Dillard University, Tougaloo College, Talladega College, and
Clark College, and which extended from July 1967 to July 1970 with a
total budget of $85,000, was to be basic institutional research that
would help the seven predominately Negro colleges to make changes in
policies and curriculums to meet the changing conditions in the
nation as these affected the lives of Negro college graduates. This
project began at a time when these institutions, as with all
predominately Negro colleges, were being pushed into a state of
change by demands from students, some faculty members, and some
leaders outside the institutions. The two major demands were (1) the
introduction of new and extensive black studies programs, and (2) the
development of curriculums more relevant to the communities
surrounding the colleges and to the Negro community in general. This
consortium gave to some faculty members the means to deal with these
demands in a rational and academic manner by doing research on the
problems and suggesting the direction of change. At least 14 of the
research projects conducted under the consertium were related to the
demands for change. [Due to the quality of the typescript, several
pages of this document will be only marginally legible when
reproduced.] (Author/JM)
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A CONSORTIUM FOR RESEARCH DEVELOMENT

Summary

Froject Number 7-D-054, A Consortium for Educational Research
Comprised of Seven Private Liberal Arts Collegee was funded aryl began
on July 10, 1967, under contract Numbor 0E0-1-7-070054-4236. The
contract price was $50,000 for a period ending June 10, 1968. The
consortium included Fisk University, Houston-Tillotson College,
LoMoyno College, illrad University, Tougaloo College, Talladega
College and Clark College and the program was under the diroction
of the Amistad Research Center located at Fisk Unive:,sity. On tie
10th day of May 1968, the contract was extended to June 10, 1969
and the contract price was increased to $85,000. By supplemental
agrooment, dated the 12th day of May, 1969, the contract period was
extended to July 31, 1970, but the contract remained $85,000. The
title of the project was changed to A Consortium for Research Dovel-
opmont, three of the participating institutions having beell dropped
from the consortium because of their failure to cooperato and to
honor their obligations.

The initial program was to be basic institutional research
that would holp the sovon predominantly Negro colleges to make
changes in policios and curriculums to meet the changing conditions
in the nation as theso affected the lives of Negro college craduates.
Tho program was to be implemented through a staff membur of the
Amistad Research Center serving as principal investigator with a
resoarch diroctor located at each of the seven institutiow who
would head a faculty research committee. Coordination of the pro-
gram was to bo accomplished through periodic conferences including
the project director (director of the Amistad Research Cantor), the
principal investigator, and the local directors. Although this
program had been discussed and formulated in a sories of meetings
between representatives of the soven institutions, prior to the sub-
miosion of the proposal and the signing of the contract, it soon
became evident that only four of the institutions -- Fisk, LoMoyne,
Talladega and Tougaloo -- were making evon a pretense of following
through on tho commitments. But even among these four schools there
appeared complications which made full cooporation impossible.
First, there was institutional rivalry and a reluctance to exchange
information that might invite comparison of the institutions.
Second, tho faculties of the schools were composed of a high propor-
tion of young beginning teachers who had heavy teaching loads and
consequently could not dovote much timo to research. Third, largo
and rapid faculty turnovors lessened the continuity and understanding
of the program from year to yea.1'. Fourth, the original principal
investigator, who had largely conceived and planned the program,
was dismissed from the staff of the Amistad Research Canter (for
reasons having no relation to the OORD program) three months



after the project began and his successor, who had attended the

Research Training Institute at Monmouth, Oregon, and came highly

recommended, never seemed to grasp the nature and purpose of the

project or his responsibilities. Consequently, he was dismissed in

April 1969, and the entire supervision and direction of the project

became the responsibility of the director of the Amistad Research

Center. Fifth, a climate of opinion rapidly developed on the campuses
of the participating schools, as on other Negro college campuses,

which emphasized immediate change rather than research. These factors,

led to a request by the project director bo the United States Office of

Education for a shift in the programIs emphasis from institutional

research to Ole prOmotion -- through small or seed, grants -- of

research projects by individual faculty members or groups of faculty

and students. It was felt that while the administrations and faculties
as a whole must make immediate decision to cope with escalating problems

tho ODRD program could offer assistance and encouragement to those

i

interested in research and at the same time, perhaps, p ovide information

valuable in uffecting some of the changes being demande . Permission

for channeling the funds into the support of these indi idual research

projects was granted. Nineteen such projects were supported at Fisk,

LeMoyne, Talladega, and Tougaloo. Final reports have been received on

seventeen of the projects.

Background

During the last fifteen years the private Negro colleges have
entered a new era in American education that results from the civil

rights revolution and the movement for self-identity among young
Negroes. What is to be the role of these colleges in the decades
ahead? Should they endeavor to become institutions serving fully
integrated student bodies and offering the befit in liberal education

or should they continue as predominantly Negro institutions endeavor-

ing to meet the particular needs of a disadvantaged minority? Either

role demands self-evaluation and changes in policies and curriculums

on the part of the colleges. Furthermore, those responsible for
effecting changes must have an understanding of the conflicts and
difficulties, as well as the advantages, that are concomitants of

institutional changes.

The challenges facing the Negro colleges had prompted the
Amer!can Missionary Association of the United Church of Christ and
the presidents of its six related colleges and universities to begin

discussions, in 1963, directed toward the establishment of a center to
promote inter-institutional research and cooperation. This planning

led to a meeting, in July 1966, of representatives from the social
science faculties of the six A.M.A. institutions for the purpose of

exploring areas in which intor-institutional research might be produc-
tively developod. Then, on September 1, 1966, the A.M.A. established
at Fisk University the Amistad Research Center. The Center was to

conduct a number of programs, but a primary purpose was to promote
cooperative research and other coordinated efforts among Dillard
Universiw (Now Orleans, Louisiana), Fisk University (NashvillelTenneissee)

7
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Houston-Tillotson College (Austin, Texas), LeMoyne College (Memphis,
Tennessee), Talladega College (Talladegas Alabama), and Tougaloo
College (Tougaloo, Mississippi). A aecond meeting of the members
of the social science faculties of the A.M.A. schools, and also a
representative from Clark College in Atlanta, was hold at the Amistad
Research Center on December 2. The initiative for Clark's parti-
cipation was taken by the collegels president. This was welcomed.
Having an institution not related to the A.M.A. participate in the
program would obviously have significant research value and at the
same time increase the validity of the findings for general
application.

At that December 2 meeting, it was agreed that the seven
institutions would form a research consortium under the direction of
the Amistad Research Center and that the first project to be under-
taken by the consortium should be designed to assist tha participating
schools in making the changes demanded by the civil rights revolution
and recent developments in education. The various studies
that had been made of the Negro college and the probable effectiveness
of those studies in,producing change were discussed and analyzed.
It was noted that the studies fell into two general classifications:
(1) broad or general studies made b.y persons not involved in Negro
education, and (2) defensive and subjective expositions by
administrators or faculty members of Negro colleges. The latter, it
was felt, tended to defend the status quo rather than provide the
impetus for change..).ind the general studies were considered as not
applicable to the peculiar conditions of the several institutions.
It was felt that they had a particularly fundamental weakness in
that they had not taken into consideration the influence of history
and tradition in shaping institutional policy. In short, the
conference agreed that there had not.yot developed among administrators
and faculty members a climate of opinion or the administrative
machinery conduciVe to change.

Since that conference, less than four years ago, dramatic and
sometimes drastic changes have occurred on the campuses of the
seven schools originally included in the consortium. But generally,
these changes have occurred as responses to explosive situations
rather than coming about as the result ofresearch and evaluation of
the academic merits of the changes. Most of the research projects
undertaken as a part of this corsortium have reflected what has
been happening on the campuses and have in some cases represented
desperate efforts on the part of a few faculty members to bring
research data to boar in meeting problems and curriculum changes.
But these few have had little effect on general policies.

Methods

Research projects were funded on the basis of a written proposal,
approved by the institution's president or development officer, with
a pledge.by the institution of a matching grant. (See Appendix I).
The proposal was reviewed by the project director and principal
investigator. If tho proposed project was approved for support,
an initial.payment of eighty percent of the grant was made.



The remaining twenty percent was paid after the receipt of a final

written report on the research and finding and validated financial

report. (Soo Appendix II & III) The amounts granted for research

projects from GORD funds ranged from $300 to $5000; two-thirds of

the grants were for $1200 or less and only one was for more than

$2000. The nature of the colleges participating in the consortium

determines that they attract faculties primarily interested in

teaching. Consequently, seldom are the teachers interested in

pure research. All the projects developed out of concern by the

individual investigators for better serving their students or for

making the colleges more relevant to the needs of the communities

from which the students came. While few of the projects and be

classified as pure or basic research, it is possible to divide the

studies into three categories.

Findings and Analysis

I. RESEARCH PROJECTS

A. Projects of General Scope

1. Non-Intellectual Factors in Freshman Achievement, by

S. O. Roberts and Garrell P. Horton, Department of Psychology,

Fisk University.

Statemen', of Problem: "Test scores and grades often fail to

predict academic achievement of minority youth as well as they

do for Majority youth."

Statement of Objectivest "The general significance of this

project is to seek non-intellectual factors that may improve

predicted academic performance. This study proposes to investi-

gate the relationship between selected non-intellectual factors

and the achievement of freshman college students in a predomi-

nantly Negro American institution. This study will also serve

as a preliminary investigation to more extended research studies

in this area."

Results: The specific non-intellectual factors selected were
(1) motivation for grades, (2) family social status, (3) inde-
pendence from family, (4) liberalism, and (5) social conscience.

The report concluded: "If only predictive equation is to be

used, it is doubtful that anything would be gained by using any

of these particular non-intellectual factors as supplementary

predictor variables to SAT-T Scores and HSCR. Thus not only

are these selected non-intellectual variables no substitute

for the belabored conventional predictor, but add little

substantial information for estimating college performance of

theso Negro American students. Finally, there are those who

would call into question the criterion, (FGPA) used in this

study, but until there is del./e1óPed a bottor criterion,

performance on ability test and the high school record are the

best indicators of achievement at the college level." The

study is continuing.

See report: Part II, p. 18
5
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2. Determination of a Basis for Research in Methods of Teaching
Principles of Musid in a General Humanities C.ourse, by
Vincent Ce DeBaun, Division of Humanities, Talladega College.

Statement of Prohletn: "The weakest part of most programs in
General Humanities is that section given over to the teaching
of the. principles of music. Other parts of .the course -- gener-
ally literature, philosophy, and graphic art -- are relatively
easy because of the visual perrrianenco of the objects being
studied. That is: textbooks, slides, prints, and- similar
materials aro before the eye and may be viewed and re-viewed,
not only in the classroom, but at the leisure of the student.
Music, however, as one of the lively arts, is ephemeral; it is
heard and the sense impression then passes. accept for students
with advanced technical knowledge, the printed score is apt to
be meaningless; nor can it be taught by an instructor who also
lacks the needed advanced technical knowledge. There are addi-
tional problems in setting up facilities for students to study
music assigned, in that records (and often tapes) are expensive
and fragile, and hours in "listening rooms" are apt to be
restricted and/or inconvenient."

Statement of Objectives: "The objective of this project will be
to seek out tho three or four basic methods of introducing the
principles of music to students who will (presumably) never
have more tr:an an amateur interest. -These methods will be
organized in several parallel structures, with the idea of
determining similarities and differences, and deciding what
elements are appropriate to development in General Humanities
course."

Results: The investigator studied five main pedagogical
approaches to the early teaching of music: chronology, pop-
sontemporary, rhythm, melody, and sound. He concluded that the
last three could easily be adapted to a course in the General
Humanities and plans to submit these to further anakysis in
courses in the next academic year.

Soe report: Part II, p.. 514

3. Measurement in Psychology Course. of-,the Transfer. of Training
from Participation in Related Outside Activities to Classroom
Performance, by Claire K. Morse, Department of Psychology.
Tougaloo College.

Statement of Problem: "It is my belief that in American educa-
tion currently there is a failure to involve students in real
life sitaations about which they are studying. What I am sug-
gesting is that course work needs to be geared more to the out-
side world than it often is. The notion is,that students will
learn more, see more releyance in material, and find greater

'.application for ,it if they are provided opportunities to move

. 10



out of the classroom and into the situation being discussed.

in this way they gain a certain kind of feedback not otherwise

available concerning their growing competence to examine and

understand the subject under considerationt They also thereby

tend to find more motivation for learning about these things.

This is not so far-fetched in terms of an analysis of the set-

ting which would provide maximum transfer of training, however,

it is often stoutly rosiSted by education. It therefore seems

prudent to utilize every opportunity to get additional Inform_

ation which might be important or interesting in this regard."

Statement of Objectives : "The objectives are numerous : to see

whether student involvement increases when an opportunity of

outside experionce is offered, to see whether the students

feel that they learn more, and to see if they do. Also, the

project will provide first hand experience in working with men-

tal patients which should have long term effects in increasing

an understanding of mental illness among the participants in

general on campus. This kind of objective seems of more impor-

tance when one considers this country's great need for psychol-

ogists, particularly community oriented psychologists and

Black psychologists."

Results: In this case the students definitely felt that the

outside involvement increased understanding and they they

learned more as a result, and the data seem to substantiate

their beliefs.

See report : Part II, p. 58

L. Exploring the Relationship of College Life to R3a1 Life as a

Whole, by Edward F. Ouellette, Social Science Division,
LeMoyne College.

Comment: Although this project developed from the desparate
concern of ono instructor to study a serious problem on American

campuses, the project was a disappointment. It was more of an

intuitive look at the problem than it was a scientific
investigation. Efforts by the director to get Mr. Ouellette

to follow through with some. scientific investigation were
never successful. However, it should be reported that the
administration and faculty at, LeMoyne College considered the
project very valUable in that it resulted in the institution

beginning a realistic self-appraisal of its purposes and pro-

grams, a project which is continuing.

See report: Part II, p. 60

5. A Comparative Study of the Learning Outcomes of the PSNS (Phy-

sical.Science for Non-Scientists) Course Developed by the

PSHS 'Study Group with the Learning Outcomes in a Traditional

Physical Science Survey Course, by Charles W. Phillips,
Natural Science Division, LeMoyne College.

11



Statement of Problem: "The problem is to develop or select a
physical science course that iS suitable for non-science majors
that have a very weak background in the, natural sciences."

Comment: Under this project the PSNS course was to be follo,led
by one section (24 students) while the traditional
course was to be used for the remainder of the non-science
majors taking the physical science course (approximately 50
students). Pre- and post-tests were to be utilized to measure
changes or achievements in the following areas: (1) attitudes
toward science, (2) recall and comprehension of factual inform-
ation, (3) the ability to make practical application of scien-
tific principles, and (4) critical thinking. At this time
Mr. Phillips has not evaluated the data collected or submitted
a final report.

B. Projects Related to,Black Studies

8

1. A Descriptive Study of Methods and Materials for the Integra-
tion of Negro History into American History Courses, by
Clifton H. Johnson, Juliet Paynter, John Paynter and Olive Taylor,
Amistad Research Center.

Description of Study: This study included observation and
review of all accessible literature and audid-visual materials
dealing with Negro history and the teaching of that subject,
and evaluation of methods used by forty high school teachers
enrolled in an NDEA Institute in Negro history at Fisk Univer-
sity in teaching laboratory classes to Upward Bound students,
also enrolled in an institute at Fisk. A concrete result of
this study was the production of a guide by the Amistad Research
Center, apart from the CORD program, which has been sent out on

requests from over six hundred high school and college teachers.

See guide: Part II, p.

2. Black Studies: A Conceptional Analysis, by Basil Mathews,
Department of Sociology, Talladega College.

Statement of Problem: "'he *necessity of a conceptual analysis
is imposed by the genera:. confusion even among blacks as to
what black studies is all about. Also, because of the anti-
social indifference among most whites as to .what black studies
might be about. Most of all, the analysis of the constitutive
concepts of any science or would-be science is an epistemologi-
cal imperative."

Statement of Objectives: "The purpose of this study is to
analyze th e. concept of Black Studies in America. That is:

1. To set forth the connotation of the term Black. Studies
. That is, to make explicit the thought components or

idea content of the.-term.

12



2. To set out tho denotation of the term Black Studies.
That is, to identify (a) the human groups and the
human envirolmnents to which black studies relate and
(b) the specific fields of human experience (in thought,
feeling, action) which constitute the target areas of
black studies.

3. To probe into the aims and goals of black studies
logically contained in the concept and into aims and
goals ascribed to black studies proposals."

Results: This study is continuing under a grant from the

Social Research Council.

See report: Part II, p. 142

3. A Comparison of the Speech of Southern Negroes and Sot.fthorn

Whites and Its Application to the Methods of Teaching English
in a Negro College, by Juanita Williamson, Department of English,
LeMoyne College.

Statement of Problem: "In recent years there has been generated
a great deal of interest in the speech of Negroes. Much has been
written which has as its central idea that Negroes speak a dia-
lect that is separate and distinct from the speech of other
Americans and, therefore, Negro students should be taught
English as if it were for them a second language. The suggestion

has been made that in their early years in school they should
read from books that are written in the special black dialect.
If this position is a true one, then our methods of teaching
English in schools such as ours should be changed and our teach-
tng methods to prospective teachers must likewise undergo change."

Statement of Objectives: ."To ascertain whether there is a

significant difference between the Speech of Southern.Whites and
Southern Negroes."

Results: This study is continuing. The tentative conclusion is
Nhat most persons who write about Negro speech are describing
is Southern speech, primarily the less educated variety. But

some of the features which they treat are found in educated

Southern speech -- in fact, in educated speech everywhere. In

view of this there seems to be no reason to do other than what
has always been done -- to help students gain an adequate
control of their native language on both an informal and formal
level."

See report: Part II, p. 157

I. Increasing the Effectiveness of the Black Economic Course
through Student Involvement in Research in the Black Community,
by Robert C. Vowels, Department of Economics, Talladega College.

13 9



Comment: After following through on the reSearch outlined in
his pikiposal, .14r. Vowels resigned from Talladega without submit-
ting a final report.

d. Institutional Studies, Including Studies of the Community and
Relevance of Curriculum.

1. Development of Student Research in the Preparation of an Econo-
mic Profile of the Black Community Surrounding Tougaloo College,
by Lawrence Morse and Students, Department of Economics,
Tougaloo College.

Statement of Problem: "The basic problem is one of essentially
a complete lack of knowledge of the economic characteristics of
the, Black Community immediately surrounding Tougaloo College.
We knoil people are poor, but we do not know the incidence or
cause of poverty, We do not have complete knowledge of who the
Black merchants are. We know very little about the buying
habits of members of the Black community. And we have no system-
atic documentation of the economic discrimination experienced
by individuals and establishments in the Black .community. The
research to be started is seen as on going research which each
year would try to answer one question concerning the economic
characteristics of the Black community, each time building on
earlier findings."

Statement of Objectives : "The objectives of the research to be
conducted by the Senior Honors Seminar are twofold. The first
is the gathering of economic date on the Black community. This
information la o u Id be cumulative and would allow each succeeding
seminar to engage in increasingly meaningful and productive
researdh and analysis. The second objective, and in fact the
primary one motivating the formation of the seminar, is the
development of students' facility with basic research techniques,
i.e., data collection and data analysis. ,..We believe that the
seminar will be a significant educational experience for the
students and will contribute to their preparation for graduate
study."

Results: "The combining of classroom learning with field work
in economics can be successful. However, the conditions for
.success are difficult to realize. Our experience' suggests
that only the aggressive student will benefit from such
experience. Second, that the actual field work he bebornes
involved in must strike a delicate balance between being two
structured (leaving him no room for initiative or involvement)
and being too unstructured (leaving him not knowing where to start)."

See report: Part II p. 1.59

14
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2. Talladega College: A History of PurposePal Change and Its
Impact, by Margaret Montgomery, Dopartment of History,
Talladega College. (This study is continuing and will be
published as a book.)

See report: Part III p. 161

3. An Exploratory Study of Applications to LeMbyne College
Completed by Students who Failed to Register, by Martelle
Trigg, Department of Sociology, LeMoyne College.

Statement of Problem: "Concern has been expressed by individ-
uals in the academic world about studunts who apply to a college,
complete their applications, yet fail to enroll at the stated

time. Numerous reasons have been given to explain this state
of affairs and suggestions made as to possible reasons for the
studentst failure to follow through."

Statement of Objectives: "Skich a study at LeMoyne will serve

not .only to evaluate procedures but also to indicate the
strengths and weaknesses of the admission policy."

Result: "Characteristics of the prospective student who applied
and failed to enter school showed little difference from the
presently enrolled student body. However, at least one fourth
of the applicants had vocational aspirations which could not be
fulfilled at a liberal arts college. This would seem to

indicate that IeMoyne was not a good choice for them nor a
first choice."

See report: Part II, p.163

4. The Needs ef Cbunty and City School Administrators and Teachers
in the Use of Omputer Facilities and Implications for Talla-
dega College, by Oscar Cadet, Department of Mathematics, Talla-
dega College.

Statement of Problem: "Talladega College is the only four year

college in Talladega County, Alabama. It is the only educational
institution in this county. that has and utilizes a computer.
Considering the fact that computers and computer programming
are playing an increasingly beneficial role in the every day
operation of business, both public and private, we would like to
conduct a survey to determine whether the Computer Facilities at
Talladega would benefit the County and City School Systems, the
Administration and the Teaching Personnel."

Statement of Objectives: "To obtain information about the needs

of County and City School Administrators and Teacherd in the use
of computer facilities with a view to the following:

1. Finding specific ways that Talladega could meet their
needs.

15
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2. Preparing proposal to submit to the Ford Foundation,
the Natural Science Foundation or others who would be
interested in financing a program'for County and 'City
School Administrators and Teachers.

3. Obtaining information about the specific neecd for such
training of Administrators and Teaching Personnel and
their interest in a computer training program in
.relation to computer facilities at Talladega College,
in order to determine.the scope of the program and to .

develop proper scheduling of a program."

Results: The survey indicated the need for institlting for the
city and county'echool personnel an in-service program of
computer technOlogylat alladega College.

See report: Part II, p. 172'

5. Relevancy of Historical Development to-Present-Day CUrriculum
Needs in a Negro Collegel.by Harold A. Franklin and Students,
Department of History, Talladega College.

. The primary purposes of this project were (1) to teach students
research methods, and (2) to help the students acquire a better
understanding of the problems of developing curriculum.

See report: Part II, p.175

6. Determination of latest Techniques in Science-Mathematics to
Effectively Inaugurate an Undergraduate Research Program at,
LeMoyne College, by Walter W. Gibson, Natural Science Division,
LeMoyne College.

Statement of Problems and Objectives: "The project entails a
study of Science-Mathematics undergraduate research programs
in a'few carefully selected Colleges whose reputations for
excellence is well established. It will also include a period
of study at Oak Ridge in devices, and techniques applicable to
the establishment of.such a program."

'!.

Results: The'programs.eyaluated during the study are being
evaluated for the. implementation of a- new Science-Mathematics

. program at LeMoyne College.

See report: Part II, p. 176

7, Activist Social Research by Undergraduates in Mississippi, by
James W. Ioewen, David Barnum, MYrtle .Ca.escoe and Students,
Tougaloo College.

12

The primary purpose of this project was to train students in
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research methods and at the same time increase knowledge of

the community, its needs and how the College could serve the

needs.

See report: Part II, p. 181

8. Descriptive Study of General Humanities Programs in Predomi-
nantly Negro Colleges, by Vincent C. DeBaum, Humanities
Division, Talladega College.

The primary purpose of this study was to gain information
helpful in making curriculum changes.

See report: Part II, p. 183

9. Survey of Educational Needs of Talladega Community Adults, by

R. B. Leach, Department of Philosophy, Talladega College.

Statement of Problem: Talladega College is primarily a black

liberal arts college in Talladega, Alabama, a town of 18,000,

approximately 40% llack. The college does not at the present

time offer part-time or evening educational opportunities to

the black adults of Talladega, although there are facilities on

the caMpus that could be used for this purpose."

Statement Of Objectives: "To obtain information about the

possible needs of the black adult community which surrounds

Talladega College with the end in view of:

1. Finding specific ways that Talladega College could

meet these needs.

2. Preparing a proposal to submit to Fund Sources inter-

ested in adult education, so that Talladega College

could in the near future offer wanted educational
opportunities to adult blacks in the surrounding communi-

ty.(Eithin limits of its ability to serve, any course
offered would be open to whites in the community

also, in line with established non-discrimination
policies of Talladega College.)

3. Obtaining general information about the views and

attitudes of blacks in the surrounding communities
cOncerning Talladega College, so that the college may

better serve and cooperate with the communities in

educational and civic endeavors.'

Results: A real interest in adult education was found in the

community, the areas of interest were identified and planj

made for finding the means to meet the needs.

See report: Part II, p. 195
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10. Evaluation of CDGM Headstart Program, by Claire K. Morse,
Department of Psychology, Tougaloo College.

Statement of Problem: lathough the CDGM (Child Development
Group of Mississippi) Headstart program has been operating for
approximately 3ki years, no eValuative folloTI-up has been attempted.
Such an evaluation could provide information useful to the CDGM
program, and to sevdral others of a similar nature. It is
asserted that graduates of tha program are better motivated,
better adjusted and academically prepared and should therefore
achieve moro success in school. This claim requires direct
examination. The results of such a study could be used to
provide the basis for impmvement of the program to remedy
any deficiences discovered.

Statement of Objectives. "The objectives of such a project
include both development of an evaluative report on the effect
of Headstart experience on a pre-school child, and experience
in data collection and analysis for the Tougaloo students
involved.

Results: The results of analysis of the data available suggest
that teachers and principals may well be correct. In two of the
three counties for which sufficient data were available to analyze,
the number of failures in the county for the first grade
decreased in the years after Headstart graduates began attending
schools. In the third county, the number of failures increased
very slightly. In all three counties, and in all schools
examined individually, tho number of failures in the second
grade decreased greatly when Headstart graduates were enrolled.
In the one county for which third grade data Were available, the
number of third grade failures likewise decreased. The same
pattern appeared when individual schools were examined; first
grade results wore most mixed, second and third grade results
all showed a decrease in Milures."

Sea report: Part II, p.202

II. SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS

A. A Faculty Seminr on Research Development was held at LeMoyne
College on January 13, 1969. Twenty-one faculty members, representing
the range of academic disciplines in the College's curriculum, regis-
tered and attended. Speakers and consultants included Dr. William N.
Jackson, Proffessor of Science Education, Tennessee State University;
Dr. JuanitaUilliamson, Professor of Ehglish, LeMoyne College;
Dr. Lyle Shannon, Professor of Sociology, University of Iowa;
Dr. Jack E. Reese, Assistant Dean of the Graduate School, University
of Tennessee; and Mr. Theodore Abell of the Atlanta Regional Office of
United States Office of Education.
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B. .A.Workshop on Research Methods was held at Lelloyne College on

January 29-31, 1970. Digtteen faculty members from LeMoyne, Fisk,
Talladega, and Tougaloo registered and attended all sessions. Twelve

others from ',Coyne and Tougaloo, attended some sessions. The workshop

was basically self-instructional, using the Red Train materials developed

by Teaching Reseaxoh at Monmouth, Oregon. There were also lectures

on research methods by Dr. Basil Matthews, Professor of Sociology,

Talladega College; Dr. S. O. Roberts, Professor of Psyohology, Fisk

University; and Dr. Juanita Williamson, Professor of English, Ldfloyne
College. Members of the West Tennessee Research Development Consortia

(Memphis State-University, Freed-Hardman College and Lane College)

served as consultants.

III OTIER !XTIVITIES

L. Two summaries of federal laws particularly appropriate to educa-

tional institutional development were prepared and sent to members of

the consortium.

B. Tim faculty members of the consortium attended each of the National

Research Training Institutes held at Monmouth, Oregon in 1967 and 1969

and at Traverse City, Michigan in 1968.

Conclusions

. ACComPLISBIMITS

This project began at a time when the institutions in the con-

sortium, as with all predominantly 'Negro colleges, were being pushed

into a state of change by-demands from students, some faculty meMbers

and some leaders outside the institutions. The two major demands were

the introduction of nevand extensive black studies programs and

2 the development of curriaulums more relevant to the communities

surromang the colleges and to the Negro community in general. This

consortium gave to same faculty members the means to deal with these

demands in a rational and academic manner by attempting to throw the

light of research on the problems and maggest the direction of chance.

At least fourteen of the research projects conducted under the con-

sortium were directly or indirectly related to the demnnds for changs.

L. second accomplishment vas that the consortium allowed faaulty

members, who had neither the time nor the access to funds to undertake

major research projects, to engage in amall manageable research pro-

jects. If this gave these persons some feeling of aocomplishment and

helped them to become better teachers the consortium vas a success.

Unfortunately, we were not prepared to have an inter-institutional

workshop such as that conducted at LeMoyne on January 29-31 in the

first months of the consortium. This workshop stimulated tremendous

interest in researdh and had. it been earlier it might have changed the

Whole history of the consortium.

I. third accomplishment was the involvement of students in several

of the research projects. This was partiaularly signifioant in helping

same to acquire abetter understanding of the moaning of a "relevant

curriculum."
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Fourth, several of the projects were directed at, and have resulted
in, curriculum revisions.

Fifth, the program stimulated interest and participation in
educational research from faculty members in the humanities, social
sciences and natural sciences.

Sixth, at least five of the studies are continuing and three of
thGae will almost certainly be published in book form.

Seventh, the research Which made it passible for the Lmistad
Research Center to prepare the guide for teaching Negro history has
provided usefUl material for many teachers across the nation.

II PROBILZIS

The major objective of. the consortium was not aocomplidhed,
the inauguration of a program of cooperative educational and
institutional research that mould provide significant data for change
and lead to .cooperation by the participating institutions in other
areas. The major reasons.for this have been aUtlined in the summary
at the beginning of this report.

The faot that the faculties of the schools in the consortium
have little interest in pure research made it difficult to got valid
proposals from them. The director of the project, after the first
year, informed the Office of Education that therearter funds would
only be paid over to individuals or institutions on contract and
some evidence of work being actually perfonned. This resulted from
the fact that during the first year the local directors had received
reldhursement for released time that was to be devoted to the consor-
tium, but they produced very little. The low interest in research,
plus the other problems outlined in the =unary, and the efforts to
keep a tight rein on the funds.resulted in more than r.,i15,000 of the
funds appropriated by the Office of Education under the contract for
the consortium being unexpended at the conclusion of the contract
period. Even so, some projects mere supported which cannot be
classified as educational research in a strict sense.
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Fisk University
Department of Psychology

Consortium Project1

The Relationship of Selected Non-Intellectual Factors to
Freshman Academic Achievement

S. O. Roberts and Carrell P. Horton1

I. PROBLEM

The importance of factors relating to academic achievement has
long been recognized; thus, the relationship of intelligence and achieve-
ment has been well documented (Barris, 1940; and Darley, 1962). In

recent years, however, increasing attention has been focused on the
importance of non-intellectual factors since individual case histories
clearly demonstrate that intelligence alone is not always sufficient
to "explain" or to "predict" achievement. The isolation and identifi-
cation of such factors would seem to be of particular importance to
ethnic minorities such as Negro Americans, who do not usually perform
well on conventional measures of ability, but many of whom do go on
to achieve significantly. Many studies have centered on the "environ-
mental climatu" as a factor in academic achievement (see, for example
Pace, 1960; Davis, 1963; and Lunsferd, 1963). Studies such as those
of Wilkinson and Weltz (1957), Brown (1960), Davis (1965), and
Nichols (1965) have stressed non-intellectual factors in college
perfornance.

Higher education is subjected today to a constant barrage of
criticism from laymen, students, faculty, and administration alike;
however, and despite all of that, it is expected to produce the
leader's of tomorrow. Insight into the ways in which this can be and is
accomplished can only be gained through scientific study of why
college students achieve, on the assumption that achievement in college
is a necessary condition for positive contributions to the larger
society. This study proposes to investigate the relationship between
selected non-intellectual factors and the achievement of freshman
college students in a predominantly Negro American institution as one
aspect of the larger question. This study will also serve as a
preliminary investigation to more extended research studies in this
area.

Many instruinents are available to measure the attitudes of
college students) but one of the most recent is the College Student
Questionnaire (CSQ), copyrighted in 1965 by Educational Testing
Service. This instrument provides for the gathering of a diverse
body of biographical and attitudinal information about college students
at two points during the college career: CSP - 1 is applicable to
entering college freshmen, and CSQ - 2 to students at close of any
academic year of his college career. Both parts provide a numler of
attitude scales. This study proposes to use selected data from the
administration of CSQ - 1 to entering freshmen in the fall of 1967.
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Khi le the authors of this instrument maintain that it provides only

a composite picture of the students in a college, the present investi-

gation assumes that the results from such an inventory should also be

useful for making group prediction for the students who are surveyed.

The general hypothesis of the study is as follows

The prediction of the academic achievement of the college freshmen is

improved when selected nbn-intellectual factors, as measured by then;

expressed attitudes are added to the conventional pl'edictor variables

of scholastic aptitude and high school academic record.

The specific factors with which the study was concerned are those

scales derived from the CSQ as follows:

1. "Motivation for Grades" (MG) 4. "Liberalism" (L)

2. "Family Social Status" (FS) S. "Social Conscience" (SC)

3. "Independence from Family" (FI)

Selection of the specific factors for study was based in part on

theoretical and empirical knowledge in general, and in part on a study

of upperclassmen at this institution (Calvert, 1968) which has provided

some information based on CSQ - 2.

II. METHODS AND PROCEDURES

The subjects and the procedures used in conducting this study

are described below.

Subjects

Subjects for this study were 219 students who entered a southern

liberal arts institution, attended predominantly by Negro American youth

for the first time in the fall of 1967. They were divided according to

sex and regional background (home town) as follows:

Male South 44
Male Other 32

Female South 80

Female Other 63

Total 219

"South" is composed of the Southeast and South Central regions, including

Florida, Georgia, Maryland, North .Carolina, .South Carolina, Virginia,

West Virginia, District of Columbia, Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky,

Louisiana, Mississippi, Oaklahoma, Tennessee, and Texas. "Other" is

composed of students from states in the Northeast, North Central, and

Pacific and Mountain regions.

Data

Several kinds of data were employed in the study. First, there

were the results derived from the College Student Questionnaire - Part I,
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an instrument developed by Educational Testing Service as a mean6 tor
gathering informatioh about college student bodies. From the total
questionnaires-several individual items were selected for the purposes
of comparing the sample of students with the.= normative population.
In addition, the following scale scores wero used for assessing the
importance of the choseQ non-intellective factors in predicting
achiovement in college.

1. Family SOCial Status: a measlire of.the socioeconomic status
of the student's parental family, comprised of 5 items, with
a score range of 7-63. High scores indicate high status.3

2. Family Independence - an index of generalized autonomy in
relation to parents and parental family, comprised of 10 items,
with a total score range of 10-40. High scores indicate
greater independence.

3. Liberalism - defined as a "political-economic-social value
dimension, the nucleus of which is sympathy either for an
ideology of change or for an ideology of preservation,"
comprised of 10 items, with a total score range of 10-40.
High scores identify liberals.

4. Sexial Conscience - measure of "moral concern about perceived
social injustice and what might be called 'institutional wrong
doing", comprised of 10 items, with a total score range of
10-40. High scores are indicative of concern.

5. Motivation for Grades - an index of the desire, as reported, to
obtain good grades in secondary school, comprised of 10 items,
with a total score range of 10-40. High scores indicate strong
motivation.

Three other tYpes of data were also included in the study.

Other data included

1. The student's CEEB's Scholastic Aptitude Test - Total Score
(SAT-T).

2. The High School Converted Rank (HSCR) of each student (on a
scale from 20-80, with high scores indicative of high rank).

. Ehch student's FreShman Gmde Point Average (PURA) for the
1967-68 'academic year, with' a .range of from 0 (E) to 4.00 (A).

High School Converted Ranks Were unavailable for 25 Ss, and two-
semestor grade-point averages were uriavailable for 8 Ss. These
missing values were predicted from known-values on other variables
using the best estimate from multiple regression data available for
the college in the study.
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Procedure

There were 308 entering students who took the CSQ in the Fall of

1967. Eighty-nine (89) of these were eliminated for the following reasons:

GSQ data incomplete 67

Advanced college status 12

Course load too small 3

Did not remain at Fisk 6

Hbme outside U. S. A. 1

Ur

Comparison of the data for the subjects of this study (219) and the

total of 308 on the CSQ items being used indicated no difference in

the two groups so that the study population is assumed to be represent-

ative of the total group. of 308.

Data for the subjects of this study were compared with data for the

normative population of the CSQ for the 5 scale scores used and for the

following background characteristics: overall high school average,

father's occupation, mother's occupation, home town, and sex.

Multiple regression analyses were performed for each of the 4

study sub-groups, all males, all females, and for the total group,

using FGPA as the criterion variable (indicative of college achievement),

and 7 possible predictor variables. High school converted rank and

SAT-T score represent the two conventional variables used in predicting

college achievement; while the 5 GSQ scale scores represent selected

non-intellectual factors hypothesized to improve the same prediction.

Step-wise regression analyses were made, yielding a multiple R for each

combination of predictors. The regression analyses for each sub-group

were directly comparable for the various groups. Tbe order in which

variables were inserted was as follows:

1. SAT-T
2. HSCR
3. Motivation for.Grades
4. Family Social Status
S. Social Conscience
6. Liberalism
7. Family Independence

This order mas decided upon after preliminary analysis of the inter-

correlations of the seven predictor variables and the criterion.

III. RESULTS

Ommparison of GSQ Normative Population and Current Study Sample

Home town of the study group by sex, and of the total normative

'population, is shown in Table 1. It can be seen that there are some

differences in the two groups. Considerably more of the study group
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was drawn from the South, and fewer from the State in which the college
is located. The study sample is also composed of proportionately more
females (65.3%) than is the normative group (45).

Differences also exist between the two groups in terms of occu-
pation of the father and occupation of the mother. (See Tables 2 and 3).
For both parents, it appears that proportionately fewer are employed
(as indicated in the "No Response" category) in tha normative group;
the difference is particularly great with regard to the employment of
mothers. The parents of the study group also appear to be over-
represented at the lower occupationdl levels, while study mothers are
also over-represented at the upper end (this discrepancy is most
likely due to the lesser frequency of employment of the professionally
qualified mothers in the normative group).

Table 4 indicates that there were only slight differences in the
overall high school averages of the two groups, the most notable
difference occurring at the A- or above level, with 16% of the normative
group and 11.4% of the study group in this category. The median
category for high school average was "B" for both groups. However,
there were marked differences within the study group in terms of both
sex and regional background. Females and Southerners appeared to have
the better averages, with the regional factor seemingly more important
than sex.

There were only very slight differences in the two groups with
regard to the 5 CSQ scale scores (See Tables 5-9), which suggests that
the differences in background did'not appreciably affect the scale
scores. Within the study group; however, some differences did occur
such as those which follow:

1. Southern students had a lower average index of Family Social
Status, and males had a lower index than females.

2. Females had slightly better Social Conscience scores than did
males.

3. Southern females were notably different from the other three
study sub-groups, in terms of a higher Motivation. for Grades.
Male southerners were also higher than the "Other".sub-groups,
but not as markedly.

Other Characteristics of Study Population

The distribution of the study population in terms of high school
rank, SAT-T score, and freshman grade-point average is shown in Tables
10-12. Southern students had a higher average HSCR than did students
from other regions, but females wore higher than males from the same
areas in both instances. SAT-T scdred did not follow this pattern -
here the higher averages were found among students from outside the
South, with male southerners being at least one-half standard deviation
below the respective averages of the other sub-groups. The suggested
poorer aptitude of male southerners appears confirmed when FGPAIs are
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examined (See Table 12). Ahle southerners had, on the average, only
slightly bettor than a C- average (1.68) while each of the other sub-
groups had an average between C and C+. Female southerners, who ranked
third according to average SAT-T score, had the highest FGPA (2.31).

Correlations of Predictor Variables with Criterion

Intercorrelation Coefficients

Correlation motrices for the sub-groups and the total group are
shown in Tables 13-19. The majority of the intorcorrelations were in
the low positive or negative range. SI1T-T score had the highest correla4
tion with FGPA for all sub-groups except female southerners, ranging
from .600 for male southerners to .437 for all females. For girls from
the South, the highest correlation with FGPA was that of Motivation for
Grades, .528. Considerable differences in the pattern of the inter-
correlation coefficients were apparent for the various sub-groups.
For example, Liberalism and Social Conscience scores, which might
logically be expected to show a moderate correlation, had an R of .411
among male southerners and one of .013 among males from other regions.

Prediction of Criterion

Multiple Ills and standard errors of estimate are shown in Table 20.
It can be seen that the correlation of predictor variables with
criterion increases, among all groups, with the addition of each
predictor variable into the equation. For the total group, the
correlation increased from .5099 when only SAT-T was used, to .5733
when all 7 predictor variables were used. Ftrther examination revealed,
however, that the increase in R was not accompanied by as marked a
decrease in the standard error of estimate, and that both sex and
regional factors appeared,to affect the results.

Among males, the use of SAT-T alone appeared to give almost as
rod an estimate ( est = .5270) as did the use of 7 variables

est = .5066). The addition of Family Social Status as a predictor
(and possibly Family Independence) seemed to make the largest
contribution. The effect of the other variables was negligible. This

pattern was not consistent for males from both regional groups. For
male southerners, each of the 7 variables appeared to contribute to the
reduction of the standard error of estimate from .5208 using 1 predictor
variable to .4972 using 7 predictor variables. The largest reduction
occurred with the addition of Family Social Status. Among males from
outside the South, both Family Social Status and Family Independence
appeared to contribute to the accuracy of the prediction. For this
latter group the non-intellective factors of Motivation for Grades,
Social Conscience and Liberalism did not seem to be of any value in
predicting academic achievement.

For all females, the addition of HSCR to the predictive equation
resulted in the greatest reduction of the standard error of estimate
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(from .5800 using SAT-T only, to .5477 using SkT-T and HSCR).
Motivation for Grades and Family Status also contributed to a more
accurate prediction; while the effect of tho other variables was
negligible. Only slight differences in this pattern showed up when
females wero divided according to regional background. Females from
the South had a pattern almost exactly like that of all females,
while females from other areas differed in that Motivation for Grades
did not contribute to the accuracy of the prediction, although the
other non-intellective factors did make some slight reductions in the
error of the estimate.

Nben the standard errors of estimate were corrected for size of
sample (See Table 21), the use of multiple predictors seemed even less
warranted. Only for the total group, all males, females from the South,
and all females did the use of all 7 predictors result in a smaller
standard error of estimate than did the use of ono predictor. Considering
only the variables of this study, inserted into the equation in the
order previously indicated, the smallest error of estimate resulted from
the use of the following predictors:

Predictors

SAT-T MP MG FS SC L Fl

Male South X

Male Other

All Male

Female South

Female Other X

All Female X

Total

As to be expected, these results provided a soMewhat different picture
from that based on the analysis of uncorrected standard errors of
estimate alone.
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IV. DISCUSSION

In terms of background characteristics, comparison of the study

group with the CSQ normative population revealed some differences and

some similarities. The groups were dissimilar with regard to the home

towns of students, sex distribution, and occupations of parents. These

difference$ were not unexpected in view-of the nature of college

involved as an institution (private, Southern), and the ethnic group of

the majority of its students whose backgrounds reflect generally those

of the Negro American minority. Despite differences in background, the

study group was very similar to the normative sample in terms of over-

all high school average, and in terns of the 5 scale scores taken from

the CSQ. This suggests that there may be soile, factor which has not been

measured here which tends to unify collegiate populations so that they

share similar attitudes and outlooks despite different backgrounds.

These comparisons, however, relate only to the total.study group; within

the study group, considerable differences did occur. Both sex and

region appeared to be related to factors of performance and to attitudes,

Thus, although the total study group did not differ markedly from the

normative population in terms of average scale scores, they showed

marked differences from each other. Some of these,intra-group

differences are.reflected in. FGPA, the criterion.of,academic achievement,

It is interesting, for example, that southern females, whO had the

highest average Motivation for Grades, also had the highest aVerage
PUPA, though they have next to the lawest in SAT-T score.

It was immediately apparent, Prom examination of the multiple

R's, that the correlation of both intellectual and non-intellectual
factors with academic achievement was higher for males than for 'females,

resulting in larger errors of prediction for women. Regional factors

also entered here. However, in most instances, correlations were
higher for female southerners than for male.southerners, while the

reverse was true for students from outside the South. ThOpteraction
of the factors of sex and regional background was demonstrated through-

out this study, and strongly suggest. that any studies,Of college

populations should take both of these factors into accdUnt.

The correlations of predictor variables with the criterion,

ranging from .40 - .60+, are in line with correlations reported from

other validity studies, both at this institution and.elsewhere. The

standard errors of estimate are also compatible with what previous

studies have led investigators to_expect. These standapd errors,

unfortunately, are not as low as might be desired, particularly in

terms of aiding in admissions decisions. The hypothesis of this study,

which suggests that better decisions can be made if non-intellective

factors are used as a part of the predictive equation, was generally

confirmed since in most instances some error reduction does result.

The practical question is, however, whether or not the reduction is

sufficiently great to warrant the extra time, errort and expense that

the measurement of these additional predictors involves. The results

of this study suggest that the answer to this practical question may
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depend in part on the answer to another question: For whom is the

prediction to be made? If it is for a male southerner, it is doubtful

that anything other than SAT-T is of much help. For female southerners,

on the other hand, three of the non-intellective factors, used with
the two conventional predictors, appear to contribute to a more accurate

estimate. Finally, .if only one equation is to be used for all students,
the effect of non-intellective factors does not appear to increase the

accuracy of the estimate much beyond that ontained by using SAT-T and

HSCR alone. Considering only the sub-groups for which non-intellective

factors appeared to make a contribution to predictive accuracy, and

using corrected standard errors of estimate, the largest reduction in

error of estimate (above that obtained using SAT-T and HSCR) was .0103

points in the Female South group when Motivation for Grades, Family

Status and Social Conscience were also included as predictor variables.

Using uncorrected standard errors of estimate, thb reduction was

greater, equal to .0518 points among females from the South when all

7 predictor variables were used.

The results of this study are limited by the size of the sample,

which for some sub-groups appreciably affects the shrunken estimate of

the multiple R and the standard error of estimate. EVen for the total

group of 219, however, it cannot be said conclusively that the inclusion 1

of non-intellective factors as predictor variables adds very much to the 1

accuracy of the estimate of academic achievement. The study may also

be limited in terms of the choice of non-intellective factors. Although

these were chosen in terms of results of previous studies in the

literature, theoretical premises, and a recent study of seniors in the

college using CSQ data (See Calvert, 1968), it may be that there are

other factors which are more pertinent.

It.seems reasonable to suggest that non-intellective factors are

. more strongly related to academic achievement among(1) females from

the South, and (2) males from outside the South. If only one predictive

equation is to be used, it is doubtful that anything would be gained by

using hny of these particular non-intellective factors as supplementary

predictor variables to SAT-T scores and HSCR.

Thus, not only are these selected non-intellectual variables no

substitute for the belabored conventional predictor, but add little

substantial information for estimating college performance of these

Negro American students. Finally, there'are those who would call

into question the criterion (FGPA) used in this study, but until

there is developed a better criterion, performance and ability test

and the high school record are the best indicators of achievement at the

college level.
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SUMMARY

1. Data from 219 students entering college for the first time were
used to

a) compare them with the normative population of the College
Student Questionnaire (CSQ), an instrument used to gain
information about college student bodies; and

b) to assess the relationship of selected non-intellective factors
(as selected from the CSQ data) to the prediction of academic
achievement.

2. The study group was different from the normative group in terms of
regional origin, sex distribution, and parents' occupations.

3. Similarities between the study and normative group were great in
terms of overall high school average, and attitudes (as indicated
by means and standard deviations for the 5 scale scores corresponding
to the non-intellective factors used in this study).

4. Intra-group differences for the study group were marked for both
intellectual and non-intellectual factors when the group was divided
according to sex and regional background.

5. Superficial analysis of multiple correlations and standard errors
of estimate resulting from 7 different regression analyses suggested
that non-intellective factors did add to the accuracy of predicting
academic achievement. However, more refined analysis, with errors of
estimate corrected for sample size, suggested that while a reduction
in error of estimate did occur for some sub-groups, the reduction was
relatively small.

6. It appears that the factors of sex and regional background are
important in determining the conditions most important in predicting
academic achievement.

7. Finally, the non-intellectual variables which were used in this
study for this minority group add little to the prediction of
college achievement beyond that from knowledge of test scores and
high school record of these students.
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FOOTNOTES

1The investigators wish to express their appreciation to the OORD Amistad
Researdh ConsoAiuo (based at Fisk Univerity) of seven SOUthern liberal
arts institutions (Clark) Dillard, ideifoyile, Fisk, Huston-Tillotson,
Talladega, and Tdugaloo) Uhder a grant from the U. S. Office of
EdUdation for the sdort of thiS undertakihg.

2See Appendix for a list of the items foi each of the five selected
scales froth the CSQ.

3This scale has since been amended to include only 4 items, with a
score range of 6 through 54.
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TABLE 1

Home Town

Ma lo Male Female
Other South Other

This City

This County (exc. this city)

Other within this State 4.5

Northeast 37.5 44.4

Southeast 29.5

South Central 38.6

North Central 44.4

Pacific and Mountain 6.2

Outside Continontal U. S.

No response

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

Nis 32 1414 63

34

30

Female
South Total

Comp.
Data

21.2 13..2 23.0

9.0

3.8 2.3 17.0

18.3 16.0

41.2 21.0 10.0

33.8 20.1 4.0

21.0 13.0

4.1 1.0

1.0

6.0

100.0 100.0 100.0

80 219



TABLE 2

Father' s Occupation

Professional requiring an
advanced college degree

Owner, high-level executive-
largo business or high-level
gov. ag.

Profession requiring
bachelor's degree

Owner, mgr., partner of small
business, lower level gov't
off.; militarj commissioned
officer

Salesman, bookkeeper,
secretary, office worker, etc.

Skilled worker or craftsman

Service worker

Semiskilled orker

Unskillbd worker, laborer,
farm worker

No rosponse

Total

Nts

Male
Other

Male
South

Female
Other

Female
South Total

12.5 14.5 17.5 11.2 11.9

9.5 2.7

21.9 18.2 15.9 13.8 16.14

9.4 13.6 14.3 15.0 13.7

3.1 2.3 6.3 6.2 5.0

6.2 9.1 15.9 13.8 12.3

15.6 6.8 6.3 10.0 9.1

15.6 25.0 11.1 15.0 16.0

15.6 20.4 3.2 15.0 12.8

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

32 1414 63 80 219

Comp.
Data

9.0

8.0

1

11.0
1

1

17.0 I

13.0

13.0

7.0

10.0

5.0

100.0



TABLE 3

Mother' s Occupation

Male
Other

Male
South

Professional requiring an
advanced college degree 3.1

Owner, high-level executive-large
business or high-level government
agency

3.1

Profession requiring a bachelor's
degree 21.9 22.7

Owner, mgr. partner of small
business; lower level gov't off's;
military commissioned officer

Salesman, bookkeeper, secretary,
office workur, etc. 12.5 9.1

Skilled worker or craftsman 3.1 9.1

Service worker 3.1 2.3

Semiskilled worker 9.4 13.6

Unskilled 'writer, laborer,
faro worker 12.5 15.9

No response 31.2 27.3

Total 100.0 100.0

Female Female Comp.

Other South Total Data

6.3

33.3

4.8

- 12.7

1.6

6.3

7.5 5.0

.14

26.2 26.9

1.2 . 1.8

11.2 11.4

3.8 4.1

12.5 7.3

1.0

9.0

1.0

23.0

2.0

2.0

12.7

3.2

19.0

100.0

32

32 Lai 63

6.2 10.0

8.8 9.1

22.5 23,7

100.0 100.0

80 219

6.0

6.0

100.0

36



TABLE 4

Overall High School Average

Male
Other

Male
South

2.3

A- 3.1 14.5

.13+
22.7

15.6 15.9

B- 21.9 34.1

C+. 28.1 11.4

23.1 14.5

C- 3.1 14.5

Female
Other

4.8

15.9

22.2

17.5

27.0

9.5

3.2

Female
South Total

Comp.
Data

8.8 3.6 6.0

13.8 7.8 10.0

23.8 17.8 19.0

37.5 25.6 20.0

8.8 18.3 16.0

3.8 15.5 15.0

1.3 8.2 8.0

2.5 3.2 1.0

D-or lower

No res pon se
5.0

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

32 1414 63 80 219

33



TABLE 5

Family Social Status

56 - 62

49 - 55

42 - 48

35 - 41

28 - 34

21 - 27

14 - 20

Total

Mhle
Other

Male
South

21.9 2.3

6.2 11.4

12.5 15.9

18.8 9.1

15.6 13.6

6.2 22.7

100.0 100.0

Female
Other

1.6

17.5

15.9

17.5

19.0

23.8

4.8

100.0

Fo0a10
SOth Total

1.2 .9

11.2 12.8

10.0 1164

16.2 16.0

16.2 16.0

17.5 18.3

21.2 14.6

100.0 100.0

Means

Standard Deviations

. (Mean
Comparative

(S D

32 44 63 80 219

31.4 24.8 36.5 30.3 31.1

14.5 12.6 11.2 12.3 13.1

31.3
13.3

314



TABLE 6

Family Independence

37 - 39

34 - 36

31 - 33

28 - 30

25 - 27

22 - 24

19 - 21

16 - 18

13 - 15

lo - 12

Total

Ws

Means

Standard Deviations 5.0 3.8 4.4 3.6 4.3

(Mean 20.8
Comparative (s D 5.1

Mhle
Other

Male
South

Female
Othar

3.1 1.6

3.1 h.8

9.4 4.5 3.2

9.4 6.8 11.1

40.6 22.7 22.2

15.6 27.3 30.2

9.4 27.3 20.6

6.2 11.4 6.3

3.1

100.0 100.0 100.0

Female
South Total

.9

1.8

1.2 3.6

5.0 7.8

16.2 22.8

38.8 30.6

18.8 19.6

15.0 10.5

5.0 2.3

100.0 100.0

32 44 63 80 219

22.5 20.1 21.4 19.0 20.4

g

35



TABLE 7

Liberalism

Male
Othar

Male
South

39 -

36 - 38 2.3

33-35 9.4 4.5

30 - 32 15.6 13.6

27 - 29 31.2 36.4

24 - 26 18.8 13.6

21 - 23 15.6 22.7

18 - 20 9.4 14.5

15 - 17 2.3

Total 100.0 100.0

Female
Other

Female
South

1,6

3.2

. h.8 3.8

9.5 22.5

36.5 35.0

27.0 27.5

15.9 7.5

3.8

1.6

100.0 100.0

Total

35.2

23.3

14.2

3.6

Moans

Standard Djviations

Compar (14oanativo (s D

.9

100.0

32 44 63 80 219

26.6 26.4 27.1 27.5 27.0

4.2 4.4 4.0 3.3 3.9

25.5

4.4

40

36



TABLE 8

Social Conscience

Mhle
Other

Male
South

Female
Other

Female
South

39 - 41 1.2

36 - 38 3.1 2.3 3.2 10.0

33 - 35 12.5 6.8 19.0 17.5

30 - 32 18.8 20.4 17.5 25.0

27 - 29 21.9 20.4 19.0 21.2

24 - 26 25.0 20.4 25.4 17.5

21 - 23 12.5 18.2 12.7 7.5

18 - 20 6.2 6.8 3.2

15 - 17 4.5

Total

.4

5.5

15.1

21.0

20.5

21.5

11.9

3.2

.9

Total 100.0 10C.0 100.0 10C.0

32 44 63 80

Moans 27.6 26.4 28.2 29.7

Standard DeviTtions 4.6 4.9 4.4 29.7

100.0

219

28.3

4.7

(Moan
Comparative

(s n

28.1
4.6

41

37



TABLO 9

Motivation for Grades

Male
Other

Male
South

Female
Other

Female
South Total

37 - 39 3.1 3.8 1.8

34 - 36 2.3 3.2 15.o 6.8

31 - 33 12.5 15.9 12.7 18.8 15.5

28 - 30 3.1. 27.3 20.6 28.8 22.4

25 - 27 28.1. 20.4 23.8 18.8 21.9

22 -.24 25.0 18.2 14.3 11.2 15.5

19 - 21 21.9 9.1 14.3 3,8 10.5

16 - 18 3.1 6.8 11.1 5.0

12 - 15 3.1 ,4

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

N's 32 44 63 80 219

Means 24.6 26.4 25.3 29.3 26.9

St!tndard Deviations 4.9 4.4 4.9 4.2 4.9

(MoanComparative (S D
26.1
5.1

42

36



TABLE 10

High School Gonverted Rank

76 - 89

'71 - 75

66 - 70

61 - 65

56 - 60

51 - 55

46 - 5o

41 - 45

36 - 40

Total

Male
Other

Male
South

Female
Other

Female

South

3.8

2.3 3.2 23.8

3.1 14.5 6.3 13.8

15.6 25.o 17.5 22.5

15.6 29.5 314.9 16.2

25.o 25.o 11.1 16.2

25.0 11.4 19.0 3.8

15.6 7.9

2.3

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Total

1.4

10.0

8.2

20.5

24.2

17.8

12.8

14.6

.4

100.0

lits 32 44 63 80 219

Means 53.3 57.1 55.8 63.6 58.6

Standard Deviations 6.7 6.3 7 7.7 8.2

43

39



TABLE 11

SAT - T Score

1250 - 1349

1150 - 1249

1050 - 1149

950 - 1049

850 - 949

750 - 849

650 - 749

55° - 649

450 - 549

Total

Male

Other
Mhle
South

Female
Other

1.6

1.6

9.4 2.3 3.2

9.4 4.5 12.7

31.2 22.7 17.5

28.1 22.7 44.4

21.9 27.3 17.5

15.9 1.6

4.5

100.0 100.0 100.0

Female
South Total

1.2 .9

2.5 1.4

2.7

10.0 9.6

26.2 23.7

36.2 34.7

17.5 20.1

5.0 5.5

1.2 1.4

100.0 100.0

s 32 44 63 80 219

Means

Standard Deviations

140

852.8 759.4 847.8 831.2 824.7

129.1 127.8 129.1 129.2 133.2

44



TABLE 12

Freshman Grade-Point Average

Male- Mhle-- .Famale
Other South- Other

3.60 - 3.99

3.20 - 3.59

- 3.19

2.40 - 2.79

2.00 - 2.39

1.60 - 1.99

1.20 -1.59

.80 - 1.19

6.2 -6.3

12.5 2.3 9.5

15.6 9.1 14.3.

18.8 18.2 27.0

18.8 29.5 20.6

18.8 20.4 15.9

9.4 11.4 . 4.8 3.8 6.4

6.8 1.6 1.8

2.3 .4

.40 - .79

.00 - .39

Female
South Total

2.5 .9

5.0 4.6

17.5 11.4

25.0 17.4

13.8 19.2

20.0 21.9

12.5 16.0

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

NIs 32 144 63 80 219

Means 2.10 1.70 2.13 2.32 2.11

Staniari )eviations .65 .61 .64 .6h .67



13

lorrolation Matrix for Male South Sub-group

N-44

Fl L sc MG FS SAT- T HSCR FGPA

Family Independence

Liberalism -.049

Social Conscience -.561 .411

Motivation for Grades -.285 .olio .271

Family Social Status .071 -.041 -.194 -.140

SAT - Total .091 .153 .0214 -.008 .445

/BCH -.218 -.008 .067 .382 .107 .255

IGPA . -.037 -.013 -.051 .1214 .368 .513 .2141

4.

142



TABLE 14

orrolation Matrix for Male Othor Sub-group

N. 3 2

Fl L SC MG FS SAT-T HS1R F0PA

Family In lepon lonco

Liboralism .161

Social Conscionco -.151 .013

Motivation for Gralos -.018 .042 .088

Family Social Status -.175 .001 .128 .259

SAT-Total .328 .269 -.133 .133 .227

HSCR .067 .061 .253 .210 .089 .404

F0PA .299 .164 .017 .100 .346 .600 .367

47
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TA9LE 15

CorroLation Matrix for All Ma los

11.7 6

Fl L S.; MG FIE SAT-T }MIR PIK

Family Indopenlanco

Liboralisto .058

Social Conscionce -.31.2 .254

Motivation for Gro.los -.187 .034 .162

Fandly Social Status .009 -.013 -.019 .007

SAT-Datal .276 .200 .014 -.011 .395

HSCR -.1142 .012 .102 .336 .025 .195

FGPA .201 .070 .017 .050 .402 .596 .190



TABLE 16

OarruLation Matrix for Female South Sub-group

N80

PT L SI AG FS SAT-T ASIR FGP.:

Family Indepenionce

Libaralism -.154

Social Conscience -.327 .337

Motivation for Grades -.213 .204 .326

Family Social Status .119 -.118 -.231 -.330

Sia-Totql. -.022 .128 .158 .349 -.234

HS tIR -.078 .106 .257 .187 -.2141 .432

FOPA -.011 .069 .281 .528 -.3143 .463 .460

45



TA3LE 17

Correlation Matrix for Female Other Sub-group

N.63

Fl L SC MG Fs SAT-T HSCR FGPA

Family Inieponience

Liberalism .341

Social Conscience -.091 .396

Motivation for Grades -.320 -.160 .052

Family Social Status .105 .259 -.048 -.124

SAT - Total .11.18 .446 .358 -.065 .133

HSCR -.127 . 00 -.037 .402 -.347 .236

FGPA -. 08 .238 .212 .042 .017 .439 .288

50
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TABLE 18

Correlation Matrix for All Females

N*11,3

Fl L SC MO FS SAT-T HS CR FGPA

Family Independence

Liberalism .093

Social Conscience -.247 . 367

Motiwition for Grades -.350 .033 .245

Family Social Status .174 .041 -.190 -.309

SAT - Total .077 .277 .286 .036 -.063
.

HSCR -.216 .074 .209 .564 -.358 .281

FGPA -.084 .156 .202 .2142 -.222 .437 .408

51

147



TiaLE 19

'Correlation Matrix for Total Stilly Group

N.219

FT L SC MG FS SAT-T HSCR FGPA

IniapanJance

Liberalism .067

Social Conscience -.288 .333

Motivation for Graies -.307 .051 .246

Family Social Status .083 .038 -.076 -.150

- Total .133 .257 .208 .045 .140

HSCR -.2114 .077 .221 .520 -.163 .279

FGPA -.010 .144 .183 .216 .067 .510 .387

148
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.
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.
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.
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7
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.
5
5
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.
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3
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.
5
5
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.
5
5
5
0

.
5
3
5
4

.5811
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4
4

3
2

7
6
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APPENDIX

Tho Selected CSQ Scalos

1. Motivation for Grados

65. During your soconlary school years, did you raceivo Pny honnrs nr
avards for scholarly achievenant?

76. Did most of your high school toachers probably think of you as
one of thair hardost workors even though nnt necessarily ono of
the brightest?

77. Did other interests (sports, extracurricular activities, or
hobbies) prevent you from obtaining an excellent ratin3 or mark
for effort in your high school work?

78. Compared with most of your classmates, hot, much would you say you
studied during your senior year in high school?

81. Do you think your follow students in high school thought of you
as a hard worker?

83. Did you try harder to get on (and stay on) the honor roll or merit
list than the average student in your high school class?

84. Do you tend to give up or delay on uninteresting assignments?

85. In terms cf your own personal satisfaction, how much importance
Jo you attach to getting good grades?

88. Did you regard youself as a more consistent and harder vorker
in your classroom nssignments than the typical student in your
high school classes?

89. MOw wall do you feel you learned hol to study in high school?

2. Family Social Status

108. Which of the following categories comes closest to your father's
occupation? If your father is returod, deceased, or unemployed,
indicate his former or customary occupation (weighted 3).

113. What is your best estimate of the total income last year of your
parental family (not your own family if you are married)?
Consider annual income from all sources before taxes.

115. Ho t! much formal education does (did) your father have? Indicate
only the highest level (i.e. mark only one of the nine
alternatives).

116. Indicate the extent of your mother's formal education. Use the

alternatives in the preceding question. (Mark only one)
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120. Which of the categories below comes closest to describing tho
nationality or ethnic background of your father's ancestors?

3. Social Conscience

172. Do you become indignant when you read that a high government
official has taken money or 3ifts in return for favors?

174. Hin, sLrongly do you feel that something must be done soon about the
rising tile of juvenile crime in this country?

175. Are you concerned about the extent to nhich economic poverty still
exists in the Unitel States (e.g., the fact that in 196; about
ono-sixth of American families earned under S3000 a year)?

177. Are you concernel that persons who are not -thite-Anglo-Saxon-
Protestant seem to have somewhat less opportunity in America?

178. Aro you listurbed about what appears to be a vowing preoccupation
with money ani material possessions throughout this country
accompanied by a declining concern for national aims, spiritual
values, and other moral considerations?

181. Are you concerned about the many elderly people in the U. S. .1ho
are left alone to live "on crumbs of welfare measures"?

186. Would you be upset at the signt of children looking at obscene
printed material at a magazine stand (or else,Alere)?

189. Do you feel that the deciaion to drop an atomic bomb on the city of
Hiroshima tms right or wrung?

191. Are you disturbed when you hear of confessions of extensive
rigging of bids or rigging or "administering" of prices in some
essential industry in the U. S?

193. HT4 would you feel (or have you felt) when first hearing about
a lynching somewhere in the United States (which happened as
recently as 1959 - to a man named Parker)?

4. Liberalism

171. Do you consider your political point of view to ba generally?

173. Wuld you agree that the government should have the right to
prohibit certain groups of persons who disagree with our form
of government from holding peaceable public meetings?

176. Do you agree thnt police are unduly hampered in their efforts to
apprehend criminals when they have to have a warrant to search
a house?

179. Do you agree or disagree with the belief that capital punisLaent
(the death penalty) whould be abolished?
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182. Would you aerea or disagree that tho government should do more

than it is presently doing to see that everyone gets alequate

medical care?

185. WOuld you agree or disagree that legislative committee should not

investigate the political beliefs of college or university

faculty members?

188. Do you agree or disagree that labor unions these days are

doing the country more harm than good?

192. Would you agree or disagree that conscientious objectors

should bo ozcusod from military service in wartime?

1914. Do you agree or disagree with the contention that the welfare

state tends to destroy individual initiative?

200. Do you agree or disagree with the belief that individual liberties

and justice under las.? are not possible in socialist countries?

). Family Independence

148. Durinz the coming year, how often do you plan to see your

parents?

149. Could you become so absorbed in some kind of activity that you

would lose interest in your family?

150. Would you agree that a person should generally consider the needs

of his parental family as a whole more important than his own

mleds?

151. Would you agree that members of your family should hold fairly

similar religious beliefs? .

152. Would you describe your family as:

153. Many parents take a great deal of interest in vhat their sons

and daughters do. How important is it to you that you satisfy

yrur parents' wishes?

154. Do you feel that in the last year or so you have bean growing

closer to your family or further away from it?

155. Do you consult with your parents when you are faced with

important personal decisions?

156. Do you feel that you should consult vith your parents on

important personal matters?

157. How dependent on or independent of your parents do you

consider yourself to be at the present time?

33
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Instructinn in the Principles of 14.iic in Guneml Humanities

Courses

a_ick*rouni. In April 1970 a s4od- :rant was attarded to the
writer-Fi ttiii-runort in orier tnit, as a teacher in a required

Ouneral Humanities course for freshmen in a predominantly :Sogro
college, he might begin "to seek out. the three or four basic mothais

of introducind the principles of music to students who will
(presumably) novur have more than an amateur intorost" in tk:e

subject,

Special roblem. The problem is a special one in th eat th

nature o mus c i s ephemeral, except in its written or printed form

in a score. Although it is intensely human -- accordin;-; to tradition,

especially so for Afro-Americans -- to respond to rhythmic, melodic,

and harmonic impulses with singing, dancing, and other spontaneous

activity, the moment of participation passes quickly. It may of

courso survive vividly in memory, but means of studying it, in the

customary academic sense, are never entirely satistrictory.

Other handicaps. Technical knowledge for the instructor and

the throat of a specialized vocabulary tend to intervene; and it is

often difficult to set up facilities for students to prepare or

review assignments, in that'records (and often tapes) are expensive

and fragile, and hours in "listening rooms" supervised by authorized

personnel are apt to be reStricted and/or inconvenient.

Basic approach. It therefore seemed sensible to try to work

out methods whereby the learning process is an active, participatory

one, rather than one of sedentary reading or mere torpid listening.

Also, such doing would suggest a return to the Renaissance ideal of

the enthusiastic amateur making his own music -- rather than the

common modern notion of the spectator being "entertained" by

specialists.

Procedure. The investigator enlisted the cooperation of his

chief student assistant, a fifth-year student in the Department of

Music. Together with a team of four volunteers (all freshmen

currently enrolled in the General Humanities program) they combed

all general introductory texts on music in the College Library, as

well as an extensive selection of pertinent periodical articles of

the past decade.

Card filo of findings. A card file was kept of outlines of

presentations of the basic elements of music, along with suggested

exercises; particular attention was paid to musical examples --

often folk songs, nursery songs, hymns, patriotic ditties, and

other simple pieces likely to be well known to all entering students.

Where the examples are more sophisticated, they are still widely
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flow 4.-tin icr n-chu tt tho olrly ova,: V) toachlot; tho
oe mustc to non--magic mrt,hrs. Tho first two are

tr, cultural, phonomona. 51 nco thoy are not 1iroctly adaptable tr) tho
courso loci/fIr its instructnr t Tallader, thoy try be isponsod
first.

a) CHRONOWOY. This Ippronch has considerable merit,
espocially bjcause it can bo sensibly fusel with the
slhole purpoio of tho course: namely, tn considor ^11
humanistic onterprises in some interrelated way within
a cultural context. (That is, wily are )t ,.:ieval things

peculiarly "Medieval" and yut linke.1 rily,,,eriously tn tho
ancient cLassical world of tho past, and to thu
Renaissance world yet to come?) The problem here is thlt
attention to music would have to be suspended until rt third
of the year's course had passed (after a consideration of
Greece nnd Rome); and it is most desirable to beain with a
group of connected units which might be calLx1 "How to
Road an Essay," "How to Look at a Picture," and "How to
Liston to Music," etc. So the chronological nproach must
bo discarded, at least for purposes of introduction to
principles.

b) POP-CONTWORARY. This approach would be surefire if it could
be made to work; but it is fraught with possibilities for
irretrievable disaster -- mostly because it would require an
instructor so "hip," so attuned to youthful taste, that
he could choose popular selections from "rock" and "soul"
music and similar forms to illustrate the basic principles.
An inaccurate choice that was deemed passe or phoney would
ruin his chances. (In the hands of a real expert, however, 1

this is a marvelous technique -- because a trememdous
number of clear and telling parallels could be made between
these songs and works from the classical repertoire.)

The three remaining possibilities could easily be adapted -- singly
or in some combination -- to the purposes pf *a course in the
General Humanities:

c) RECTIE. Without presenting or.analyzing such formal
concepts as meter -- those would come later, out of the
first few sessions -- the class, perhaps with individual
performors, would respond to the "beats" in marches,
waltzes, minuets, Dixieland jazz; modern rock (suitable
for bougaloo or fug dancing, etc.) and other forms. The
approach would be to gradually separate "beat" notes from
other notes, distinguishing those which receive emphasis
and then taying to bring out some system of .time-signatures.
Active participation would be encouraged via clapping.or
stamping, and certain students could even engage in
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Lth gtming tArson et/tholc thon how
i-..riattonl In Ilunul (brass,ls, vorAwin.11, vtrinjs) chAnr:i

tho lin.), within rhythmic i)rli:m1.

!CuLODY. Thin prus,intAtir,n vout I beg4n t tho oppoliti
,)ht of th,) prnc,-33 suaest-A ':011-knneAn m011.1103 --

porhapn trjmns nr folk son,:ls (care 't)gli tywe ti be tlken tn
avntil certain spiritu.:l and blues (lm, which re
aurprisinqly irregular and sophisticated when analyzed)
oufl bu ployed, ono note at a time. ExNriments bo

undertaken in judging tho offoct nf chan4ng individual
notos, or jroups of notes. Other oxporimonts would bo
trial in dividing tho class into small 4roupn, J.1 c h of

Nhich woull be elven tho saw bar or t',o of some simple
7,!ordless melody invontod for tho occosion (or, porhaps,
borrowel from ri classic which wouli probably not bo fomiliar

to the students). Each group would then compose its
continuation -- and, hopefully, conclun 'ton -- of' the intro-
ductory melody. This would provido an excellent
opportunity for discussion of why: thot combinotion
of notes was chosen, for communication of ',that omotion,
if any, otc. (Comparison with tho classic might then
be ospocially instructivo.) From construction of
elementary molodic linos, progression 1,1ouli thon be made
to variations in tonality and in tho effocts of rhythm
changes.

o) SOUND. The approach hero Wo u ld generally be one of

encouraging an analysis of sound itself, from tho poop of
a piccolo to tho groan of a bassoon. This could havo two
attractions which are only periphorally musical: for the

scientifically inclined, in studies of sound aves and
acoustics in general; or Mr the crafts-oriented, in the
actual creation of primitive instruments. It would be

extremaly helpful if students could use these instruments
thomselves, evon if they make sounds which are seemingly
merely noiso. If this is not possible, for reasons of the
delicacy or high cost of the instruments, musicians should
be on band to explain and perform. (Films, filmstrips,
records and so on should be accepted only as a last resort;
the value of the approach-through-sound lies to an enormous
extent in the living presence of the tone.) Once
familiarity with the variety of musical soulds makes
itself felt, the next steps would lead to scales and
tonality, and thence either to melody or rhythm, or some
combination thereof, as the mood of the moment may
dictate.

Originally planned application. The investigator had hoped
that he could work, in the coming summer, with groups of students
in the Upward Bound program of Talladega College, taking methods
C, D, and E as outlined above, and applying them in actual practice.
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rilann.::, application. It pooul.1 still ou possibl; fr,r
the inve,Itiator to ork with the us-ionti.11.1 of tho experimentoutlinel His enrollment in General Humanities noxt year
(prob--.b1y 110-120 stuients) will bu too to go into 1otail.;1
variations, on a persoral Insis, with clomul:? knit ,!riups; buttheru are still liscussion sections (2j-30 sturienta) mhich
permit at lurtst the bo4nnings of a comparativo analytical process.
A.so, sma/1 groups of volunteers might well bu enlisted) perhapn
with thu coaxing of "extra credit" -- althouffi this is apt to croato
motivationi not really directed to the subject matter. Io shall soo.

Statement of irrItitude. Thu author of this ruport concerning
his see -grant 70p1y appreciatos the opportunity to begin this
important research project, and his thanks are sincerely extended to the
Amistad Research Center and to Talladeda College. Numerous
conversations with colloagues in othur institutions, wrestling with
the problems of General Humanities, indicate that the teaching of
music is invariably the weakest part of the course, unloss the
instructor has special skills. Therefore, this projoct, directod
toward organization of various methods of teaching the principles of
music by non-professionals, may be a bedinning toward.understandind
of the problem and certain possible solutions.

Vincent C. Do Baun

Talladega College
Talladega, Alabama 35160

Nay 30, 1970
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(lbnorm%1 mcho17) c1q53 lm 4rnup tonk on the project, vreetn,1

..s.n to hitfielA on A regular basis ani to proviie for the patients

in or., rUltionti'll unit, recreational activities.

The ilea behini this project ,413 that 5tudonts wInt and need "rial

life" involvement in thu subjects they rtro stulyint: whenever possible.

It. *las believed that such students would perceive themselves as more
involved in their work, and would tip:rotor° enjoy it more, learn more and

Jo butter. The procedure was as follows: a questionnaire ,aas

administered to students near the beginning of the course. A
questionnaire covering the same areas was then administered at the
end of the course. Thu major results of this questionnaire ere

presented belo!I:
Rating on a 7 point scale - 1 not very good. 7 very good

Felt understanding of
mental patients

Felt competence with
mental patients

Interest in mental
patients

,i2 (end of course)
2.6 5.0

, .

1.9 4.4

5.4 5.8

Those results show that students felt that they improved in competence
in dealing with mental patients, in understanding of mantel patients.
It also shows that their intorest in mental patients increased slightly,
even though it sTarted out at a high level. The class was then broken

down into students who had gone to Whitfield 3 or more times and
those who had gone less than 3. On a Ij point grade scele (A=11), students

who had gone 3 or more times scored 3.141 while the other group scored

2.6. This tends to substantiate the notion that increased participation
in relevant situations increases some factor which influences academic
performance, perhaps learning, retention, motivation or interest.

In toms of evaluating perceived involvement, students were asked to
rate the mental hygiene class as compared to their other 3 or 14 courses.

This class stood at 1.5 out of ill on felt involvement, similar ratings
were obtained for interest (1.2); amount learned (1.3); understanding
gained (1.5) amount of work (1.7) and amount of work the student
would have been willing to do (1.4). Thus several indicators suggest
that the students did feel involved and interested in abnormal
psychology and in the course.

Their comments written on the questionnaire also indicate this:
"continue the project", "we read, discussed and then saw", "I
enjoyed the mixture of application and theory" and many other
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some tartfortanite molt riot and's. our contrIl. Duo t,-.1 1

of st iff t:k.3 'tato hospit,'.1., we were unable visit tLt
iny time other thin on WiscIrlu0.-1Ay lttor1100fla Thoroforo severtl ai
slumbers W 1)(1 hal intorust w)ro not iblo to pitrtic:ipate thoy
,lishod to. .a0111 1 4'111'0 thoucht, wht1 ro u.jrt) lbout it, Cr)

lo volt") p arm.) measure of tho patients for a boforo and after iesi:In
too. They lefinitely chanc:ed while 44,) were ping out to Whitfiell.
The xp trc of IesiiTing such a munsure woull hive holped
educationally, and it woull also havo incruasal tho meanin,-.: of this
project from moru "profonsional" point of viov. similar
moasuro of the on the spot compotence of the students 1.1mu1ti rt1,ri
hwo boon useful, howuvor wo simply lid not have tho porsonno1 tc

undurtaku thoso things.

I boliove that tho objoctivus for mo penonally wore accomplishod.
I have what I boliuvo to 1:o a roasonablo demonstration that such a
class format not only can work, but can work woll, to bonofit
studonts, faculty and an outside party, in thil caso tho pationts.

Sinceroly,

Clairo Morse, Ph.D.
Tougaloo Collage
Tougaloo, Mississippi
June 8, 1970
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"rill 1.1 whnle" Inc ludort reit !ion is t> lenj.:ct ant vanta.ile
potnt. EventA on campus:J:1 lurtr., thu ionr 19643-69 lerv:y1 to up-ter/in;

obvtnesnosm t thu pmblort 'Iaftnu in tetu ppll.cattnn.
'rho inconcluaLvn,,:el of this report furt:tor mt.t.:,:uotB tt. .Ienth
comploxity.

...a if to viliJato thu wilespruad and continuin awareness thu
problem as locally tanned, the lead article in the Center Kainzine fnr
April 1969 contains this pssage. John U. Zlef formerly served as
chairman of the Committ;o on Social Thou1;ht at the Uri ivurs it:, of
Chicao.

"The consequences of leaving Christ standin outside the arena
of li:o combining with those of tmatin,; the highest noms of
human conduct as unrealizable eventually led to pleas, like
that of Theodore Roosevelt, for 'realizable ideals.' . Vie

have an overwhelming need to break with curtain prejudices.
Thu first is that human naturo is incapable of improvement and
that the visions of perfection which reli,sious prophets have
had arc impractical, that attempts to realize them do the
human race more ham than good. Tho second prejudice, which
is closely related to the first, is that ideals must be
adjusted to human nature at its most mediocre, if not its
most base." (page 6)

For what it may mean, this record of "encounters" and "activities
undertaken" reveals the following:

The four visitors met with 39 classes (averaging 25 students, with
some duplication - i.e., two "exposures"), with 17 cooperating faculty,
in all divisions of the college, with emphasis in the Social Sciences.
In each case a free ranging discussion followed an initial statement
by the visitor. The discussion tended to be in the context of the
class material. The visitor, in his person, represented a living
commitment to the position that religion and higher education are
part of one whole, life itself. Their statements implied that
religion is not a peripheral and occasional activity, but an
informing and formative stance in the midst of life as well as a
powerful agent of social change.

Three general encounters were scheduled, plus two periods of
interchange (evaluation) among the visitors and with the campus
leadership of the venture. The three involved 70-150-80 persons.
Faculty were well represented at the first, which was a dinner
meeting at the beginning of the week.

The next week it may have seemed that the whole experience had
sunk without a trace; but there were a few ripples in the pool: just one
more administration engineered event - but with a difference. Many
individual students had a fundamental experience of questioning to absorb,
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acoglunt nf the nerlonil ;xperianca of inAiht ri rowth nn'

5inc:o tho ook that tho fler visltnrs ware nrasont ln classas an, nn

campus early in tha awstor."

Jespito the coincifont buill-up tnwari a 'emonAtratinn-

confrrntation-nagotiation "avent", there wore three essays ju!4o1

worthy of avirls. Absumini; these 'fere tho "ton of the icebere,

there hal been soma iilcnvery of the .holeposs of life, inclulinl

collage life.

FUrthar evaluation attempts pushed in two iiructionn, with

committees: ono of students in an extendol, tape,i discussion of

"hat is RZLEW.NT :IorshiP?" arranged by co-chaollin Ahurus Jackson;

the other, a subcommittee of the Religiouv Life Committee, which

arrived at tho attambed third draft of a whrking paper, Thu paper

was designed to preciPitAte intra-faculty encounter in this Church-

related college seeking npropriato expression in institutional form

of its presumed traditional non-socular orientation.

The continuing chapel programs pursued week by week the basic

ssumption implicit in tho posod question of the project. Topics of

interest for discussion wore drawn from the previously mentioned

questionnaire. Response in attendance at these discussion/services

was insignificant; the significance to the students and faculty/staff

who voluntarily attended was considerable. This is, of course, an

imponderable; the judgment a subjective ono of tho undersigned.

Faculty rosoonse to tho working paper as requested by the

President and the Dean was singular (one); reported departmental
meetings, nono. The wholeness of life in the Campus context where

Departments do their own thing, where credits are accumulated, where

graduation results, remains an elusive, accidental happening, as

far as the student is concerned. At any rate, religion as a vantage

point or an organizing center is not a subject to which the faculty

hastens to give its mind and attention.

All of which underlines what we may have suspected as true: ourn

is an age which, having discarded the guidelines of religion, thrashes

about in compartments, each more or less autonomous, lacking any firm

sense of direction, its institutions of higher education busy

processing similarly fragmented minds: a pluralistic society without a

discernible goal, and the private Church-related collage a mere

reflection, no exdeption to the geheral rule.
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Respectfully submitted,
Edward F. Ouellette, Chaplain
LeMoyne-Owen College
Memphis Tennessee
May 17, 1969
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ASSUMPTION: Reli.4ous life is ,., qu.111ty, a "flavor" of the total
life of-1n init./I-Nal or a mup, usuallv (but svIt al.tvs) iistinctive

bviCIII5j of some b7-778F, inrlutng oarticination
in f(7:7717-7775Tar ritual. "Meaningful religiou, services" may bo
construel s services of helpfullness to others an Nell as services
of worship toward 00d.

THE PRESENT SITUATIO1 is a compound of ...
(a) ttitudes of commuter students, mostly returnin.s daily to their

homes, ,:ith those predominant backgrounds:
Baptist ( )1 Methodist ( ), Roman Catholic ( )2 Other ( ).

(b) n majority starting point: tho.rujection of authoritarian
authority.

(c) a pervasive provincialism, of threetypes:
1. the blind accepters of their traiitional religious life
2. thoso venturing some rethinking of traditional forms

because they care
3. tha apathetic: unquestioning, unpracticing

(d) the disintorust of faculty who aro "doing their job" which does
not include furthering the religious aspects of the purpose of
the college.

(e) lack of definition/clarity/understanding of this purpose and
orientation, this stance, this posturo.

(f) the segregation of religious life into a compartment at the
periphery of college life with a chaplain in charge.

(g) the secular character of our total society.
(h) the impact of recent events on the campus.
(i) the dominating availability of the Student Union: comfort,

peers, froe-time, food and games.
(j) a genuine "lostness" on the part of many.
(k) tho unexpressed service orientation on the part of many.

RESPONSE TO THIS SITUATION IN THIS CONTEXT

Orientation attitudes
... Ultimate concern for the growth and development of all persons

on campus.
Minimal concern for the number of bodies present: increasing
concern for the quality,of lives of persons.

Witness to the existence of God and the Christian message and
gospel by a gathered, commited core group. The time set aside
on Wednesdays at 10:30 can stand as a regular, predictable
visible symbol of.the, Christian presence on the campus in
campus life.
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tn tn, f , t incru-14 al 1 ttunt Lon t pJravvrtl %tnrtN,.

- prJa4nt faculty nurtuzu mf this quAlity/a4puct nf ltuiont
J In claaaroom ani lthur situation,.

10.,Ant.1.^n t Gas mutu...1 1:r1rutuss3 in comm,ln un1uratanlin4, an!
worsh p

Particip,:tion and/or eivin.: viaih10 uvilunc0 of this
mutull auarunuaa an! thus,: common uniorstandini in schAului
forum, panul, iiscuaainn situations.

Sch.:lul u! and surious discuaJion by Jupartments and by thu full
faculty of thu role of roli.7inn on this campus in viuw of its
horita4u ani purpose as clarifiol.

Enlistmont of tho Dopartmont of Raligion ani Philosophy (Dr. Hvos,
tho Rov. Mr. Greon, ani studonts) in this discussion, discovery
lnd colobration.

Considoration of soma explicit intagration of this rosponso into an
Orientation projram of tho collugo.

Introduction of a credit course having tho collogols chapol program as
rolatad fiold work, taught by tho Chaplain. Title: Tha Church
as Social Institution from A.D. 30 to 1970.

Summary: Tho assignmont givon
to introduco into tho academic
rusponsibility which is called
sorvico to Gni and service to

to tho Religious Life Committeo is
life of the colloge a sanso of
l'religious life: oxprossing itself in
man."
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FOREWORD

In recent years many extensivo bibliographies on the Negro
Amorican havo boon published, usually without comment on the materials
or with only briof doscriptivo statements. The bibliographies
included in this packet were compiled after reviewing voluminous
amounts of materials and selecting those items *Ahich our staff of
historians and teachers considerod basic and most valuable to
toachers and studonts. We hope tho annotations ii1l be useful and

serve as a tguide to the use of the matorials.

The packet is incomplete. It is our intention not only to add
other items but also to revise tho packet periodically. We hope you
will write us about good materials you have used and can recommend.
Wo will be very grateful for your critiques, of the packet as a whole,
of parts, or of specific selections.

list.
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WHAT DIRECTION FOR. NEGRO HISTORY IN OUR SCHOOLS?

Protest against nogloct and misropresentation of the Nogro in
the teaching and writing of American history is not a rocont development
Early nineteenth century Negro leaders and their friends recognized
that views of history contribute significantly in shaping values,
behavior and institutions. Samuol E. Cornish and John Russwurm,
ounors and editors of Amorica's first Nogro newspaper, Freedom's
Journal, proclaimod in their oponing editorial, in 1827, that
"too long has the public been deceived by misrepresentations," and
pledgod their paper to print "everybhing that related to Africa,"
bolioving that as "that vast continent becomes daily more known . .

many things will come to light, pro.vihg.that the natives of it are
noithor so ignorant nor stupid as they have generally been supposed
to bo." The first serious effort by an Amorican to tell the history-of
the Nogro was tho uork of a fugitive slave, James W. C. Pennington,

whoso Textbook of tha Origin and History of the Colored Poople
appoarod in 1841. Mifiii-troatment of -ZO-Nogr-oiii-Afri-da-and the-

origins of slavery in western Europo and tho Americas, Ponnington
deliborately workod to disprove tho misconcoptions which he folt
providoi tho basis for tho prejudico of white Americans against the
Negro. The pioneer efforts of Ponnington were followed by a large
numbor of ninoteenth century Negro writors intent on counteracting
tho unbalanced and biasod treatmont of tho Negro in Amorican hiJtory
by writing uorks portraying not only the African heritage of tho
Negro but also dotailing his contributions to tho devolopment of
Amorica. Some of those, including William C. Nell, William Wells
Brom, and particularly George T4ashingtdn Williams, wroto notable
studios which comparod favorably with the bost historical scholar-
ship of thoir day. Nevertheless, their impact upon tho writing and

intorpretation of Amorican history by the mass of white writors
was nogligiblo.

A major broakthrough in the study of Nogro history came in 1915
with the establishment, under the leadership of Carter G. Woodson, of
thu Association for the Study of Negro Life and History. Besides

publishing books on Negro history, the Association began issuing
Tho Journal of Negro History in 1916, with Wbodson, a trainod
historian and creative scholar, as its oditor, thus opening
unprocodontod opportunities for publication of the writings of Negro

history scholars. Tho Journal of Nogro History gradually devoloped
into ono of tho loading historical periodicals of the nation, and
tho Association publishod a large number of important monographs
producod by Nogro scholars and a:lso a monumental general history of
tho Nogro writton by Wbodson. Moanwhile, more and more whito
scholars wore attracted to the study of the Negro and now channels
wero openod for publishing the writings in i'he field. By the

oponing of the Civil Rights Revolution thore was a voluminous
accumulation of scholarly writings doaling with practically every
aspect of negro life and history. To this has boon addod a flood

of publication in rocont years. Nogro history, which as a result

of tho offorts of Wbodson and his followors only recently obtained
ruspoctability as a fiold of scholarly study, has within tho last
decado bocomo overwhelmingly popular among historians of all races.
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Publishefs are not only searching for new works but they are rushing

to reprint early writings in the field.

In spite of the long years of productive scholarship, few of the

facts or interpretations resulting from it are being transferred into

the average classroom. Consequently, stulents, civil ridhts organizations,
journalists, teachers, historical associations, and even the National

Education Association have joined in demanJing a moro balanced treatment

of the Negro in American history. Most of the critics of tho prosent-lay

treatmont of tho Wogro havo directed their attack on textbooks. They

havo found that with fey exceptions textbook writers have been influenced

vory little, if at all, by recent scholarship in Negro history. Two

recent oxtensive and penetrating analyses of American history textbooks

have revealed that not only is the Negro frequently misrepresented by

thu omission of significant facts, but that there remain in many books

glaring examples of unconscious bias and overt racism.*

Misrepresentation of the Negro's role in American history is apparent

from the very beginning of most texts. Ail() discussions of the Greek anl

Roman origins of European civilization and the European background of

American history are considered mandatory ey many textbook writers, few

givo any attontion to African civilizations or to evidence accumulated

by recent scholarship of the Asiatic and African backgrounds of European

history. Tho ommission entirely of any discussion of African civilization

denios in effect that the Negro had a history prior to coming to America

and holps to perpetuate tho myth of the Dark Continont inhabited by

backward and savage peoples.

The initial appearance of the Negro in most American history

textbooks ceMes Mithl7the'arr1vA1 ,ofithe firstmemberb of'the race at

Jamestown in 1619. Few texts mention that Negroes accompanied Spanif3h
oxplorers in North America and thus preceded the migration of English

colonists to tho continent. Those ommissions serve to blot out the

namos and contributions of Negroes who were explorers ani pioneers in

thoir own right. Most textbook writers also fail to observe that the
first Negroes were not brought to Jamestown as slaves, but as
indonturod servants and that the institution of slavery developed by

gradual steps in tho sevonteenth century. Such treatment procludes

any suggestion that slavery, not based on race, had existed in the

Old World, that tho racial inferiority of the Negro was not an
accepted fact by the oarly colonists, and that a varioty of factors,
both economic and social, led to tho dovelopment of American slavery.

Having offhandedly ihtroducod slavery into Virginia, most
toxts ignore tho institution until discussing the abolition crusade

or background of tho Civil War. It is thon generally treated in the

*Irving Sloan, The Negro in American History Textbooks (Washington,

D. C.: American Federation of. Teachers, AFL-CIO, 1967); Kenneth Stampp,
Winthrop Jordan, Lawrence W. Levine, Robert L. Middlekauff, Charles

Sellers, George W. Stocking, Jr., "Tho Negro in American History

Tostbooks," Integratod Education, IL (Octobor-November 1964), 9-26.
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very narrow terms of a labor system, often with the implication, if it
is not explicitly stated, that slavory was necessitated by tho planta-
tion economy in a sparsely populated country. Few texts montion the
slavo trade and tho methods by which Negroes were wrested from their
homelands and brought to America. Seldom are students told that
slavery existed in tho North until after the American Revolution, and
the life of tho S6utherivslavo, 'if treated at all, is discussed
superficially with littlo or no attention to work patterns, diversity
of occupations, disoiplinary practicos, housing, clothing, diet, health,
unstablo family life or the Negro's resistance to his onslavement.

Needless to say, few textbook writors attompt to look at slavery
from the slave's point of view. The free Negroes, North and South, are
frequently totally neglected, thus failing to show that discriminations
based on raco woro the national practice, and, of even greater
significance, oblitorating the noteworthy achievements of some
individuals in the arts and sciences and their contributions to the
struggle for freodom through participation in the Amorican Revolution
and the abolition crusade and operation of the Undervound Railroad,
which, incidentally Ti'as largoly a Negro entorprisa. The myth that the

Negro did not work and fight for his freodom but had it handed oyor
to him by white liberators is furthor perpotuated by failure to discuss
his military sorvice and heroism in the Civil War.

After considorable, though' most often biased, troatmont during
Reconstruction, the Negro drops complotoly from the pagos of many
textbooks, perhaps to appear again only with tho Civil Rights
Revolution. The disfranchisement and legal proscriptions of his
civil rights in the South after 1877 and continuing discrimination
in the North are soldom discussed, and lynchings aro almost never
mentioned. Also neglected aro the achiovomonts of individuals, somo
of whom reached intornational prominence in spite of their economic
and educational deprivations. A more sorious omission is the failure
to discuss the continued efforts of Negroos to attain froedom and
equality through individual and organized efforts.

Ignoranco of recent scholarship, although unforgivable, might
account for some of tho errors of omission found in American history
textbooks, but we can assume that racial bias is also rosponsiblo for
multitudinous orrors. Co:rtainly among somo textbook writero thoro is
an underly!mg assumption that Negroos aro not Amoricans in a real
sonse. Such an assumption is all pervasivo and freos the authors from
tha rosponsibility of oxamining the Amorican Creed or America's
dovelopmont in torns of what thoy havo moant to the Negro. Loss

insidious, perhaps, but no less offensive to all fairminded porsons
and certainly to the historian who rogards his craft as dedicated to
tho search for truth, are tho slips of racism which appear horo and
thore in many, if not most, texts. Examples of such slips are found
in the froquont portrayal of the slave as a childlike, docile, happy-
go-lucky croature, or in tho attempts of justification of post-Civil
War Black Codes and the activitios of tho Ku Klux Klan as nocessary
for controlling tho shiftless, wandoring and vicious freedmen, or in
ignoring Negro protest loaders such as Gabriol Prosser, Denmark Iresey,
David Walker, Nat Turner, scores of Negro abolitionists, W. E. B.
DuBois, Marcus Garvey, Martin Luthor King and Malcolm X whilo giving
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attention to such men at Booker T. Iiashington and George ashington
Carver who better fit the racist image of "the Negro in his place."

There is no doubt that textbook content is a reliable indicator
of what is being taught in many if not most classrooms of Amorica.

Fortunately, agitation and protest have alerted textbook publishers
and many are now looking for or publishing books which give more
attention to the Negro's role in American history. In spite of these

results, there are some basic fallacios in directing the concern for
the improvement of the toaching of history into a concentrated attack

on textbooks. In addition to the fact that it requires considerable
time for recant scholarship to be synthesized and incorporated into
general texts, there are other factors that would suggest a more
fruitful approach to improving the teaching of American history in
general and about the Negro in particular.

American history textbooks aro convontionally narrative in style
designed to trace the building of the nation and develop the idoa
of tho onward progress of its government and people towards the
reality of the American Creed; myth-building becomes more important
than critical inquiry or historical method. Consequently, most

textbook writers are concerned with collecting revered facts of past
politics and painting portraits of venerated national heroes. The

history of America than becomes largely a history of the elite and
of national consensus. National failures and transgressions or the
frustrated aspirations of the oppressed are not to be allowed to

mar this glorious panorama. To superimpose the achievements and

heroes of the Negro on such a picture of the American past would
only serve to compound unreality with incongruity. More fundamental

chango is demanded. If there is any concern for historical accuracy
and for educating responsible and intelligent decision makers for
tomorrow rather than indoctrinating patriotic citizens, the study of

Amorican history must bo more than exaltation of the nation's past;
it must provide an opportunity for critical analyses of the myth-
structure, which should include realistic evaluation of the historical

roles of all racial and othnic groups, in dopth examination of thu

conflicts between practices and professed American ideals, and honest

treatment of the nation's relations with its neighbors. Not only do

textbook writers fail to recognize the need fpr explaining the
development of Negro slavery and white racism, but they also fail to

recognize such inconsistencies as treating imperialism as an evil

while justifying or giving tacit approval to Manifest Destiny and
America's treatment of the Indian.

Proponents of Negro history aro not alone in heir disapproval
of the American history textbook. It has coma more and more under
attack recently, not only because of its weaknesses in content, but

also as a teaching tool. In the last decade or so thero has
developed a widespread movement for developing now approachos to the

teaching of history which has enlisted support from both educationists

and historians and produced dozens of experimental projects working

toward a "new history." The narrative study of history has been almost
univorsally rejected by these reformers for anproaches.based on the
boliof that the student loarns more by pursuing answers to moaningful

or relevant questions. Introducing such toaching strategies as inquiry,

directod discussion, discovery exercises, reflective thinking,
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Socratic-analysis discussion and others, the "new history" projects
aro replacing tho textbook by a variety of sources and/or raw data
in the form of written, audiovisual, and manipulative materials.
The aim is not to teach the student goneralizations handed down by
the writers of history, but to allow him through using the historical
method to reach his own conclusions, with the idea that by learning
through practice he will bo equipped to go on learning through life
and consequently become a useful, independent citizon.

Tho toachers of this "now history" are not required "to cover
the courso," i.o., the contonts of a text, whicht. irliost casescCuld
be done only superficially and badly in the allotted time. Instead,
the matorials selected for study aro chosen carofully with specific
objectives in mind which center around the development or inquiry
skills and equipping the student to live in a modern world and cope
rationally with its problems.

Thus those dosiring more realistic and balanced treatment of
the Negro in American history aro beating a dying horse with their
attacks on textbooks. This is paradoxical, because in perhaps no
other field of American history have more and better materials
been produced which are adaptable for teaching the "now history"
than in the area of Negro history. l'hore is no reason why any
skilloa teacher committed to toaching Nogro history should be tiod
to tho textbook, oxcopt, of course, in those authordtarian school
systems where tho teacher has no freedom to choose supplementary
instructional matorials. While not all teachors aro yet committed
to teaching about the Negro in Amorican history, the number who aro is
growing by leaps and bounds and acquiring knowlodge and materials in
the field is a major concern of socondary and elementary school
teachers across the nation. But not all committed teachors are yet ready
to accept the fact that to do justice to the history of tho American
Negro moans to challongo the comfortable myths we have accepted as
hiStory and recognize that American history is, among other things,
a study in moral corruption and racism that has tainted most of our
national horoes as woll as institutions. Unfortunately, also, so
few of these committed teachers are skilled in the tochniques of
tqaching the "new history." This is the major challenge today for
the history dopartments of our colleges and univorsitios. Summer
workshops and institutos are contributing to the re-education of
toachors am broathing life into the old cliche that content and
methods cannot bo separated. HOwevor, most colloges and universities
have not rocognized the moaning and significanco of this union and
tho rosponsibility it places on tho academician for serving both as
a model and a trainer for toachers.

Addod to the devolopment of tho "now history" and the concern
for a more balanced and accurate treatment of the Negro in American
history, there is emerging among historians a sizeable and talented
group of young scholars who are challenging accepted views of the
American past. All this is to forcast well for the studonts of
v)day and tomorrow. There is hope that the study of Amorican history
will sorve to dovelop ciiitiCal inquiry and understanding of the common
humanity of all men, thus bringing about a union of tho mothods cf
the social scionces and the goals of the humanities. It should be
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recognized, however, that many of the proponents of the study of Negro

history hold concepts of the nature and purpose of history similar to

those for which the textbook writers have been so severely critized.

This group, which includes many whites and certainly does not include

all black historians or proponents of Negro history, looks to the

study of Negro history as essentially a means of building race pride

by creating black heroes, martyrs, and myths. These zealots, who of

course, regard history as propaganda rather than inquiry, insist that

Negro history can be taught only by a Negro because he alone can

understand the black soul. This is sheer poppycock, which if followed

to its logical conclusion would result in separate and isolated history

for every ethnic, racial and national groups, with a myriad of

subdivisions in each group. If this course is followed, it will

result not only in a further distortion of history but also serve to

reduce communication and lessen human understanding. On the other

hand, the accurnte portrayal of the American Negro's past can help to

liberate all Americans from the narrow white mythology that heretcfore

has been taught in our sbhools and develop understanding that will help

to create a spirit of empathy, without which cooperation in solving the

nation's problems is impossible. The truo scholar of history knows

that without manufacturing myths there is much that is noble in the

history of the American Negro. And the humanistic historian will not

wish to deny the humanity of the Negro by denying his human weaknesses

and failures. If history is to have a constructive relevance to the

problems of today we must follow the course of the "now history." We

cannot go backwards to patriotic or chauvinistic history which while

it can servo as a source of group pride, has also well fed such

ideologies and movements as wars, imperialism, racism, facism and

nazism.
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APPROACHES TO TEACHING AFRO-AMERICAN HISTORY

"It is a complex fate to be an American," Henry James wrote. He
would never have gotten that idea from nineteenth century schoolbook.
As described by Ruth Miller Elson in GUARDIANS OF TRADITION, the world
created in those books is essentially a world of fantasya static,
ideologically simple world abounding in moral prescriptions. "It is
an ideal world," she wrote, "p6npled by ideal villians as well as
ideal heroes . . Individuals aro to be understood in terms of
easily discernible, inherent (moral as well as mental) national
characteristics as much as in terms of their individual character.
(Races are clearly rank,d, with Anglo-Saxons at one end of the scale
and Negroes at the other.) Virtue is always rewarcled, vice
punished ... ." History is not a dynamic, ongoing phenomenon, but
something that began and ended in the finite past: contemporary
problems are conspicuously abcent, reform movements ignored or
derided. Progress.is certain, as in America's moral perfection and
the spread of her influence throughout the werld.

Studios of contemporary American history books conducted in tile
1960's show little change in the composite picture of American life
reaching American school children. While many authors today attempt
to maintain a value neutral stance toward developments in the United
States, the picture which they often convey is that of America as a
strapping giant of a nation moving swiftly, inexorablyand harmo-
niouslytoward the perfect society. Although specific instances of
change are cited, students are rarely offered any basis for
understanding how social change comes about. The consequences of
such vast historical developments as industrialization and urbanization
are seldom adequately explored. Characterized largely by "blandness and
amoral optimism," contemporary American history textbooks "purvey a
sweetness-and-light picture of American history that is both false
and vicious in its effects."

Without doubt the group most maligned by this storybook picture
of the United States is the Negro American. It is not that the
American black man is portrayed as vicious, or as the object of the
white majority's hatred, or for that matter as constituting in any
way a threat tn thu American polity. There is, on the contrary, a
determined effort to avoid any implication that racial differences have
produced strains--much loss violencein America's "melting pot" culture,
and a basic unwillingness to acknowledge that race operated as a factor
in U. S. history. The most striking thing about these books is the
virtual omission of the Afro-American: for the most part, in their
pages black mon simply do not exist as Americans. Where they do
appear, it is in a drastically dehumanized form: either Tlithin the
institution of slavery, in which capacity Negroes do not appear as
persons at all; as an inert mass; or in caricature.

America's collective" sense of the past" did not come only
packaged in history texts; the imago described above of the Afro-
American has ondured in popular culture as well. Of the millions
who watched Bill Cosby narrate C.H.S.'s "Of Black America" series
last summer, how many were aware of a painful lesson loarnedby Cosby
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as a child and recalled for a New York Times reporter: "We only hal

two Negro teachers in my elemontary school (in an all-black
Philadelphia ghetto), and one of them taught my fifth grade. I

remember her being torri.bly upset one day when we came back from

an assembly program. She oried, and she Made us promise we'd never

sing 'Old Blnck Joe' again."

For two hundred years the fate of the Negro American at the
hands of textbook publishers has been not to be despised, only

ignored. The widespread assumptions of white superiority and Negro
inferiority of the last century have persisted into the present one;
aided by the sonsit!vity of publishers to the Southern textbook
market, these racist views pervade a majority of history textbooks

usod in the classrooms of the 19601s. The cryptic statement attri-
buted to one expert romains true today: the Negro appears in American
history books before the Civil War as a slave, afterwards vaguely as

a problem, if at all. TO eminent American authors who wrote of the
black man's experience in AmericaRalph Ellison in THE INVISIBLE MAN
and James Baldwin in NOBODY KNOWS MY NAME--have eloquently confirmed
a judgment made earlier by George Bernard Shaw. "The worst sin toward

our fellow creatures," Shan wrote," is not to hate them but to be

indifferent to them; that i the essence of inhumanity."

Nevertheless, changes have begun to occur along a number of

fronts. For one thing, the schools of the twentieth century no
longer have a monopoly on image-making in history. Narrative
accounts of the Afro-American experiences can be found in magazine
articles like those appearing in Tuesday (a Sunday supplement to
several urban newspapers) and in "Beyond the Mayflower" and
"Pioneers in Protest," two series of articles wAtten by Lerone
Bennett for EBONY. The Establishment press, too, has discovered
tho black man: a loading national women's magazine runs feature
stories on tho life of a slain Mississippi ridhts leader Medger
Evers, and Aretha Franklin brings soul to the middle-class readership

of TIME the weekly newsmagazine. Nogro jazz, blues and the folk

music of the civil rights revolution continue to gain in general
popularity; the same is true of many local painting and photography
exhibits which depict the black experience. Very recently, Afro-
Amorican museums have sprung up in cities ac;ross the country and an
experimental black theatre is in the making. It is even possible to
learn thu history and practice of"soul cooking" in television
demonstrations, feature articles on the women's pages of big city
dailies, and lavishly illustrated and annotated ethnic cookbooks.
All of these media--but especially telovision--have.made the Negro
revolution an historical experience more accessible to more
Americans, black and white.

Another change involving mass communication is the increasing
availability of a large variety of high quality source materials on
tho Afro-American experience. Recent gains in publishing and
scholarship have been touched on in Dr. Johnson's article. The

mushrooming paperback book industry also has been a boon to the study
of black history. For junior and senior high school students there
is the exciting and eminently readable three-volume collection of
original sources by Milton Meltzer, In Their Own Words (1967); and a
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good one-volume compilation by Richard Wade, The Negro in American Life

(1965). College students would surely profit from consulting Leslie
Fishol and Benjamin Quarles' The Negro American (1967), a bulky and
rich collection of first-hand materials tied todethur by narrative
sections that are almost comprehensive and penetrating enough to
constitute a text in themselves. In addition to the two basic
hardbound books in the field, John Hope Franklin's From Slavery to
Freedom (1947; rev. ed. 1967) and a more rocent interpretation by
August Meier and Elliott Rudwick, From Plantation to Ghetto (1967)

there ara now two paperback narratives: Benjamin Quarles' thorough

and interesting survey, The Negro in the Making of America (1964;
suitable for high school and college use), and C. Eric Lincoln's
The Negro Pilgrimage in America (1967; with its abundant photographic
and other contemporaneous illustrations, well-suited generally for
junior and senior high school readers). In addition, there are many,

many other superior primary and secondary sources on the Afro-Amerinan

experienceboth classics and newer works--now available on the
paperback market.

Governmenc agencies, too, have been developing an interest in thu

Negro American past. The bureaucracies of education in a number of

cities have put together supplementary guides on the black experience
for classroom teachers' use. Half a dozen states have adopted (and

others aro considering) laws aimed at increasing coverage of minority
groups in tho schools. Of these several states, unfortunately, only
one apparently had the pre-science to devote explicit attention to

textbook selection--one area in which legislation could (by

prohibiting tho use of flagrantly biased books) be maximally
effective. At the federal level, a handful of NDEA Institutes
around the country each with thirty to fortk teachers, have been
structured around the topic of Negro American history. The

Office of Education has recently been involved in a survey of the

curricular treatment of black Americans in school districts across

the nation. And a call has been issued by a few Americans for a
Presidential Commission on Negro History. Laudable as these

measures taken by tha public sector are, however, most of them are

dependent on moral suasion to the vii-tual exclusion of legal
accountability of any sort; it is difficult to know just how

effective they willor can--be. Cer;ainly the majority of
American classrooms remain untouched by these reforms, real and

potential.

In spito of the changes that have been made in the last decade,

public protest shows no signs of abating. Tho beginning was a scant

six years ago, when, on the heols of the civil rights revolution,

organized groups in the big citiesmost notably local chapters of

the N.A.A.C.P. and of the American Federation of Teachers, along with

.

concerned parent groups--began to pressure boards of education for
'adequate coverage in the schools of Negro American history. As city

after major city draw up supplementary curriculum guides, and
publishers (also under pressure) began to revise texts using the
guides as a basis, it seeMed that these pioneering protest groups
would have their way. Today their sUcces6 may appear a little more

equivocal. Hbwever, since other analyses of racially biased books

had boon made in the past (as long ago as 1949, by the American
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Council of Education), it is difficult to avoid crediting organized

protest groups in the cities for many of the changes that have

occurred in publishing. Today strident demands are heard more and

more frequently from black communities across the country--

especially from students--for black studies programs in colleges as

well as in public school systems.

What about textbooks? Until recently tho major target of

demonstrators, textbooks have now been seized upon by some educational

pundits who proclaim, soniewhat prematurely, that the textbook industry

(which grossed an estimated '$350,000,000 in 1965) is in the middle of

a "revolution." While it is true that changes in the direction of a

more balanced racial history have been made in some books, and are

contemplated in others, the vast majority of texts remain in need of

substantial revision. Some publishers have made available separate

supplements on the black American experience; although many of those are

substitutes for serious treatment of that experience within the

textbooks themselves, Doubleday-Anchor has made an outstanding

contribution with its Zenith Book Series, written for junior- high

school students by professional historians.

Only six years ago one publishing house was hailed in the nation's

liberal press for taking the "courageous" step of putting out two

editions of a textbook--an integrated version for the North, and, as

the industry euphemism goes, a "de-integrated" one for Southern states.

Today such a practice is derided by rights leaders and apologized for by

publishers (many of whom nevertheless continue the practice). Other

ingenious devices have been found; publishers are now coming up uith

texts segregated in their "integration." One common practice is to

concentrate all of the book's Afro-American history in a short supple-

mental section sandwiched between chapters or at the end of the book.

The effects of this arrangement is to make coverage optional by

leaving the question of (official) inclusion to the teacher. These

"new," l960's variety separate-and-unequal versions of the nations

racial past have dubious educational value. Not long ago a thought-

ful publisher commented: "The immediate response to Anglo-Saxon

materials seems to be non-Anglo-Saxon materials. . . . (publishers) do

books about Negro heroes instead of books about heroes--white and

Negroand so replace our previous exclusion with separatism. We

now speak after the same mythic simplicity, but in a new style,

instead of attempting to cope with the increasing complexity of

American reality." That is precisely the problem faced by today's

educator in the social sciences: doing justice to the historical

complexity which we call the American experience.

In trying to deal with the racial complexity of the nation's

past, one quickly becomes aware of the fact that there are a number

of different ways--more accurately, degrees--of integrating American

history. None of these modes of integration is adequate by itself;

some, however, are more pernicious than others when used in isolation.

The easiest--and the least effectiveway to arrive at an inter-

racial history is, as Spelman College's Vincent Harding has derisively

paraphrased it, simply by dropping an occasional individual "chocolate
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drop" into the national melting pot. The dangers of this individual
approach are multiplied when (as is often the case) these persons are
grouped together for consideration and treated essentially as Negro
rather than as American leaders. For example, William Katz has pointed
out that Frederick Douglass is usually studied as an escaped slave and
black abolitionist rather than on the same stage as other Americans, as
a major figure in nineteenth century reform movements. This kind of
bloc classification is sometimes defonsible-e.o., when trying to make
a case for the Afro-Amarican experience as a "cultural whole" (for
suggestions on treatment of black Americans as a subculture, see below
on teaching problems connected with race). However, the isolation of
minority Americans, without justification, in special categories of
their own is not only to distort the truth but to imply that their
history is not worthy of consideration as a part of the national
experience.

The alternative tc inserting black individuals as blocs in the
American saga is to scatter them singly throughout the narrative.
Thus in some books wo read that Matthew Henson accompanied Admiral
Perry to the North Pole, Jan E. Matzeliger invented the shoe lasting
machine, and Garrett Morgan, a Cleveland Negro, invented the traffic
light. This approach, too, is insufficient. First, the black
individuals chosen for inclusion are aften those who are least
offensive to the white American's image of himself and who, in their
times, least threatened to upset the racial status quo. Booker T.
Washington has far greater market value in the textbook world than
either Nat Turner or Malcolm X. Even in cases where blacks and whites
are chosen on the basis of comparable historical criteria, tho picture
is still not a complete one. This is because--much of American
historiography and most of her conventional wisdom notwithstanding--
there is no very good reason for assuming the typicalness of the
American Illustrious Individual, whatever his color. Thus a great

many American history books provide us with a picture of a certain
kind of upwardly mobile elite, but little in the way of a chronicle
of the experience undergone by the majority of Americans appears,
nor doos a description of structural factors shaping American life.
Since this individualist approach (whether singly or. in blocs) is the
one most often followed today in "correcting" American racial history,
we are in danger of manufacturing a whole new set' of darker-hued
Horatio Alger heroesand leaving the rest of American history
unaltered.

There is another way to perpetuate the injustice done to black
American citizens in the history books even while including them.
Benjamin Quarles identified it when he criticized American historians
for making the Afro-American into an "unperson" by portraying him
solely as part of a monolithic mass, which in turn was seen as the
cause or the effect of something. For instance, -under the institution
of slavery blacks have typically been seen exclusively as a labor
force; later, during the Civil War, they were often analyzed as a
mass in terms of their potential as resource or liability to the
war effort.

In a variant of the mass approach Negro Americans are seen as
an issue affecting the course of history-7not by their actions (as
suggested above--but merely by their presence. While some instances
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of this kind of mass characterization appear to be legitimate, much

is not. No welr-known examples are the way in which the existence on

American shores of a large number of enslaved black men affected the

deliberations of the Founding Fathers at the Constitutional Convention,

and later the relationship between the institution of slavery (especially

its spread) and the Civil Wai4. One less familiar is the effect which

the presence of a large number of Nogro slaves in the South had on

American policy toward the Indians (e.g., in the Cherokee removal

controversy of the 1830ts). Many accounts give no hint that Afro-

Americans were anything other than docile and obedient slaves before

the Civil War, or that not all Negroes were then slaves, or that

individual blacks distinguished themselves in any way. Ironically,

sometimes this treatment of Negroes only as part of a mass comes at

the hands of liberal historians who, in their eagerness to establish

the persistent fact of white racism in America and to absolve blacks

from any of the onus of the past, and (perhaps unwittingly) by

mconstructing social reality in such a way that Negroes are left

with only one role to play: objects of oppression. Quarles is

right in contending that to write American history treating Negroes

solely as part of an undifferentiated mass is to denigrate that race

--regardless of the intention or'of the point being established.

Regardless of what is conveyed to us in textbooks, the history

of a nation is neither merely the sum total of the stories of the

individuals within it, nor the mute tale of masses of men. Drawing

on the vast gains made in the social sciences in this century

enables the historian to organize the experience of a society over

time in another way. Contemporary social science concepts applied

to history make it possible to analyze American society at any point

in time as a coherent social system, (for our purposes) to identify

the Afro-American's role within tat structure, and to study the

evolution of social change in an incredibly dynamic society. Thus

not only are individuals actors, but organized groups and social

movements also can influence and be influenced by history. Key

social institutions such as the family and the church have a greater

part to play in black American history reconstructed; groups such as

the N.A.A.C.P. and A. Philip Randolph's Brotherhood of Sleeping

Car Porters become important especially in the study of social change.

Greater attention should be devoted to Marcus Garvey s "Back to

Africa" movement of the 1920"- and the civil rights and black power

movements of our times. The experience of blacks as a minority group

can be compared to that of other (racial, ethnic and religious)

minorities in the American past; "the minority group experience"
(if one can be identified) should also be examined vis a vis that of

the majority. In any case, America should be viewed as a coherent
but constantly changing social structure, the component parts of

whibh can toe broken down and analyzed separately as well as in relation

to the whole. Although race is only one component part, it is a major

one; once the factor of race is taken account of, many themes from
the unreconstructed version of United States history will need

revision and new ones will have to be added (for example, the Afro-

American's struggle for freedom).

Once a social structural approach is taken to the study of

American history, white recism will be seen for what it is; an

institutional phenomenon with deep roots in all facets of our society.
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We will no longer be able to explain away the injustices inflicted on
blacks by white Americans through verbal euphemisms which obscure
more tLan they explain (e.g., "the peculiar institution," "the trouble-
some presonce"). We cannot read that injustice out of the national
past by seeing it as a fundamentally un-American happening entirely
alien to thereal" American history. Nor can we take the overly
sanguine vim,/ that white racism did exist, but only as a momentary
lapse which was cleared away by the Civil War and its aftermath.
It should be obvious to every American in the 1960's that if there
ever were a time when we could indulge ourselves in such illusions,
that time is not now. Almost twenty-fivo yoars ago Gunnar Myrdal
idontified the "problem of the Negro" as "predominantly a white
man's problem"--and one which cannot be troated in isolation. Any
careful student of the Afro-American past will be hard put not to
conclude that white racism, on the one hand, and black degradation
on the other, have been constant and pervasive factors intricately
interwoven throughout American history. Until that painful fact is
affirmed we shall remain ill-equipped to confront the problems of
tho insistent present.

Why, then, teach an interracial American history? The
scholar's answer first: it's true--that is how it happened. A
false picture of America's past can offer a few reliable guide-
lines to sorting out the nation's present problems. Of those who
do not accept on principle the need for a comprehensive and accurate
history, feu will be able to reject it as an expedient. It should be
obvious in 1968 that few American youth, black or white, will settle
for illusions Over roality where the past is concerned. By continuing
to put forth a mythology which has little basis in fact, we shall be
teaching contempt for history and for the white world which is its
purveyor, as well as contributing to the already considerable degree
of cynicism among many American young people today.

We cannot, as individuals or collectively as a nation, approach
social maturity as long as we continue to prop ourselves up with
false images which prevent us from seeing the past as it was. Rather,
we must develop the ability to see culturally different individuals
for who they are (or were), ourselves for who we are, and human
beings as they are. On the individual level, this will involve
new self-concopts for all Americans: the unearned sense of inferiority
which has boon a large part of the national legacy to black people
must be traded for a new sense of pride in themselves and their
ancestors; whites must divest themselves of the falsely inflated
notions of self and of the unspoken, unacknowledged yet apparently
impregnable sense of superiority which has been their unearned
increment at the hands of history. Significantly, the latter change
is the one more often omitted by spokesmen for a new national history,
though it may well necessitate a more difficult and painful transition
for those involved (many whites, however inarticulately, will see

themselves as having nothing to gain and a great deal to lose). The

two changes are equally important, however: both Taces must learnTrn
Thomas Pettigrew's phraseology, a new "equal citizen's role."
Nothing less than our character as a nation-- and perhaps even
national survival--is at stake.
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Those remarks presume what is almost universally accepted as the

primary goal of the social studios: education for citizenship.
Although this aim is variously(and imperfectly) understood by almost

all who assert it, it generally proceeds from the assumption that the

knowledgeable citizen is the pod citizen (i.e., that knowledge
accumulated is somehow transformed into effective political action).

Social knouledle should be seen as a necessary but not sufficient
condition for responsible citizenship. If this assumption holds any

water at all, it becomes necessary to look at the world in which

American citimis will be callod upon to function. At home, at the

present time, we are a conflict-and hate-ridden people, torn apart

of the issue of race. Overseas, we shall increasingly be called

upon to rolato to "the other two-thirds of the world"--non-
Christian, non-Western, non-affluent, and for the most part non-
whito--a world bearing little resemblance to the American experience.

Those two tasks are not unrolated, for the United States has in the

Afro-American background a major link to the experience of the majority

of the world's people.

There is a need to establish realistic goals in teaching about
cultural difference. Ideally, the study of the social sciences
should illuminate an individual's understanding of himself and of
his people, as well as of people differing from himself, and finally
of man's humanoness. In coming to terms with his social world, one
must then learn to make distinctions between what about a man is
human, what more narrowly is cultural, and finally what is peculiar
only to the individual. Anthropologist Frederick Gearing has suggested
two reasonable educational profits to be gained from the study of
another culture. Such a study would, first, permit a student to
recognize that any culturally patterned behavior', however bizarre it
may at first appear, at bottom makes plausible sense, is-56-1276VH151-e

and fully human CH-ft personally attractive, necessarily, nor 'good'

necessarily, but humanly believable)." Second, it should ". . . help

a student to soe well-accurately and in some measure of completeness

--the social world immediately around him, his own social world which

is often too familiar to quite see. To study (another culture) is,

through comparison, to see ourselves."

To transpose such a framework into the perspective of American

history is problematic. First, does the Afro-American experience fit

this paradigm, i.e., is it another culture? Too many who have been

close to the black experience have emphasized the radical disjunction

between white (middle-class especiall,y) and Negro (especially lower-

class) lifestyles to leave very much room for doubt. In so far es
the Negro American experience is a cultural whole, it ought to be

transmitted as such, as well as integrated into the national story

where appropriate. The task of dealing with the black experienre as

a subculture requires'the imposition of an essentially social science

conceptual scheme on American history. However, rather than nttempting
to see the social system at any point in time as a whole, and setting
out to do an analysis only of one carefully delineated element f that

structure, historians of thd Atherican experience have tended, on the
ono hand, to lift out the sagaa of individual Americans and put these
forward as the American experience in microcosm, and on the otl,ar hand,

to attempt comprehensive surveys of relatively vast periods of time

(with both approaches typically operating to perpetuate the national
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mythology). The latter alternative would not b so demaging if it were
not for the tendency of Some writers of history to delude themselves--
and worse, their readersinto concluding that "their" period had then
been "covered", rather than qualifying the significance of their work
by identifying it as dealing with a single small aspect of that period,
as seen through only one angle of vision. The historical discipline is
perhaps the most unconsciously and unmethodically selective of all
of the social sciences (thus leaving itself peculiarly vulnerable to
cultural bias); the survey approach in particular, by getting more and
bigger conclusions for less research, is deceptively efficient.

This somewhat haphazard selection process is pregnaht with
consequences for any minority group; in the area of Afro-American
history the tendency has been-when blacks are included at all--to
select out those Negroes whose lives best reflected what was purporteily
"American" (those selected generally have resembled the miille-class
white American "on-the-make"). Putting forth this overly assimilated
version of our history as the American story is particularly unfortunate
in a country whose 11.0ness and variety of population are almost
unparalleled in history. As Benjamin Quarles :las observed, taking an
"in-group approach" to the history of a pluralistic society is bound
to result in the denigration of some groups. Where the black American
experience as a whole is concerned, what is called for is the trans-
mission of that culture with its differences in tact--not tha
presentation of a group Americanized beyond recognition, featuring
Negroes as no more than white men colored brown." Ironically, if

this is done, cries of opposition will be heard from--of all places
--some liberal quarters, where any attempt at differentiation is
seen as discrimination. Equality is not sameness, however; ani if
we are to develop apy reasonably accurate conception of what happened
in American history, this course (supplemented by others where
appropriate) must be followed.

Whether the black experience from America's past is portrayed
as having a cultural unity of its own or is (as is more frequently the
case) broken down from inclusion and analysis, the most ticklish
of all of the problems involved in.transmitting that experience is
the one stemming from the emotional investment which we have in our
own identity--national and racial, both blacks And whites. Only a
few years ago feelings connected with this subject were buried, fugitive,
hidden; many whites at least could believe that they didn't exist.
Today the emotional ramifications of race are no longer undertones,
but seem rather to have an inner dynamic of their own which conpels
a public hearing (or, more accurately, public expression). While
these tensions are probably most acute in an intee,ratel teachinF,
situation, they are not peculiar to that setting. Common reactlons

of both races to black American history are disbelief, resistance
and frustration; furthermore, the feelings exposed in many cases
may be counterproductive to learning. Students who are white 'Tive

been known to react with shame, guilt, frustration and, at the other
extreme, withdrawal covered by an aggressive fcrm of defensiv-:
chauvinism.' For black students the experience could intensify
(and help to make articulate). existing .feelings of oppressier,
turning resentment into anger, 'rage, evea hate. No more thnr white

students are blacks immune from reactions of shame and guilt,
sometimes confrontation with the fact of the slave past or, for
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some students, mention of the African experience will envoke these
-emotions (especially in integrated situations where the problem is
sometimes exacerbated by the taunts of other students). To some,

such.a reaction may seem strangely inappropriate, yet it wasn't
twenty years ago (before the major revisionist work of slavery)
that one black historian noted similar perceptions in the work of
Negro scholars on slavery and another proclaimed that "the topic of
slavery in the U. S. has been virtually exhausted," concluding that
further study would be a "waste of time." Whatever the direction
or intensity of the reaction, it is clear that--contrary to at
least one expert's assumptions merely to bring real feelings into
the classroom arena is not to assure that anything constructive will

result.

The emotional resistance.to be encountered in teaching about
race in America should not be underestimated. The problems are
complex, depending only in-part-,' however, on who is teaching what

to whom. Whatever the teaching situation, resistance can be
coanted on from teachers, parents, and most of all from the students

themselves. While there is no panacea for the classroom tension
which will almost inevitably be generated, there are some approaches
which might allow a teacher to circumvent the emotionand even
a few through which he can exploit it to serve his own education
aims. For one thing, Professor Gearing's anthropological format is
relevant here (especially to difficult teaching situations but to
most other ones too): the first educational imperative is to revise
downward our expectations concerning changes in attitude and
behavior. Instant appreciation of the other race should not be a
major aim, nor should one expect overnight.behavioral change.
Gearing's proposed educational "profits" seem far more sensible:
Students should first learn to accept cultural behavior differing
from their own as "humanly believable"; from this awareness, respect
and understanding should eventually follow. Once the teacher's goal is
restrained somewhat, any of the following courses of action might be
pursued: (1) emphasis on self-expression rind communication (student-
student as well as student-teacher); (2) as nearly as possible
approximating real life conditions which promote understanding (within,
of course, the limits imposed by the classroom situation); and (3) use
of the inquiry approach to learning. It should be kept in mind that
the apprope.ateness of the strategy used will vary with the teaching
situation; for example, on this subject the first approach would
be well suited for a class of black students while it probably
should not be attempted in an integrated situation unless the
instructor knows how to make constructive use of the emotions
envoked.

In order to open lines of communication across cultural
boundaries, anthropologist.Paul Bohannan'has stressed.the need
constantlyto probe bebeath the surface of observable emotion-and
behavior in' order to uncover underlying values, unstated assumptions,
basic motivations, etc. With the same .goal in mind but from.an
American urban perspective,. Harbert Kohl has taken a slightly
different tack. in his excellent booklet, TEACHING THE "UNTEACHABLE".
The book emphasizes the radical disjunction between the daily
experience-of ghetto children and the progress-oriented history which,
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according to a standardized curriculum, they are supposed to be

taught. Kohl advocates scrapping a course of study which is at best
irrelevant to the children's lives and using as a starting point the

children's experience, moving froM their perceptions about themselves
and their world to experience common to all mankind. Experiments

in drawing, painting and photography have been used successfully,

especially with "disadvantaged" children. An enterprising teacher

at an inner city school in Chicago devised a plan combining both

creativity and the search for models: fourth-graders chose historical

or contemporary figures whom they admired and made cubic mobiles
(one side was used for a portrait of the figure, the other three f)r

a brief biographical sketch. Another Chicago instructor taught

reading to her fourth grade class by teaching them songs (which she

accompanied on her guitar). In a Detroit junior high school, a
Negro history teacher came up with a device to assist youngsters in

learning the names and accomplishments of outstanding Afro-Americans:

the game which he created is a variant of "Monopoly," with black

American notables substituting for the properties and "Simon Legree

plantation" for the jail; advancement is via ihrriet Tubman and the

Underground Railroad. Other techniques that work well with students

who have had fewer educational advantages aro dramatization (of

events, plays, situations); small groap work which rewards oral

participation, and the use of such non-verbal materials as records,
pictures) and regalia of all kinds (a good one-volume collection is

A Pictorial History of the Negro in America edited by Langston
Hughes and Milton Meltzer). As with photography, the intelligent
use of technology--in this case, tape recorders can not only

encourage the mastery of language (and artistic) skills but give a

boost to the child's ego as well.

Under certain conditions, the possibility of transforming
attitudes on race through first changing behavior patterns has been
established empirically. Ideally, children's attitudes would be
influenced by informal interracial experience in their daily. lives.
Within the present public school system, however, this is seldom .

possible; first, because schools remain segregated (eighty-six
percent of all American schoolchildren attend racially segregated
schools; more children are in segregated schools today than in 1954);

second, because conditic tn American classrooms seldom meet the
criteria for positive attitude change. Specifically, classroom

situations tend to be competitive rather than cooperative; there
are often differences in status among.the students; and classmates

typically strive toward individual goals rather than a common group
goal requiring interdependence of action. Nevertheless, it is
possible to structure educational experiences (vicarious or first-
hand) which approximate the constructive interracial situations in the
real world that are presently denied the great majority of American
students. In this way teachers can exploit the social context
which is one of the classroo, "givens" in order to.influence those
attitudes which are rooted neither in the students' past histories
nor in their personalities, but in the current social fabric.

One such approach is rnle-playing or socio-drama. Under the

direction of a skilled teacher and proceded by substantial student
research, role-playing can be especially effective in changing
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students' perceptions of themselves and of others. A plantation
scene might be reenacted, or a more contemporary confrontation
between employer and employee attempited, or the situations of
Southern slave and Northern factoryworker compared dramatically.
Martin Duberman's provocative INMBITE AMERICA is a dramatic
presentation which recapitulates the history of blacks in this
country and is admirably suited to classroom use; some teachers and
students have used it as.a model but.put together their own script
from original sources, varying the tempo with songs, choral readings,
dance; etc. Students develop explicitly verbal as well as historical
skills through debate (for example; Southern slaveholder vs.. Now
England abolitiM7), or in holding a mock trial (e.g., Plessy vs.
Fereuson). Simulation Games with racial themes can be seTUFTZT
recont suggestion waS the establishment of a biracial committee in
a given town): In an integrated teaching situation, students might
experiment with exchanging racial.rolos and analyzing these experiences.

Generally, more ingenuity is called for in the typical segregated
setting. An imaginative teacher from a small Midwestern town (who was
featured last year on the Johnny Carson show) solved the problem in
hor all-white grammar school class by dividing the students into two
groups, by eye. color (blue and brown). On the first day she assigned
all of the privileges to the blue-eyed children (first in line at
recess, best toys, etc.); at the end of the day all of the children
recorded their reactions to the treatment they had received. On

the succeeding day the status order was.reversed, the brown-eyed
children receiving preferential treatment'and those with blue oyes
discriminated against. Generally, tho children reported strong
feelings alternately of superiority and resentment; the students--
not their teacher--made the analogy between what they had
experienced and the situation ofkmerican Negroes today..

One of the most exciting prospects for social.science education
is in the eara of "sensitivit trainin,". ImPlementation of these

precepts holdS gxeat potential for working out better. ways of dealing
with the subject of race in the classroom, although this too
requires a sensitive and skillful practioner in charge. Recently a

professor of education attempted to engender in her students (who were
teachers themselves) greater creativity, spontaneity and empathy
through the application to teacher education of-the. acting methods
of the great Russian performer, Stanislavski. By means of a.variety
of physical and mental exercises, students were taulht to,sharpen
'up their powers of observation and- condentration and to develop an
"emotional memory" which would enable .them, on the one hand, to
recreate sensations which Could then be communicated to an audience,
and, on the other hand, to determine the objective of another person
by analyzing his visibly emotional behavior. The resulting .

heightened awareness in the students transferred directly to teaching
for example, at the end of the coUrse ono student, with the aid of
masks and music arranged irvadvance;"held" a\Zuni. ceremonial rain
dance that was so vivid and life-like that the rest of the class
experienced a feeling of presence at the ceremony.

A second application of sensitivity training has been developed
by a skilled teacher of AfrO-AMerican history from Baltimore and
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involves the use of "rumor clinics". This approach is sell-suited
for use in high school classrooms and is one technique that transforms
the omotion aroused by the race issue into a definite educational
advantage. Three students are sent out of the room and the remainder
of the class is shown a picture whose meaning is ambiguous (an effective
one was the portrait of a Negro woman holding a boby, apparently
white); the class arrives at an understanding of the picture's
meaning through discussion. After that the first student returns
and is shown the picture; then the second one is admitted (but not
shown the picture) and told by the first what he has seen, after
which the last student returns and the picture described to him by
the second one. Distortion almost invariably occurs in these
accounts and members of the class have been eye-witnesses to the
making of a rumor. Through subsequent discussion they try to
pinpoint where breakdown(s) in communication occurred ani why, then
consider the implications of "selective perception" or "frame of
reference" for the study of history. (I have observed this technique
in action several times, and have yet to see a student who was
uninterested--or, more impressively--who failed to get the point.)
In all of these exampleb the student learns through his own experience;
in no case is he lectured M, by a teacher more imbued with evangelical
zeal than with a genuine concern for student learning.

There are a number of other learning activities which require
involvement on the student's part, but are not typically so heavily
invested with emotion. One which resembles the "rumor clinic" in
conception is the assignment of several students (separately) to
II cover" (or report) a single event, then comparing their independent
reports. Students can learn a great deal through participation and
observation in political action; by devising, conducting and analyzing
opinion polls on relevant topics, and.through "doing" their own
local history. In the area of black history an important and timely
service can be performed by students who conduct oral history
interviews (particularly with older people).

Special needs become apparent in particular student audiences.
For example, the schooling that black students receive is viewei by
someas apotentially important antidote to the degradation which has
been their lot in an unjust society. Thus the authors of NePro Self-
Concept conclude that because of the nature of his life-experiences,
"tho Negro child, from earliest school entry through graduation from
hrh school needs ccitinued opportunities to see himself and his
racial group in a realisticall ositive light.1' At a minimal level
this requirement w6ld seem to ca or a 1aror number of black
models (expecially men) whom students coUld emulate and who would
serve as a spur-to incentive. Only recently, however, has it been
recognized that to be effectiVe, these models should be of a
particular sort; that is, not impossiblor, unattainably (and therefore
irrelevantly) great, but realistic and down-to-earth enough that a
majority of black students could believe in--and act on--the possibility
of "making it" in America. The need for such "middle-range models"
is pointed to in a passage written by Lena Horne about her own
youthful (and unsuccessful) search for identity: "I certainly never
learned anything about my identity in school, because the only Negro
mentioned in history books was George Washington Carver, and he was
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too pure and good to believe. . A. recent experiment at the
University of dhicago's School of Education indicates one possible
solution: in a seAes of field-trip visits to businesses owned and
operated by blacks) Negro junior high school students were
significantly affected by face-to-face contacts with business
executives of their own race. Local (even national) fmlitiCall
labor and civil rights leaders could easily serve a similar
function; if they are unable o appear personally, it is often
possible to bring at least their voices live to the classroom by
means of teletape through a simple and relatively inexpensive
arrangement with the local telephone company.

Another aspect of the need to convey a "realistically
positive" image of the black American concerns the instructor's
selection of content within the general'framework of Afro-American
history. It.is obvious that this kind of image would not be
conveyed, for example, by emphasizing slave docility to the exclusion
of the many and varied forms of slave protest that sprang up among
slaves. There is, however, another kind of black history that is
dysfunctional in a less conspicuous way. It generally involves a
"white liberal" teacher--occasionally even a black militant--who is
compelled by.not very good'psychological reasons of his own to give
an endless recital of the injlAtices inflicted on black people by
white racist society tends to become in student minds the subject of
black history. Afro-American achievements aro relegated to a
distinctly second-class position in'the narrative.

That brings up the explosive topic of history by and for
blacks only. While I cannot suggest a way out of the dilemma,
neither do rconsider it as bifurcated an issue as some have made it
seem. It is not as though there were two species of history in the
world, one biased and the other unbiased; there a're, rather,
differences in degrees and Kinds of bias in all-historical writing
and teaching. Nor is it necessarily true that a history which celebrates
the Afro-American past cannot also conform to high standards of

scholarship. In trying to understand the present wave of black
nationalism (of which the cry for "black history" is a major part),

one should remember that tha use of history for chauvinistic purposes

is not new to the United States. For more than a hundred years
afterthe Founding, at first Washington and then Lincoln were made
into demi-gods, and references made to the Consti:tutiod as "o magic
parchment," celebration of the national past was the primary function
of history in the classrooms. Around the turn of the century, when
a critical spirit finally began to characterize American historio-

graphy generally, a variety of different ethnic chauvinisms dominated
the field of immigration history. There ar& also good reasons for
the greater intensity of today's black nationalism than was true of
its European ethnic counterparts of half a centuri ago; (1) the much
longer duration of American blacks as a minority group. and the far
more thoroughgoing, institutionalized forms of oppression which they

suffered; (2) the relative speed and suddenness of the "progress" of
many blacks since their post Nbrld liar II emergence onto the national

scene, and the disproportionately high expectations generated by such

a meteoric rise; and (3) because of.their greater identifiability,

the effective denial to Negro Americans both of the assimilationist
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alternative open to ethnic minorities and of the almost cyclical
changes of emphasis between denying and asserting their separate
ethnic pasts which characterized national subcultures. Some serious

questions about "black history" which remain for the moment unanswered
could easily become very severe liabilities; for example, the duration
of this period of heightened AfrO-American nationalism; the possibility
of teaching black pride without at the same time fostering hatred

of whites. There is also potentially a gigantic gain--something
which money is unlikely to bring and which very possibly it could not
buy anyway. Oscar Lewis identified it when he pointed out that the
"culture of poverty" would be far more difficult to erndicate than
mere (material) poverty, then went on to say: "Any movement
which organizes and gives hope to the poor and effectively promotes
solidarity and identification with larger groups, destroys the
psychological and social core of the culture of poverty." Given

the political realities of 1968, when the "War on Poverty" has dwindled
to scarcely more than a skirmish and is likely to be reduced even
further, who can fail at least to consider the real benefits of black

nationalism?

Quite a different problem is presented by those white students
who are likely to be unreceptive to the study of an interracial
American past--and they are not products only of the Ciceros and
Birminghama of the U. S., nar are they confined to the high school
level and below. For reasons different from thoso of the black
students, these students too are likely to resist authorityespecial-
ly when the authority is an avowed "liberal" and the anproach a

didactic one. A Minneapolis teacher who sensed that her students
had simply tuned her out whenever sha broached the subject of race,
camo up 'kith the idea of showing pictures, without comment, to the

students and allowing them to draw their own conclusions about meaning.
Any non-evaluative primary source materials which are themselves
vivid and exciting wou d serve a simi ar purpose; for example, the
paintings of Charles White, the music of Leadbolly or Bessie Smith;
Langston Bughes1 poetry; a recording of selections from Frederick
Douglass' autobiography. Used judiciously,--fiction can be very

effective in interesting students and in yielding historical insignts.
Visual material of all kinds is especially good and films perhaps
best of all.

The cross-cultural approach is undoubtedly the best context
from which to proceed to a study of race. Because of unevenness of
preparation, many teachers may find it difficult to manage, but
wherever possible it should be attempted. With resistant white
students .especially it becomes almost a necessity: an abrasively
single-minded insistence on studying only the black minority is sure

to misfire. Whether the basic approach taken is anthropological or
historical; it is hard to imagine a,better over-all setting than the
American .experience. A beginning point might be the study of

contributions made to America by different minorities. Another
indirect tactic is to look at American civilization through the eyes

of others (e.g., foreigners). If generalizations are approached
cautiously, comparison of the various American subcultures--American
Indians, ethnic immigrant groups, racial and religious subgroups.--

can be illumination. (Unfortunately, they can also be very dathaging
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if the effort is a haphazard one.) The interrelations of these

various groups, as well as the relation of each to the dominant
culture, needs far more careful study than it has been given.

Paradoxical as it may seem, in some particularly difficult
cases it may be that the best approach to the historical study of

race is not through primary sources, nor through comparison, but by

skirting the whole issue--for a while, at least. The producers of
CBS' "In Black America" noted that it is useless to beat an audience
over the head with the facts of poverty or violence; after a certain

point, they simply do not hear. Professor Gladys Forde of the Fisk
University drama department has suggested a remedy for such situations:
teaching cros-cultural understanding through "indirection." One

might approach the study of race in America through the history,
fiction, drama, films, etc., on related subjects (for example,
the persecution of groups other than Negroes, inside and outside
of America; or the harrassment of persons holding non-conformist
views). A particularly interesting adaption of the indirect method
has been suggested by Frederick Gearing, which depending on student
readiness, could or could not prepare the way for a direct confron-
tation with the black-white issue.

Not all of what happens in the classroom can stimulate experience
or revolve around the student's effort to express himself. The general

approach best suited to the study of black American history appears to
be the "inquiry" or discovery strategy. As described by one of its

major exponents, "the emphasis (in the inquiry approach) is on giving
the student not the conclusions of the scholars but the raw materials
with which the scholar 'works, asking him to formulate the questions
and work his way through to his own conclusions " For a number

of reasons this anproach seems particularly well adapted to the
study of Afro-American history. First, the use of non-evaluative
primary source materials is insisted upon; some of the best work in
tho field of Negro American history is in this form. Second, the

discovery strategy encourages the use of comparative (or cross-
cultural) materials which are particularly well calculated..for
allnwing a student to see in clearer outline the black and white
American experiences. Moreover, as a student pushes from particular
sources toward conclusions of his own, he is forced to develop an

awareness of the many different kinds of biases in historical writing

and to become familiar with the idea that everyone writes from a
particular "frame of reference." There are advantages for both
teacher and student in the greater emphasis on historiography than
on history. The teacher, simultaneously released from the strait
jacket imposed by the textbook and from the onus of "covering' a
subject chronologically from beginning to end, is forced to make
decisions about content selection which are otherwise too often
made by default. This can result in the development of criteria
which e in p h_d srze an issue's relevance to the community and/or
its potential interest and meaning to students.

Whatever the subject selected for study, the student learns
analytical skills which he can use in the identification, analysis

and solution of ether problems, and which aro prerequisities to
participatory democracy. The structure of dialog is built into
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many of the inquiry unitsthey almost demand discussion. In this
sense, unlike textbooks, they are made to onder for the classroom
situation. By taking advantage of the potential of the class as
a group which thrives on cooperation in the solution of intellectual
or social problems, reinforcement is given to democratic values and
habits over those that are more narrowly and destructively
individualist, competitive, authoritarian. The student is encouraged
to become an active inquirer rather than merely a memorizer of
someone else's conclusions. Since throughout the learning process
the teacher acts only as a guide and each student is responsible
for drawing and testing his own conclusions, no one is allowed the
luxury of feeling that unpalatable conclusions have been forced
upon him. In this way the problem of resistance to authorityand
to learningthat is often heightened by controversial subjects is
controverted. Perhaps the most important gain is in the idea
conveyed of the American experience and the citizen's role in it;
American history can no longer be written off by students as a
string of events fixed immutably in a dead past, but must be seen,
even felt, as a dynamic, ongoing process which demands citizen
participation.

A great deal remains to be done. At the most fundamental level,
some amazing research gaps remain to be filled. There has .been no
study to date on the relationship between a textbook's treatment of
race and the attitudes (including self-concept) formed by students who
read it. The impact of the mass media in crucial areas of attitude
formation needs study, as does the relative effectiveness of the
mass media vis a vis the schools in influencing children. Research
on the effect of the black nationalist movement on black children's
self-perception and on their, learning could result in major revisions
of the integrationist recommendations made by the two recent major
studies on-the relationship between race and class composition, on
tlx) one hand, and learning, attitude formation and especially
identity development all need further work.

In addition to the need for more research in key areas, there
is the problem of the cultural lag which exists betheen educational
theory and classroom practice.' For instance, the work 'that has been
done on citizenship education (remarkably, little for such a
universally held American value) suggests that children s political
attitudes and values are firmly established by the time they leave
the eighth grade and 'undergo little change during high school.
Yet professional scholars are least likely to be involved in
preparation of material for grammar school classes and elementary
textbooks .are tho ones most distorted in the area of American
racial history. Little effort has been made to apply knowledge
about group dynamics to classroom situations and teachers are
undereducated in this .areain spite of the fact that classes are
and will remain groups for some time to come. Tho business
community has been more receptive to"sensitivity training" than has
the world of public school teaching. And despite all of tho work
done by sociologists on race, almost no guidelines have been offered
on how to teach in this explosive subject area, much less in a
difficult interracial situation.
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There is a need for new contributions to historical scholarship,

although in the field of Negro American research much of this work is

in progress. A greater lack is in the area of articulation between

the subject fields and the schools. Recently some scholars have

become involved in criticism of materials now in use in the schools--

an important first step. But how many in the social sciences have

performed the more demanding task of writing a book in their field for

use in the schools? For that matter, how many have looked into what

passes for history in the books read by American schoolchildren in

their most formative 6Tammar school years? (For those who haven't, I

can guarantee that the experience will be a sobering one.) Increasingly,

college teachers must broaden their understanding of their responsibili-

ties in order to include the training in their disciplineS of good

teachers for the schools. And they must act on that commitment not

only by example, but by evaluati,ng available classroom materials in

the fielda task for which they are far better qualified than most

education instructors, by thoughtful consideration of the problems

teachers will face in their claesrooms, and by explicit instruction

in the art of teaching their subject to younger students.

Certainly there is much that ought to be done by classroom

teachers, both through self-education in the area of Afro-American

history and in developing greater commitment to increasing racial

understanding. When this is said, however, it must be recognized

that the problem is too big for classroom teachers alone to solve.

Robert Coles is right in noting that it is a little too easy for the

rest of us to get off the hook by pointing the sole finger of blame

at the (already beleaguered) teacher on the beat. The human tendency

to seek out a scapegoat is currently getting reinforcement from

another development which, although little-heeded, is threatening to

pave the way for an even greater copout. The call for self determi-

nation by blacks is increasingly being read by "white liberals" as

their exit line from the race relations arena; it is easier to

oblige, to get out, than to find a more imaginative way of working

(behind the scene, if neceesary) toward the same goals. Yet there

is scarcely a school system in this nation whose textbooks could

not, first, profit from examination, and second, if (they are) found to

be deficient (as most of them will), whose teachers and school boards

--not to mention national publishing houses--should not feel some

pressure from the community. For it can only be through the combined

efforts of blacks and whites, as teachers, publishers, scholars and

citizens, that an adequate racial education for all American children

mill be achieved.
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A LIST OF BASIC BOOKS FOR TEACHERS OF THE HISTORY OF THE NEGRO AMERICAN

In recent years the number of studies published dealing with the
Negro American and his past has been voluminous. Many of these studies
are excellent and significant contributions to scholarship, but too many
are based on neither sound research nor knowledge of scholarship in
the field. Consequently, they frequently present distorted views of
history. The prolific scholarship in Negro history has been,accompanied
by the publication of numerous bibliographies in the field. klthough
several of these have been designed to serve specifically as guides for
teachers, most of them have some very.serious weaknesses which limit
their value for the beginning student of Negro history. The most
common weaknesses are that the compilers have indiscriminately listed an
enormous number of titles without any, or only superficial, annotations
to guide the reader. Therefore, the beginning students of Negro history,
and especially the teacher whose valuable time should not be wasted
reading materials that do not contribute reliable information, are
discouraged by the overwhelming volume of suggested readings.

The following books have been selected and annotated by the
staff of tho Amistad Research Center and Race Relations Department,
Fisk University. The titles were chosen after reviewing hundreds of
books and studying numerous bibliographical essays written by
authorities in Negro history. It was very difficult to narrow the
list to ten books; there are many other significant studies that
might have been included and other compilers might have made different
selections. Hbwever, these selections not only present a comprehensive
survey of the history of the Negro American, but they also give in-
depth treatment of the most significant institutions and movements
in American History in which the Negro has played a major role.

The books aro listed in the order in which it is suggested they
should be read. However, some readers may prefer to save until last
reading the history by John Hope Franklin and the collection of
documents by Fishel and Quarles, which together present a synthesis
and supply documentary evidence of the eight special studies.

Franklin, John
AMERICAN
New I'm*:

Hope. FROM SIAVERT TO.FREEDOM: A HISTORY OF
NEGROES. Third edition, revised and enlarged.

Alfred A. Knopf, 1967. Special textbook edition,

Immediately after the publication of the first edition, in
1947) this book became the standard college textbook in the field.
Based on extensive research in primary and secondary sources, it
provided a synthesis of Negro American history which represented the
best scientific scholarship. This new edition is a complete
revision, reflecting new scholarship and the perspective gained
through the events that have occurred during the twenty years
since it was first published. It begins with a discussion of pre-
Columbian African civilization and traces the history of the
Negro American from Africa through the Civil Rights Revolution of
the 19601s. The author, who is presently chairman of the history
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department at the University of Chicago, has described not only the

Negro's contributions to American history, but he also analyzes

the impact of American history and culture on the Negro and integrates

tho whole story into the mainstream of American development. This

book is required reading for anyone seriously interested in studying

the Negro and it should be on the reference shelf of every history

teacher.

Fishel, Leslie H. Jr. and Quarles, Benjamin. Editors. THE NEGRO

AMERICAN: A DOCUMENTARY HISTORY, New York: William Morrow

and Company, Inc., 1967, $6.95.

Several excellent collections of documents in the history of the

Negro American have been published in recent years. The documentary

history contributes information and a flavor of Negro history that

are difficult to present in the standard textbook narrative. In

addition to the volume hero selected, A DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF THE

NEGRO PEOPLE IN THE UNITED STATES, two volumes, edited by Herbert

Apthoker. Now York: The Citadel Press, 1967, $2.75 a volume, and

EYEWITNESS: ThT NEGRO IN AMERICAN HISTORY, edited by William L. Katz,

New York: Pittman Publishing Corporation, 1967, $9.75, are also

highly recommended.

Professors Fishel and Quarles have more nearly succeeded in

selecting documents repycasontine a11 aspects of the Negro American's

history from his African heritage to tilt, p..vaent day than other

editors. The documents and illustrations in this uook provide

teachers with excellent sources for using the discovery and inquiry

methods in the classroom. It is, however, the sound scholarship

and balanced judgment of editors, reflected in the introductions

and notes, that set this volume apart as superior to other

documentary histories.

This book should be read and studied the first time simultane-

ously with and as a companion,volume to Franklin's FROM SLAVERY TO

FREEDOM.

Herskovits, Melville J. TIE MYTH OF THE NEGRO PAST. Boston:

Beacon Press, 1967. $2.45.

It has often been assumed either that the Negroes brought from

Africa had no cultural background worthy of the name, or that,

even if.they had, the conditions under which they were enslaved

effectively destroyed all vestiges of African culture in the New

Wbrld, This volume was written, and first published in 1941, to

demonstrate that both of these views are erroneous, that Africa

has a rich cultural heritage, and that much of this heritage survives

on this side of the Atlantic. It was originally prepared as a research

memorandum for tho Carnegie Corporation study of the Negro conducted

by Gunnar Myrdal.

In his first chapter, "The Significance of Africanisms," the:

author indicates that lack of knowledge, not only of tho cultures

of Africa, but also of African-derived cultures in the New Nbrld,

haa led even scholars and mon of good will to deny the existence of
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African survivals in the United States or to minimize their significance.
The second chapter on "The Search for Tribal Origins" shows that the
slaves wero not brought from all parts of Africa--which had been used
as an argument against the retention of African traits, sinco this
would indicate a wide variety of diverse and perhaps incompatible
cultural traditions--but that most of them came from West Africa, an
area stretching roughly from Senegal to the Congo. In this region,

while cultural diversity was indeed present, there were many under-
lying similarities, facilitating the retention of many features of
West African life in the New World. Following this, in "The African
Heritage," Herskovits outlines, these common features, and at the same
time shows that the social, political, religious, and aesthetic
patterns of the area were far from simple or underdeveloped.

The following two chapters, on the period of enslavement
and the processes of acculturation, indicate how, it was possible
for African culture traits to be retained, even under the rigorous
conditions of slavery. In his discussion on acculturation,
Herskovits shows that the Negroes were able to adopt many features
of the respective European cultures with which they were in contact,
without losing all memory of their former ways. As in all instances
of acculturation, both old and new patterns were reinterpreted in
terms of the other. Further, he stresses the point that acculturation
is not a one-way process, and that while the Negroes were learning
European ways, the white people without clearly realizing it were
also learning African ways. The author devotes three chapters to
specific African features in the secular, religious, and artistic
life of Negroes living in various parts of the New World. While

conceding that African survivals are far fewer in the United States
than in the more isolated Afroamerican societies of the Garribbean
and South America, he says that this does not in any way diminish their
importance.

Herkovits concludes with a statement on the significance of
this research, not only for its practical implications for American
race relations, but also for its theoretical values in deepening
our understanding of the processes of culture change. His

"ethnohistoric" approach to an understanding of American Negro
life was specifically critical of earlier sociological studies for
their neglect of historical factors and was, in turn, criticized by
sociologists who felt that he laid too much stress on the remnants
of a distant African past. $ince this was primarily an argument
over method and emphasis, rather than over the validity of the
data employed, the work remains stimulating and important. No one

can quarrel with its basic conclusion that both scholars and laymen
have too long accepted the myth that Negroes as a people have no
historical past of their own.

This is not a book for the casual reader. But it is a
provocative book and the serious teacher can gain insights and
perspectives from reading it that will be beneficial in teaching
and understanding not only Negro history but the historical method
in general.
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Tannerbaum, Frank. SLAVE AND CITIZEN: THE NEGRO IN THE AMERICAS.

New York: Vintage Books, 1946. 1145.

The purpose of this intriguing comparative Study is to
investigate why the social status of Negroes in Latin America
today is generally much more favorable than it is in the United
States. It is Tannenbaum's thesis that the reasons lie in the fact
that slavery in the two areas developed in quite different legal and
moral settings, which reflected very basic differences in cultural
traditions. In Spain and Portugal in the fifteenth century, slavery
was a long-established institution, regulated by law and recognized
by the Catholic Church. Ih this setting, while slaves were deprived
of personal freedom they still retained the legal protection of the
state and the moral protection of the church. In England, on the
other hand, ancient and medieval traditions affecting slavery had
died out, nor were the Ehglisil accustomed, as the Iberians were, to
dealing with the darker-skinned individuals.

When Negroes were brought as slaves to the Spanish and
Portuguese colonies in the New World, their treatment continued to
be conditioned by Iberian traditions, with the result that they
were never considered simply as property, but rather as human beings
who had certain rights despite their unfortunate condition. The

church demanded that they be instructed in the faith and baptized,
that they be allowed to contract legal marriages, and it also
encouraged manumission. In the English colonies, 'however, Negro
slaves came to be considered as chattels under the absolute control
of their masters. Moreover, tho Protestant Church did not exert the
same concern for their salvation and well-being; baptism was not
unknown, but slaves were seldom allowed to contract legal marriages
and they were frequently denied the privilege of keeping their
families together. Finally, manumission was much loss frequent
and was usually discouraged by legal enactments. In this situation,
the terms "Negro" and "slave" became synonymous in the English
colonies and later in the United States.

In conclusion, Tannenbaum cautions that he is concerned with the
results of slavery, rather than with the condition of the slaves.
Slavery everywhere is inhuman to slaves and degrading for their
masters, for the institution has a logic of its own which works its way
into tho total social structure. Nevertheless, since in Brazil
and in the Spanish colonies there was a constantly growing number of
freo Negroes, while in the British Wrest Indies and in the United States
their numbers wore few, the position of Negroes after emancipation
was very different. In Latin America the emancipated slaves were
easily absorbed into a society in which status did not depend directly
upon color and in which inter-marriage was not unusual; in the
English speaking areas, however, free Negroes had had their legal
rights severly restricted, and the freedmen inherited this anomalous
condition.

Stampp, Kenneth M. THE PECULIAR INSTITUTION: SLAVERY IN THE ANTE-
BELLUM SOUTH. Neu York: Vintage Books, 1956. 13195.

For many years the accepted view of American slavery was that
depicted by Ulrich Bonnell Phillips in AMERICAN NEGRO SLAVERY: A
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SURVEY OF THE SUPPLY, EMPLOYMENT AND MURAL OF NEGRO LABOR AS
DETERMINFZ BY THE PLANTATION REGIME. New York: D. Appleton-Century

Company, 1915. Now available in paperback from Louisiana State

University Press. $295. To a great extent the view Phillips

presented of slavery was that of the Southern planter. In a review

of Phillips book, in 1918, Mary Nbite Ovington wrote, "Unless the
descendant of the slave writes an exhaustive book from his stand-
point, this might be the last word on the subject." Stainpp is not a

Negro, but he tame very near to writing a book from the standpoint

of the slave. This is a hard-hitting and thoroughly revisionist
interpretation of American slavery, based on exhaustive research and
carefully documented. Stampp swept away the romantic myths and

apologies that have for long clouded the historical interpretations
of the institution of slavery. He found that the slaves ware

overworked, poorly clothed and fed, inadequately housed and provided
with little or no medical attention. He maintained that slavery

robbed the Negro of his African culture and in return gave him only

n vocational training." Instead of the legendary contented and
happy-go-lucky slave, he found that the Negro was a "troublesome
property," who frequently made the life of his master miserable
by passive and ovort resistance to ttio System. Nevertheless, the

South persisted in clinging to the system because it was profitable.

Here, too, Stampp disagrees with Phillips and earlier interpretations.

Litwack, Leon F. NORTH OF SIAVERY: THE NEGRO IN THE FREE STATES,

1790-1860. Chicago: Phoenix Books, 1965. $2.45.

This excellent study is the first effort by a historian to

-give a comprehensive account of all aspects of the ante-bellum

life of the Northern Negro. The extent to which the Negro through-

out the NoTth'suffered political, economic and social proscriptions

is well documented and provides conclusive evtdence that the myth
of white superiority was not confined to south of the Mason-Dixon
line. In 1860, only Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Maine, New
Hampshire and Vermont provided equal rights of suffrage for the
Negro. New York allowed the Negro to vote, but there were special
property and residential requirements that did not apply to whites.

Elsewhere there was general disfranchisement. The Negro's rights in

the courts were circumscribed; most states excluded Negroes from

public education or provided inferior separate schools; and most
churches discriminated either by derving membership entirely or by

setting aside special Negro pews. Litwack ham ably covered all these

aspects and also discussed the free Negro in the abolition crusade
and the joint efforts of white abolitionists and Negroes to improve
conditions. A significant value of this work is that, whenever
passible, Litwack allowed the Negro to tell the story through
extensive quotations. This study provides the facts for making an
interesting comparison with the present-day status of the Negro

in the North.

McPherson, James M. THE NEGRO'S CIVIL WAR: HOW AMERICAN NEGROES

FELT AND ACTED DURING THE WAR FOR THE UNION. New. YOrk : Vintage

Books, 1965. 431.95.

As the author of this book has pointed out in his introduction,

the belief persists among many historians and generally among laymen
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that the Negro played "no important or effective" role in Civil War.

That this belief has no basis in historical fact is conclusively

proven by the evidence compiled by McPherson. This is a documentary

history, mostly in the words of Negroes, with the documents tied

together by interpretative introductions and transitional discussions

so that the presentation is in narrative form. The narrative is

divided, basically chronologically, into chapters covering differing

subjects. Approximately a half million Southern Negroes came within

Union famy lines during the Civil War, and marry of these served as

laborers or soldiers. 1Yom both the North and South, more than

two hundred thousand Negroes were enlisted in the Union Army and

Navy. The documents presented here reveal not only why they fought

but their bravery and heroism as well.

This book, however, deals with more than the military contribu-

tions of the Negro. It shows his reactions to political and social

developments and covers every aspect of his efforts to effect social

change. The Civil War Negro worked for the amancipation of the

slave but his ultimate goal was to achieve all the rights of full

and equal citizenship. This book is indispensable for the student who

wishes to understand past and present hopes, aspirations an3

frustrations of the Negro AmerifJan.

" , I.

Woodward, C. Vann. THE STROGE CAREEa, OF JIM CROW Second revised

Edition. New York: Oxford Univesity Press, 1966. q.50

The first edition of this book, composed of lectures delivered

by Frofessor Woodward at the University of Virginia in 1954, was

published in 1955. It was immediately recognized as a significant

landmark in the history of race relations in the United States; it

was widely read and acclaimed by historians and laymen, and its

implications were hotly debated by friends and foes of segregation.

This revision is written with a new perspective gained from recent

scholarship and from the developments of the Civil Rights Revolution

since 1954. It is a history or origins, development and decline of

the legal segregation and proscription of Negro in tho United States.

The focus of the book is on the South, but this edition gives some

attention to segregation in the North.

The most original contribution of this book is the author's

thesis that state segregation statutes, or Jim Crow laws, have

relatively recent origins in United States history. Legal

segregation was not established during slavery; it would have been

impractical; and it did not appear immediately after Reconstruction.

Laws requiring separation of the races did not become widespread in the

South until after 1890, and the disfranchisement of the Negro by

statutes establishing the poll tax, property qualifications and the

white primary was a developmont of the two decades after 1895.

While these laws.were comparablo to the black codes of the ante-

bellum period, Professor Woodward maintains that the latter were

less harsh and rigid, and in practice wore softened by laxity in

enforcement.
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Between the end of Reconstruction and the 1890's, three
indigenous Southern alternatives to the extreme racism of Jim

Crow were offered the South and rejected. 'George Uhshington

Cable and Lewis H. Blair, among others, proposed the recognition
of equal rights for all persons. Equalitarian liberalism, however,

found very few supporters. Most popular was the aristocratic
paternalism proposed by Southern conservatives. The conservatives

believed that the Negro should occupy a subordinate position in
Southern Society, but that whites had a responsibility for his
uplift and development and should not allow him to be ostracised,
humiliated and degraded. The third alternative was offered by

Populist radicals. They proposed equalitarianism based on a belief in

the need for bi-rncial cooperation in the self-interest of each race.
The rejection of these alternatives and the capitulation of the South

to the extreme racism of Jim Crow wers products of the power struggle

between the conservatives and the Populists at the turn of the century.
Professor Woodward analyzes the factors that influenced the

capitulation.

The book is a study of Jim Crow and not of the whole system of

racial discrimination and injustices. Professor Woodward recognizes

that racism is much older in Ameridan history than Jim Crow and that
the idea of the innate inferiority of the Negro was reflected in
effective segregation and proscriptiOn by custom in many areas before

given the sanction of law. The importance of his-thesis on the
origins of Jim Crow is only one of many reasons why this book should
be required reading for all students:of race relations in the United
States. The author's treatment of the growth and development of
legal segregation in the twentieth century is sound and perceptive,
as is also his analysis in historical perspective of its decline

and death.

King, Martin Luther, Jr. WHERE DO WE CO FROM HERE: CHAOS OR

COMMUNITY? New York: Bantam Books, 1968. $.95.

Carmichael, Stokely and Hamilton, Charles V. BLACK POWER: THE

, POLITICS OF LIBERATION IN AMERICA. New York: Vintage Books,

1967. $1.95.

It would be impossible to select one or two good books which
describe comprehensively and accurately the complexities of the
Civil Rights Revolution of the last two decades. The basic

difficulty in,attempting to make, such a selection is that writers
and reviewers have been too close to the events to develop per-
spective and objectivity. This means that the hundreds of books and
articles written on the subject, many.of which are excellent and some
of which have used the methods of scholarly research, have more or
less expressed a point of view. If one reviews the literature
written by Negroes in this field, it soon becomes clear that there
is no "Negro point of view." This, of course, is also a ,historical

fact. Throughout American history the individuality and humanity
of Negroes have been manifested in ideological differences,
cleavages and schisms, and especially MS this been true among

reform leaders. "What the Negro Thinks" is more a shibboleth
than a fact.
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These two books were chosen because they represent this
diversity among Negroes as reflected in the thinking of two of the
most prominent and charismatic leaders of the Civil Rights Revolution.
The writings of other leaders might have been selectedMalcolm X
comes to mind immediately--but it appears that the philosophies
of Martin Luther King, Jr. and Stokely Carmichael are the most
influential competing voices among Negroes in the late 1960's.
Nbile these are not history books but are the stuff from which
history is written, both books reflect an interpretation of
American history and the authors' reactions to their historical
heritage.

MERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? First printed in 1967, was the last

published book of Martin Luther King, Jr. before his death. It'

expresses a moderate and judicious point of view and reflects a

maturity of thought not evident in some of Dr. King's earlier

writings. Wbile in earlier books he aimed at awakening America
threudh attacking the evils of society, in this book he is concerned
more with the development of constructive programs. Nevertheless,

he did in this book, a year before the RETORT OF THE NATIONAL
ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CIVIL DISORDERS, identify and attack white
racism as the primary cause of America's racial crisis. He, of

course, rejected Black Power, but his dismssion of the movement
is not hostile but a reasoned analysis of its origin, meaning
and implications. Dr. King's sympathy for the poor and oppressed
knew no bounds of race or nation, and he made a reasoned plea for
wide collaboration among all concerned Americans to bring about a
national commitment for equality and justice for all men. His

fervent dedication to nonviolence is the heart of the book.

Charles V. Hamilton, who collaborated with Stokely Carmichael
in writing BLACK POWER, is chairman of the department of political
science at Roosevelt University in Chicago. While the authors have
presented a revolutionary philosophy, there is in their approach a
marked degree of reason and of concern for accurately portraying
conditions as they are. On a flyleaf preceding the text, the
authors have stated the basic assumption on which the book is based:

This book presents a political framework and ideology
which represents the last reasonable opportunity for
this society to work out its racial problems short of
prolonged destructive guerrilla warfare. That such
violent warfare may be unavoidable is not herein denied.
But if there is the slightest chance to avoid it, the
politics of Black Power as described in this book is seen
as the only viable hope.

Only timo and events will determine the validity of this statement.
Nevertheless, the concerned American has the responsibility to study
the meaning of a philosophy which has appealed to so many black, and

white Americans.

*NH (4H144.414(4(.3H1-38144-31-38HE-414HHHH1-041-3HE.

.
If the bobks listed above are not available at your local

bookstore, you may order them from Mills Bookstore, 711 Church Street,
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Nashville, Tennessee 37203. Mills has agreed to keep all the
books in stock and will mail them promptly on request. If payment
.is enclosed with the order the books will be sent postage prepaid.
Aake check or money orders payable to Allis Bookstore. Tennessee
residents should add sales tax.

In cases where books are available in both hardcover and
paperback, we have selected and quoted the price of the.less.
expensive-peperback editions.



TEACIMR BIBLIOGRAPHY MR GOVERNMENT AND PROBLEMS OF DEMOCRACY

Baldwin, James. NOBODY KNOWS MY NAME: MORE NOTES OF A NATIVE SON.

New York: Doll, 1961, $.50.

America has had a multitude of commentatórs on her national life,
but only a few have been as insi3htful and as literate as James Baldwin.
In this collection of essays, Baldwin explores a variety of situations
(the Negro in Europe, Harlem, the rural South) and personalities
(Faulkner, Wright, black and white males) to discover what it means
to be Black and to be an American. His discoveries are conveyed with

a candor and civility that are rarely encountered in contemporary

conversations between blacks and whites. In a later long essay,

THE FIRE NEXT TIME, New York: Dell, 1963, $.50. Baldwin retained

his candor, but unleashed some of his rage on white America.

For a partial non-fictionalized statement of Richard Wright's
reflections on being black in America, see BLACK BOY: A RECORD OF

CHILDHOOD AND YOUTH. New York: Harper and Row, 1937, $.95. The

two contemporary popular works on the same subject are Claude Brown,

MANCHILD IN THE PROMISED LAND. New York: The American Library,

Signet Book, 1965, $195, and Malcolm X, AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MALCOM S. New

York: Grove Press, 1964,

Drake, St. Clair and Cvton, Horace R. BLACK METROPOLIS: A STUDY OF

NEGRO LIFE IN A NORTIMN CITY. New York: Torchbook of Harper

and Row, Publishers, 1945, Volume 1/t2.75, Volume 11/13245.

St. Clair )rake and Horace Cayton's examination of Negro life
in Chicago is still the most comprehensive, thorough, vivid, an]
frank account of a Negro community. The book reconstructs the history
of Negro migration from the South and the patterns of life developed
in the Northern urban setting, both in relation to whites and within
the segregated black community. The historical section (Part 1)
provides much-needed information on one of the two crucial population
movements affecting America in this century. The parts dealing with

life in the 1930's an] early 140's treat broad structural features of

the community; but they also present perspectives on the black
community from tho "inside," especially through the liberal inclusion
of residents' own statements. The Torchbook edition is updated with

two postscripts on Black Matropolis in 1961.

The book is exciting reading, but the reader who lacks the time
to tackle both volumes can quite profitably select only the sections
most relevant to his interests. The teacher of government may fin I

the one chapter devoted explicitly to politics too brief, but will
find much politically relevant material in other sections.

Kalven, Harry, TiM WEGRO AN) THE FIRST AMENDMENT. Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1965, :)2.45.

Dr. Kalven presents a lucid, well-informed analysis of the
impact of civil rights protest action on Constitutional law. Ho

approaches his subject by examining in some detail the reasoning of the

Supreme Court, both in the major protest cases that have come before

the Court luring this decade, anl in the relevant earlier cases
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(especially those involving labor unions and religious groups). The
book delineates the alternatives which have been available to the
Couit and the 'Court's hesitant movement toward an interpretation of the
First Amendment as guaranteeing "an absolute privilege for the citizen
w heri engaged in his official business of discussing public issues of
any sort". As a guide, to the developing Supreme Court doctrine on
civil rights ptotest, and as a statement of the legal debate over the
nature and limits of Constitutionally legitimate protest, the book
is unmatched.

Commentary on cases which have come before the Court since the
completion of Kalven's book (1965) can bo found in tha annual issues
of SUPREME ODURT REVIEW, Chicago: University of Chicago Press.

Key, V. O., Jr. SOUTHERN POLITICS IN STATE AND NATION. New York:
Vintage of Random House, 1949, $2.95.

V. 0. Key's study of Southern political life is regarded by
most political scientists as a "classic" in the literature on American .

politics. Although completed in 1948, the book continues to provide
an excellent st.arting point for understanding Southern politics. It
includes analyses of political patterns in each of, the eleven former
Confederate states and an examination of Southern political behavior:
in the U. S. Congress. Central to the book is a .concern with the:
nature of, the Negro's role in the post-Reconstruction politics of the
South.

Efforts to increase Negro political participation in the South
an chronicled. in Pat Watters and Reese Cleghorn's, MIMBING JACOB'S
LADDER: ME ARRIVAL OF NEGROES IN SOUTHERN POLITICS, New York:
Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1967, 10.95. Effects of the 1965
Voting Bights-Act on Negro voting and candidacy for office are
described in POLITICAL PARTICIPATION, Washington, D. C.: U. S.
Commission on Civil Rights, 1968. Available for a;.75 from the
Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Govetnment Printing Office,
Washington, D. C. 20402. For a more comprehensive and exact updating
of SOUTHERN POLITICS see Donald R. Matthews and James W. Prothro,
NEGROES AND THE ND/ SOUTHERN POLITICS, Now York: Harcourt, Brace,
and World, Inc., 1966, ';350.

King, Martin Luther, Jr. "Letter from a Birmingham Jail" in WHY
WE CAN'T WAIT, New York: Signet of the New American Library of
World Literature, Inc., 1963, $.60.

In the midst of the Birmingham struggle (April, 1963), Dr. King
addressed this response to eight white Alabama clergymen who had
published a statement opposing the non-violent demonstrations.
Speaking to the clergymen in part as religious spokesmen, but also
as representatives of the "moderate" sector of white America, the
letter presents a carefully reasoned, lucid argument for the
legitimacy of non-violent protest.

In King's last book before his assassination, he again turned
to tha subject of non-violonco, but this time in response to statements
by Black Powor advocates. Soo Chapter II, "Black Power," in
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WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE: CHAOS OR COMMUNITY?, Boston: Beacon Press,
1967, .;13515. The latter book and WHY WE CAN'T WAIT also contain King's
own understanding of major eventstihrthelcitiVrights movement. For other
writings by King, see Broderick and Meier's excellent collection of
documonts, NEGRO PROTEST THOUGHT IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY, Indianapolis:
The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1965, $3.45.

Lowis, Anthony and THE NEW YORK TIES. PORTRAIT OF A DEGADE: THE
SECOND AMERICAN REVOLUTION. New York: Bantam Books, 1964,

Anthony Lewis, a Pulitzer prize-winning jor.zaalist has utilized the
resources of ono of the country's best newspapovs to portray the decade
of change in race rolations which began with the Brown decision. The
book is full of relovant information, including much contemporary
comment on peoplo and events, as well as data from sociological,
economic and political studies of Negroes and whites. The information
is skillfully omployed as part of the narrative of rapid change.
(Probably no single book provides as sound an overview of the civil
rights movement and rights movement and reaction to it up through
1964.) Events since 1964 have pointed up some short-commings in
the book (e.g., its' virtual silence on the thought of Malcolm X),
but they are few. For a concise updating of Federal Government
activity, soo the C. Q. Background Report, REVOLUTION IN CIVIL RIGHTS,
14th edition (June, 1968, $2.95.) Available from the Congressional
Quarterly Service, 1735 K Street, N, W., Washington, D. C. 20006.

Broitman, George. MALCOLM X SPEAKS, New York: Grove Press, 1965,
3.95.

The major spooches given by itleolm X during the year before
his assassination have been collected in this volume. The speeches
convoy both Aalcolm rodts as a Black Muslim and his contributions
to the thought of many. contemporary non-Muslim Black Power advocates.
Prominent are his critiques of American society- and of the "classical"
civil rights movement, and the reasons for his commitment to.black
solidarity.

Stokely Carmichaol.and Charlos V. Hamilton present a more
restrained elaboration of similar themes in BLACK POWER: THE POLITICS
OF LIBERATION, New York: Vintage of Random House, 1967,
Malcolm X's oxtraorAnary life is presonted in the AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF
MALCOLM X, New York: Grove Press, 1964, $1.25.

REPORT OF TIE NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CIVIL DISORDERS.
Now York: Bantam Books, 1968, $1.25.

The Korner Commission's Report is the most comprehensive and
sophisticated offort now availablo to undorstand recent urban social
disorders. A grvat deal of public commont has focused on the
prescriptive soction (Part III) of tho Roport. But for the teacher
of Government and POD courses, Part I and II may well bo more useful.
Part I, the doscriptive section of the Report, is a concise roview
of tho major riots that occurred between 1963 and 1967, and a careful
offort to identify thoir common elements. Part II, the section devoted
to tho causes of the disorders, skotches and political role of tho
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Negro in America historically, analyses ghetto life and identifies

the dissimilarities. between Negro and immigrant experiences. Its

examination of the position of the Negro in contemporary America

provides a sound basis for understanding not only riots, but also

much Negro political action today. .

For more historical perspective and urban racial disorders, see

Elliott Rudwick's stUdy, RACE RIOT AT van ST. LOUIS, JULY 2, 1917,

Cleveland, Ohio: The World Publishing Company, 1966, 2.25. Tbe

classic studY on the 1919 Chicago race riot has recently been made

available again: The Chicago Commission on Race Relations, THE

NEGRO IN CHICAGO: A STUDY OF RACE RELATIONS AND A RACE RIOT, New

York: Arno Press and Tho New York Times, 1922, 815.00.

Bastin, Bayard, "From Politics to Protest: the Future of the Civil

Rights Movement" in COMMENTARY, February, 1965, pp. 25.31. Also

available as a COMMENTARY REPORT, 165 East 56th Street, New

York, New York 10022, $.50; and in Broderick and Meier, NEGRO

PROTEST THOUGHT IN THE TWENTIETH CENTUff, Indianapolis: The

Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1965, .133.45.

Mr. Rustin, himself one of the shapers of the civil rights

movement, is a knowledgeable and perceptive observer of the American

political scene. Ris article interprets the meaning of the "classical"

phase of the civil rights struggle and of new trends emerging in the

mid 60s. It is a persuasive statement of the relation-of civil rights

events to the larger economic and political scene, both historically and

at present. For a later, more pointed statement, see Rustin "Black

Power and Coalition Politics", in OaRKENTARY, September 1966: pp. 35-40

(also available separately as a =WEARY REPORT).

Silberman Charles E., CRISIS IN BLACK AND.WHITE, New York: Vintage

of Wandom House, 1964, $1.95.

Charles SCUmman's book should be read as a good introduction

to controversy over the racial crisis in America. The author is a

knowledgeable journalist with a rare ability tod1101214thecontemporary

relevance of the past (including major historical studies of the

Negro), to interrelate the various sectors of modern life, and to

pinpoint issueb and alternative solutions. Most readers will gain

from the book (at the least) a good sense of where to go next in

their reading and a strong (even angry) desire to pursue the subject.

Ono should, however, read carsIs IN BLACK AND WITEwith caution.

The other side of Silberman's merits is a tendency to half-state

the alternatives which he rejects. For a part of tho continuing

debate over his position on education, for instance see Joseph

eAlsop, "No Hre Nonsense About Ghetto Education," NEW REPUBLIC,

july 22, 1967, pp. 18-23 and R. Schwartz, T. Pettigrew and M. Smith,

"Fake Penanceas for Gbotto Education: A Reply to Joseph Alsopp"

in NEw RMAJBLTX, Sept. 23, 1967, pp. 16-19. The.articles have been '

bound together as a reprint available from Tbe New Republic, 1244-19th

Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20036.
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II B. SUPPLEMENTA.F2t. BIBLIOGRAPHY IN NEGRO HESTOIVI

This list of books is a supplomont to.the ton volumes described
in "A List of Basic Books for Teachers of the History of the Negro
American," which are recommended not only for purchase by teachors
but also.as a 6oro of library holdings in Negro history to be made
available to students. The books listed below have boon carefully
selocted to support courses in which students aro required to do
supplomentary reading and to propare reviows, research papers and
oral roports. Some of tha books can be read pith profit by all
levels of high school students. Othors will appeal only to the more
mature studonts who aro capablo of critical analysis.

It is rocognized that budget limitation in some schools will
not allow the purchase of all thu recommended books in one year. Pior

this reason we have marked with an asterisk those considered of primary
importance and it is recommended that.thoy be purchased first.

*Aptheker, Harbert, Editor. A DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF THE NEGRO PEOPLE
IN THE UNITED STATES. Two volumes. (Volume I:. From Colonial
Times through the Civil liar; Volume II: From tho Reconstruction
Years to the Founding of tho N.A.A.C.P. in 1910.) New York:
The Mtadel Pross, 1951,

In 1943, Herbert Aptheker published American Negro Slave Revolts,
a drastic rovisionist study, in which he maintained that organized
efforts at freedom among the slaVes were a "regular and ever-recurring
phenomonon in tho life of the Old South." Historians gonerally
accepted Apthokor's thesis and regardod his work as tho best study
of the subject, but somo felt he had overstated the cases and he was
criticised for somotimes accepting flimsy evidence and for his
Marxist philosophy of history. In Volume I of this work he has
collected tho documentary evidonce not only of tho Negro's resistanco
to slavery, but also of the contributions of individual Negroes to
American historyvand in Volume II tho documentary history-is
presontod of the Negro's reaction to the end of chattol slavery
and tho dovolopmonts which proscribed his froedom in the Into
nineteenth and oarly twontieth centurios. From these documents
the.maturo stulont will be able to construct his wn interpretation
of tho history of tho Negro Amorican. The teacher will find tho
volumes invaluablo roforonco books.

*Baker, Ray Stannard. FOLLOOING THE ONADR LINE: AMERICAN NEGRO
-CITIZENSHIP IN THE PROGRESSIVE ERA, with an introduction by
Dewey Grantham, Jr. Now York: Harpor and Row, 1964, ;2.25.

Ray Stannard Baker whs one of tho leading muckraking Journalists
at tho turn of the contury. Baker's promise for this study was that
the plight of the Negro presontolAmorica with a problem that was
both urgont and national. Through prodigious rosoarch, most of which
was conductod in tho field, bo roviewod the problem in i2l its aspects
and in ovory region of tho country. In his offorta to prosent "a
clear statomont of tho exact present condition and rolationships of
the Nogro in Amorican life," Baker also rovealod much of the
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conditions and relationships of other minority groups in the nation
as well as thoso of the dominant white Protestant.majority. Baker
was assiduous in his attempt to present an impar4al study. Although

his view was far in advance of American thought on the race issue, he
was no radical. Met reviewers, Negro and white, regarded the book

as a penetrating and objective analysis, but some of the more militant

Negroes folt that greater emphasis was placed on the Negro's .

responsibilities than on his rights. Baker had no ready solution for

solving this urgent problem. But as Professor Grantham points out
the tragedy is that the Progressive reformers of tho period did not
attack the problem with the sympathy and understanding' and in the
spirit of truo democracy that Baker recommended.

This book provides easy reading and is an invaluablo source
for the study of the Negro and race relations during the Progressive
Era.

Bardolph, Richard. THE NEGRO VANGUARD. New York: Vintage Books,

1961, $1.85.

This is a conprohensive study of "the most celebrated Negro
Americans" from tho colonial poriod to tho present. It is the lives
of individuals rather than a study of the Negro as a group or as a

problem. The Nogro student will find here his race heroes and the
white reader will coma to realize that the Negro has also moved and

shaped American history.

Tho book is well written and will make fascinating reading for
students at all levels. Its major weakness is that the author appears

to'place undue emphasis upon the factor of mixod blood. Although
ho has pointed out in the Prologue that it is the Negroes of lighter
skin mho have been allowed greater opportunities in both slavery and

froedom for development of talents and leadership abilities, and
there aro sufficient examples of darker Negroos discussed to negate
any implications that mixed blood determined achievements, the

emphasis placod on color is a serious flaw and should be a subject

for serious classroom discussion and evaluation when studying tho book.

Bond, Horaco Mhnn. THE EDUCATION OF THE NEGRO'IN THE.AIMERICAN SOCIAL

ORDER. Now York: Octagon Books, 1966, 112.50.

This book, first publishod in 1934, is a studY of the history
of Nogro oducation from the Reconstruction period with a detailed
analysis of conditions in the early 1930's It is based on the premise
that the Negro could not take a productive rolo in tho social order
emorging from the rapidly changing economic system unless tho Negro
child, was given educational opportunities equal to th.-e provided for
the whito child. Bond amassed definitive evidonce to prove that, in
spite of tha increased expenditures for Negro education in the South
after World War I, new services in the white schools dosimed to
prepare tho whito child for tho emerging social orior had resulted in

tho Negro child receiving a smaller proportion of public fUnds in
tho 1930's than at any time since the establishment of pub2ic school
systems.
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Boni stuliod all aspects of Negro eitication in the North ani

Southand he founi significant inequities existing in the Northbut he

Jevotel most attention to the legally segregated systems of the South.

He did not argue for racial integration of tho schools, but equalization.

He recognized, however, that none of the Southern states hal the

economic resources to support even one school system comparable in

quality to those of the North and that the dual systems were wasteful

and inefficient. This book conclusively documented the fallacy of the

11 separate but equal" system of education twenty years before the United

States Supreme Court declared the system illegal.

Broderick, Francis L. W. L. B. Du Bois NEGRO LEADERSHIP IN A TIME OF

CRISIS, Stanfori: Stanford University Press, l959, $5.00.

William Edward Ekirgharit DuBois was a giant among men. His

versatility is demonstrated in that while he was always in the forefront

in the fight for the rights of the Negro, he male significant contri-

butions as a historian, sociologist, teacher, social commentator,

novelist, ani editor.

Raised in Great Barrington, Massachusetts, he was educated at

Fisk University, Harvard University and the University of Berlin. He

taught at Wilberforce, Pennsylvania and Atlanta Universities. HO was a

leader in the formation of the N.A.A and he served as the editor

of the Association's organ, the r;risis.

As he became more and more
and integrated society, he came
cohesiveness and exclusiveness.
he resigned from the Crisis and
Atlanta, he founded the Phylon,
on the Negrn and his problems.

toward Marxism.

frustrated in his effort for an equal

in the 19301s to advocating racial

This lel to a break with the.N.A.A.C.P.;

returned to Atlanta University. At

a fournal of sociology that concentrated

Meanwhile, he was turning more and more

Although the mass of DuBois papers were not available to the

author, this is a very well written biography, based on extensive

research. Du Bois' life is helpful in understanding the activities of

angry Negroes today.

Chalmers, DavidA }CODED AnRICANISM: THE FIRST JENTURY OF THE KU

KLUX KLAN, 1565-465

Although the definitive history of the Ku Klus Klan is yet to be

written, this book is a good up-to-date study based on broad research and

written in a very readable style. The book describes the forces behind

the Klan and identifies its supporters from among powerful members of the

establishment. It is particularly valuable for its treatment of the re-

surgence of the Klan in tho 19201s. Insfact, only one chapter is devoted

to the history of the Klan bofore its recurgence after World War I.

Cox, John H. and LaWanda C. POLITICS, PRINCIPLE AND PREJUDICE, 1_865-66

DILEMMA OF RECONSTRUCTION AMERI1A, Now York: Free Press of

Glencoe, 1963, $6.95.
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This is an excollent revisionist interpretation of the conflict
between President Andrew Johnson and the,Radicals in Congress, an
interpretation that has not yet found its way into most American
history textbooks. The authors found that the Radicals wore not all'
motivated by economic or strictly political interests, and that their
opponents, including Johnson, exploited race prejudice in their
efforts to discredit them. This is required reading for one who

wishes to understand the history of the Reconstruction period.

*Cronon, Edmund David. BLACK MOSES: THE STORY OF. WIRCUS GARVEY AND

THE UNIVERSAL NEGRO IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION. Mhdison: University

of Wisconsin Press, 1955, $6.00.

The phenomenon.usually known today as "black nationalism" has
antecedent that students of Negro thought and history have not yet
sufficiently oxplorod. Its most spectacular manifestation, and until
now the most successful mass movement ever to appear among American

Negroes, was tho Garvey movement following World.War I. Marcus
Garvey (1887-1940) was born in Jamaica, where he first foundod his
Universal Negro Improvement Association. He came tothe United States
in 1916 to establish the organization here, and by the end of the
war he had begun to attract a largo following, particularly in the urban

North.

Utile he was scorned by the Negro middle-class, his powerful
appeals to race pride had a tremendous impact on more ordinary people,
who wore economically depriied and disillusioned that the victorious
outcome of the war had brought no improvements in their status. He

told his followers that tho only hope for American Negroes was to
leave thoir white oppressors and go to Africa, wt.:coo they would
create a free and indepondont nation. He organized a host of subsidiary

organizations and businoss ventures and surroundod thoso with ceremony
and ritual. In 1921, whon the movoment had reachod its peak, with

perhaps a million mombers, he proclaimed himself provisional president.

of Africa. But criticism continued to mount, and ho was arrested by

federal authorities for using the mails to defraud in connection with

his Black Star Stoamship Line. He was oventually imprisoned in 1925,

but was pardoned and thon deported two years later. He tried to
maintain his organization from the West Indies, but tho movement was.:
offoctivoly broken, and he died in London in 1940.

This is the first full-length scholarly book about Garvoy and

his movement. It contributes not only to understanding tho 19201s but

also to understanding tho "black powor" movement of today.

*Davidson, Basil. LOST CITIES OF AFRICA. Boston: Litt lo, Brown,

1959, $6.95.

This book doals with civilizations of Airica, south of the

Sahara DesOrt, during a period approximately 1500 years before the

colonizaticn of tho continent by Wost Europeans. Through a superb

blending of the rosoarch findings of histcrians, anthropologists and

arch000logists, it succossfully undo:mines old myths and assumptions

about Africa. It is basic roading for any studont who wishes to

understand tho Nogro's past.
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Duberman, Martin B. Editor. THE, ANTI-SLAVERY VANGUARD: NEW ESSAYS

ON THE ABOLITIONISTS. Princeton: Princeton University Press,

1965, '410.00.

In the 19301s American historians seemed to be reaching a

consensus concerning the character of the abolitioniststbey were

portrayed as extremist or fanatical and irresponsible agitators.

Recent scholarship, particularly of the last two decades, has

questioned this interpretation. Therefore, in American
historiodraphy Tho Anti-Slavery Vauuard is a most significant

book. The volume contains soventoon essays by as many different

authorei all except one were written especially for this book,

The editor conceived the volume with two objectives in mind:

"first, to excavate and encourago the tendency toward a more

sympathetic appraisal of the (abolitionist) movement, but second,

to includo all scholarly points of view, so that disagreements in

interpretation might be further clarified." Ho was unable to find

contributors to present the traditional yiew; consequently, all the

essays present new viewpoints and are generally sympathetic to the

abolitionist movement. None of the authors', however, has considerod

it his function to defend or vindicate the abolitionists.

Only a few of the new viewpoints found here can bo mentioned.

Faun M. Brodie charges that writers who have givon the traditional

view of the abolitionists have distorted history by both vituporation

and omission. For example, he says that in their efforts to glorify

Robert E. Leo, historians have glossed over his support for slavery,

whilo, on the other hand, they havo over-amphasizoei Lincoln's differ-

ences with the abolitiontsts and ignored "the steady evolution of

Lincoln's attitudes toward Negro lights and massive evidence .of his

cooperation with men in the radical wing of his party and they with

him." Donald G. Mathews, Irving H. Bartlotto and Benjamin Quarles,

in ossays on Orange Scott, Wendell Phillips, and Frodorick Douglass,

indicate tho complexity of the problem of g',eneralizing about the

characters and motivations of the abolitionists. The ossay by

James M. McPherson and Willie Leo Rose reveal the fallacy of

ignoring the constructive work of abolitionists during the

Reconstruction and labeling them as irresponsible fanatics and

inconoclasts. Stuaghton Lynd maintains that in the Philsidelphia

Convention tho issues of slavery and sectionalism wore vory potent

forces in tho shaping of the Constitution and that any interpretation

of the convontion which strosses economic factors, largo and small

state rivalry, or democracy versus consorvatism whilo leaving out the

slavery issue is an inadequate interpretation. Robin

maintains that Canada was noithor the great haven for the fugitivo

slaves and stronghold of froodom nor tho supporter for American

abolitionism that most nistorians havo assumed. .Hbward.R. Tomperloy

insioos .that fair comparison of British and American abolitionism

iust considor tho difforencos in character and magnitude of the

problems they facei as well as tactics and effectivoness. Howard

Zinn gives an ablo and thoughtful defense of the tactics of tho

abolitionists and compares thom to the tactics of tho "Freedom-

Riders" of the 1960's.
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*Douglass, Frederick. LIFE AND TIMES OF FREDEHICK DOUGLASS, edited

by Barbara Ritchie. New York: Crowell, 1966,

Frederick Douglass (c. 1817-1895) was born in Maryland, the son

of a white father, whom he never knew, and a slave mother. Although

ho did not have an oasy life as a slave, there were pleasant periods,

during ono of which he learned to read and write. He escaped to

New York in 1833, was married by James W. E. Pennington (another

escaped slave) and Anna Murray, a free Negro who had *followed him

from Baltimore, and settled in New Bedford, Rhssachusetts where he

worked aS a common laborer. In 1841, he gave an extemporaneous

speech at a meeting of the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society and was

immediately employed by that organization as a lecturer. He soon

became the bost-known and most influential Negro in the abolitionist

movement. His fame caused him to fear re-enslavement and he fled to

England in 1845, where the funds wore raised that enabled him to

purchase his freedom.

Douglass began his abolitionist activities as a devoted disciple

of William Lloyd Garrison, but the two men soon fell into disagreement.

After 1847, Douglass edited and published the North Star (the name was

changed to Frederick Douglass' Paper in 1850), an independent journal

for the Negro people. A supporter of the Radical Republicans during
the Civil War and -Reconstruction, Douglass exerted pressure for the

employment of Negro troops on a basis of equality in the union Army,

and, of course, ho was persistent in demanding universal emancipation

of the slaves as a war measure. He continual after Reconstruction

.to lead the struggle for equal rights for tho Negro. However, his

humanitarianism embraced more than a concern for the rights and

development of his own race. He was an early advacato of equal
rights for womon; he supported the organized labor movement; he

was active in the temperance movement; aryl he urgod a national

system of aid to education as a means of providing better schools

by serving as Minister Resident and Consul General from the United

States to the Republic of Ehiti.

This book is an edited version of the findl revision of Douglass'

auted.ography, published in 1892, whichwns begun as a brief narrative

first published in 1845. It was expanded and republished in 1855

under tho title .kt Bondage and My Freedom. Tho third revised and
enlarged edition, published in 1081, carried the title Life anl Times

of Frederick Douglass Written Himself. His Earl Life As A

Slave, s capo from Bon ageL and 'Is Complete s ory to t

Present Timb ihcludin His connection With the Anti-aave

/ vement. o na e.it on car t s same es ut was

enlarged to cover his tour of duty in Hhiti. Tho work is a
classic in American autobiographical writings and it is an
invaluable source for tho study of slavery, tho abolition
movement, the Civil War and Reconstruction, and race relations in

tho later nineteenth century. For tho 1966 edition, Barbara Ritchie
has eliminated much of the verbose and rambling style, while
maintaining tho spirit, of the original.

*Du Bois, W. E. Burghardt. THE SOULS OF BLACK MIK: ESSAYS AND
SKETCHES. Now York: Blue Horon Press, 1953, 32.00.
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This book, first published in 1903, has becomO a classic in

American litorature. In poetic prose, Du Bois reveals the hurt and

humiliation suffered by an intelligent, educated and sonsitive Nogro

as a rosult of the oppression and injustices of American racism.

Living and writing in the South at a time when tho movement towards

.universal disfranchisement and logal segregation of the Negro was

roaching its conclusion, and lynching was rampant throughout the

region, Du Bois, in the first two of the fourteen essays. that mako

up his book, criticized tho policies of Reconstruction that failed

to provido the economic and social basis for the franchise which
would have allowed the Negro to protect his rights as a citizen.

Hero, at the dawn of the century, Du Bois warned: "The problem of

the twentieth contury is tho problem of tho color-lino." However,

Du Bois in 1903 was not the completely disillusioned and cynical

Ahrxist of his later years. Instoad of dospair, he voicod hope for

the triumph of the basic democratic and humanitarian principles

which America has historically proclaimed. Typically American, he

rogardod oducation as the key to the advancement of a people. In

the essays "Of Mr. Booker T. Washington and Others" and "Of the

Training of Black Men," he loveled an attack that is devastating in

its rationalism on the educational philosophy of Booker T. Wdshington

and argued that liberal education which foods the Negro with the

spirit of freodom and allows him to develop his talonts to the fullost

is tho suro road to racial peaco and a strong America.
:

The casual reader of today might find the Du Bois who spoaks in

The Souls of Black Folk to be a moderate, but in 1903, and throughout

his life, he mas far in advance of American thought on racial issues.

Tho Southern pross condomned the book as the wildest radicalism and

dangerous for Nogroos to read. In fact,.tho book was a call to

Negroes for action in croating a better America. Shortly after its

publication, Du Bois was helping to form the Niagara Movement, the

forerunner of tho National Association for the Advancement of

Colony] Pooplo of which he was a prominont loader nnd spokesman for

many years.

*Dumond, Dwight Lowell. ANTI-SLWERY: THE CRUSADE FOR FREEDOM IN

AMERICA. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1961, $20.00.

This monumental study by one of the foremost scholars of

'abolitionism traces.the anti-slavery movement from its beginnings

in colonial America. It is an encyclopedia of facts; every phase and

function of the movement are treated in detail and many long neglectod

anti-slavery leadors are discussed. More attontion is givon to Negro

leaders than in any other goneral treatment of tho movement. ',Milo

tho book is scholarly, it is a vivid and sympathetic account that

roflects tho author's lovo of freedom. Tho handsomo and voluminous

illustrations alone aro worth the price of tho book.

*Elkins, Stanley M. A PROBLEd IN AMERICAN INSTITUTIONAL AND
INTELLECTUAL LIFE. Chicago: Tho University of Chicago Press,

1959, 4.00.

Blonding tho methods and materials'of history, economic,

anthropology and social psychology, this book prosocits a bold
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analysis of the heretofore neglected institutional aspects of slavery.
It is an exciting.addition to American historiography, but its value
can be appreciated only by the mature student. Maintaining that the
institutional framework of slavery in the United States _differed from
that in other parts of the world, Elkins argues that this, not race, was
the dominant factor in determining the personality of the American
slave.

Egypt, Ophelia Settle, Masuoka, J. and Johnson, Charles S. Editors.
UNWRITTEN ITISTONI OF SLAVERY: AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL ACCOUNT OF NEGRO
EX-SIAVES. Washington, D. C.: Microcard Editions, 1968.

This book contains tho reminiscences of thirty-seven former
slaves of their personal experiences on the eve of akid during the
Civil War. The interviews which produced the documents were conducted
during 1929 and 1930 by Mrs. Ophelia Settle Egypt of the Research
Staff of the Fisk University Social Science Institute. While the
documentv provide rare first-hand accounts of the insatution of
slavery by the victims of the institution, their value does not lie
in thoir factual content or the accuracy in details of the
reminiscences, but in the tone or general attitudes, sentiments
and conduct of slaves that survived and defined raco relations,
particularly in the South, after the institution was abolished.

The documents will especially appeal to young people. They are
moving accounts reflecting personal warmth and human interest. The

introduction by the editors places and narratives in thoir historical
and sociological settings.

;

*Franklin, John Hope. THE EZIANCIPATION PROCLAMATION. Garden City:
Doubleday, 1963, $3.50.

This is a concise and balanced history of the evolution ln the
mind of Lincoln of the Emancipation Proclamation and also an
interpretation of its significance forconteroporaries and future
generations of Americans. From this book students will gain not
only a botter understanding of the Emancipation Proclamation and the
forces that shaped it, but will also come to have a better understanding
of what writing good history is all about.

*Franklin, John Hope. RECONSTRUCTION: AFTER THE CIVIL WAR. Chicago:.
The University of Chicago Press, 1961, $5.00.

In recent decades historians-have been questioning older
interpretations of Reconstruction and in thoir search for more valid
answers thoy have producod a large number of revisionist studies that
give a more favorable interpretation of tho Radical Reconstruction
governments in tho South and of the role of tha Negro during the
period. Franklin's study, while it is also based on much careful
original research, gives the best synthesis that has yet been published
of the revisionist literature. Franklin wncludos that the rule of
tho Radical governments was marked loss by excesses and revolutionary
change than by modorato liberalism, and that the Negro office holders
as a group wore competent and rasponsible leaders.
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Tho book is brief, well-written, and provides easy reading. It
emphasizes political rather than economic and social developments.

Frazier, E. Franklin. THE NEGRO FAMILY IN THE UNITED STATES. Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press, 1966, 16.00.

The problems arising from the instability of many Negro families
were designated a "case for national action" in a highly controversial
government report in 1966. Those who wish to approach tese problems
with scientific detachment and insight will find anzier's study,
done more than a quarter century earlier, an indispensable reference.
The best indication of its lasting significance is that it has 13ecome
a standard source for students of family organization in general.
The author, for years professor at Howard University, was one of the
foremost sociologists of his time and one of the most diligent
students of Negro life in America.

In research extending over a period of nearly ten years, Frazier
studied family organization among Negroes and produced this history of
the various forms it has taken. Through the use of historical accounts
he depicted the complete breakdown of the family which resulted from
tha transplantation of Negroes from itfrica to America and under the
circumstances of plantation life, following this with a description
of the emergence of new family patterns following emancipation.
Mbving forward to the current scene he gathered a mass of sociological
data on both parents and children to illustrate the conditions of
family life when Negroes migrated to what he called "the city of
destruction." Ne graphically lescribel.the difficulties of maintaining
stable families in the face of the severe economic discrimination
suffered by Negroes, particularly Negro men.

Frazier's delineation of the "matriarchal" family which frequently
results from these cireumstances has become the starting point for all
future discussions. In many of those, however, the use of the concept
has frequently been more stereotypic than scientific, ani it will be
well for the reader to heed what Ernest Burgess says of this study:
"It explodes completely, and it may be hoped once and for al1, the
popular misconception of the uniformity of behavior among Negroes. It

shows dramatically the wile variations in conduct and in family life
by social classes and the still wider differences between individuals
in attitudes, interests, ideas, ani ideals. Thu first prerequisite in
undorstandin,; the Negro, his family life, and his problems is the
recopition of the basic fact that the Negro in America is a cultural
and only secondarily a biological group and that his culture with all
its variations is American and a product of his life in the United
States."

This edition Nas revised and up-dated by Fi-azier before his
untimely death and it contains a forwori by Nathan Glazer.

*Higginson, Thomas Wentworth. ARMY LIFE IN A BLACK REODUNT. East
Lansing: Michigan State University Press, 1960, $4.50.

This is the story of the First.South Carolina Volunteers, the
first regiment of former slaves to ba mustered into the United States
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Amy in tho Civil War. Higginson, a Massachusetts claraman and
dedicated abolitionist, took command of the unit as its colonel in
1862 and remained ,:ith it until 1864, when ho was invalided home.
His narrative of camp life and military engagements, much of it in
diary from, is vividly written and aside from its interest to historians
is considered to be a literary masterpiece. Tho regiment was formed in
the Sea Islands of South Carolina and its missions took it into Georgia
and Florida as well. While it was not engaged in art/ major battle,
Higginson credits it, along irith othor Negro regiments of the
Department of the South, with helping to insure the success of
Sherman's march to the sea.

Higginson hal the highest regard for his men, praising them as
good soldiers ani defending their interests in the face of the
considerable body of Northern opinion which had boon opposed to
their enlistment. (The story of the part ha played in the fight to
secure equal pay for Negro soldiers is included in an appendix.)
While some of his remarks seem patronizing today, their effects are
offset by the admiration he -displayed for the courage and
intelligence shown by his men in escaping from enemy territor? and
while serving under fire. He was proud, too, that some of them
later became prominent in politics during Reconstruction, though
his optimism that this state of affairs would cnntinue w-ts not
justified. Beyond its other merits, this book serves as an account
of the life an] folklore of the Sea Islands, whose people even g
today retain features of a once distinctive culture.

*Maier, August and Rudwick, Elliott K. FROM PLaritTION ID GHETTO:
AN INTERPRETIVE HISTOF/X OF AMERIMN NEGROES. Neu York:
Hill and Wang, 1966, 4.75.

This book is an authoritative and sympathetic interpretation
of the history of the Negro i;marican with particular emphasis on
ideologi.es and protest movements. While it does not give the'
encyclopedic details of Franklin's From Slavery to Freedom, it
bettor conveys the human aspects of Negro history and more vividly
describes what sLavery and racial discrimination have meant to the
individual and group. Students will find it exciting and easy
reading.

Metcalf, George R. BUCK PROFILM. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1968, $6.95.

This book might have been entitled "Black Profiles in Courage."
It incluJes brief, but penetrating, biographies of eleven Negro
pioneers, who have demonstrated leadership and courage in the Negro's
struggle for freedom and equality. The subjects for the biographies
are Martin Luther King, William E. B. Du Bois, Roy Wilkins, Thurgood
Marshall, Jackie Robinson, Harriet Thtman, Medgar i.ley Evers, James
Meredith, Rusa Parks, Edward W. Brooke, and Whitney Young, Jr. The
list of Negroes who have demonstrated similar courage ani determination
in the fight for freedom could be extended indefinitely. In fact, for
a Negro to surrive and retain his iatrogrity in America is an act of
courage. Thus one cannot question the inclusion of these eleven
courageous mon and 1.4omen, but one might question --Thy many others ware
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not included by the author. But while the number nf persons treated
is limited, thy aeok is very well written and :murican rung people,
bleck anJ white, will fini the eleven studies inspiring ani
informtive.

*trial, Qunnir. iERICAN DILVOIA s TIE NEGRO PROBLEA AND MODEM

DEMOCRACY. Revise] Edition. New York: Harper and Rew, 1962,
.46.5o.

Of all the books ever written on the position of the Negries in
immerican Society, An American Dilemma has unloubtedly been the most
comprehensive and significant. Its significance rests in part on the
fact that it was published durinj Worli 1ar II, at ono if the most
crucial times in American history, nni just prior to a period in
which profound changes were to take place in ilmerican race relations.
Its exhaustive treatment of the suejact has "aeon indispensable ever
since, as a base line against which those changes can be measure],
studied an; analyzed. But its importance goes much deeper. 7ihen

it appeared, it was widely read, naviewel, ant acclaimed, ani
quickly became part of the social and intellectual history of the
time, to the extent that it came to influence some of the very
chInges it foretold.

The unifying theme of tha book areund which the mess of data is
orcanizei is that there is a deep and continuin,7 conflict between the
moral valuations of what Myrdal calls the "America.n Creel" an] the
nation's treatment of its Negro citizens "who le no' , 'ey far have
anything approaching a tenth of the things %forth having. in Anerica."
This is the lilemna referr,71 to, and it locates the "Negro problem"
ssentially in the minis of white i.nericans, saying in effect, that
no changes in race relations can cone without corresponling chinges
in the thinking of white people.

This twentieth anniversary elition contains a new preface written
by MyrJal eni a postscript by Arnold Rose, one of ltrial's closest
assistants, ,ehich reviews developments since the study was first
published.

Quarles, Benjamin. THE NEGRO IN TIE MEXICAN REVOLUTION. Chapel
}fill: University of North Carolina Press, 1961, ,)6.00.

adthouz,th the iiegro *4 as used in the American Revolution only
when the "pressure of expediency made it abselutely necessary," he
made a significant contribution 'aoth in number and by his bravery in
America's struggle for independence. It is clear from this stilly
that the Negm's desire for his own freedom to a large extent
motivated his action, whether ha served the .Americans or British.

This book is representative of the best in historical writing
bigoi on exacting and detailed research which is judiciously presented.

Quarles, Benjamin. TM NEGRO IN TIE CIVIL 'TAR. Boston: Little,
Brown and Company, 1953, ,;10.00.

This book deals with Negroes, both North and South, on the home
front as wall as in military service during the Civil War. As true in
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previous rs, the Negro was anxious to Llet into the fight but was
forced to wait until it was not only militlirtISt but also politically
exponent. FINiover, before the wrirts ond, more than 180,000 Nocro
troops hal served in the Union :traly.

The Negro troops wore discriminated against in pay, equipment,
anl assignment, :Ind were often thrown into battle inadequately trainel
and annod. However, their devotion to fivadom and determination
frequently brought honor and respect.

In addition to serving as soldiers, Negroes male contributions
to the war effort as spies, scouts and nurses, and they, of course,
worked on the home front in factories, on farms and in military
construction. Meanwhile, their leaders wore agitating for recognition
of their rights as free men.

This is a well written and balanced study, basal on painstaking
research. It completely demolishes the myth that the Negro did not
contribute to the war for his freedom.

*Rose, i1lio Lee dichols. MHERSAL FOR ncousraucTics: TEE PORT
Rata. EVERIlfaile. With an introduction by C. Vann Woodward.
Indionapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1964, '7j6.50.

When the Union Army captured the Sea Islands off South Carolina
n.rd the planters fled, the military, civil government,. businessmen,
educators, missionaries ar0 other philanthropists triad ou t. various
plans for the economic, social anl political development of the
fonner slaves. This excellent study is not only a description of
what was done, but it also documents the betrayal of the Negro by
his liberators.

This book win thu lalan Nevins logari of the Society of American
Historians and has been universally praised by scholars of the
Reconstruction period.

*Walker, David. DAVID WALKERiS APPEAL. New York: Hill ani Wang,

196;1 3.00. .

David Walker (1795-1830) was born in north Carolina of a slave
father and a free mother. He developed an intense hatred of slavery,
left the South, and after extensive travels in the United States
settled in Boston in the 1820's where he operated a second-hand
clothing store. This pamphlet, which he published at his own expense
in 1829, was proclaimed in the North and the South to be incendiary.
Even Benjamin Lundy and William Lloyd Garrison criticised its
inflamatory nature. The four articles--(1) "Our Wretchedness in
Consequence of Slavery," (2) "Our Wretchedness in Consequence of
Ignorance," (3) "Our Wretchedness in Consequence of the Preachers of
the Religion of Jesus Crist," and (14) "Our Wretchedness in
Consequence of the Colonizing Plan" were an appeal to the slave
to revolt and to the free Negro, not only to come to the aid of
the slave, but to join together in an all-out fight against
racial discrimination.
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. Walker circulated tho pamphlet widely and managed to got many
copies into the gnath, which influenced state legislatures to pass
laws against the circulation of such solitions literature. Walker

died unior wysterious circumstanceshe was probably murderel--in
1830. Meanwhile, his appeal had gone throu3h three editions. The

historical significance of the pamphlet is that it marks tha transition
from the anti-slavery movement which advocated gradualism to abolitionist
crusades based on the demand for immediate emancipation. Tho Nada% will
dain insight into the frustrations and aspirations of the Negro that
have influenced the "civil rights revolution" nf our time.

*Washington, Booker T. UP FROM SLAVERY. Now 7ork: Dodd,

Booker T. Washington (1856-1915) was born into slavery in
Virginia. Soon after emancipation, his family move". to West
Virginia where he grew up, unrking at old jobs and managing to got

a rudimentary education. Ha entered Hampton Institute in 1872.
After graduating from Hampton he went out to teach school, but soon
returned to serve as secretary to Hampton's Samuel Chapman Armstrong.
Armstron responded to a request froa some Alabama citizens, in 1881,
by sendint; Whshington to Tilskegee to establish a normal school for
Negroes. The school opened that year with forty students in a
dilapidated building. ay 1915, -pirashington hal built TUskedee

Institute into a school with 1,537 students and 197 faculty
members who taught 38 trades and professions. The Institute hal
200 buildings, endowments of nearly ...P,000,000 and an annual budget
of ,1290,000. During the last decade of the nineteenth century and
until his death, Booker T. %ashington was the most influential
Negro in America, respected by both Negroes and whites, Southerners
and Northerners. However, there was a significant group of Negro
intellectuals, of whom W. E. B. Du Bhis was the most prominent, who
attacked his educational philosophy and what they regarded as his
accommodations to racial segregation and the white man's concept of
the status the Negro should occury in American life.

This book is more than Washington's autobiography, it is also
the history of the Negro from slavery to the turn of the century and
st!Itement of Washington's philosophy of education.
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II-B SUPPLDIENTARY BIBLIOGRAPHY MR

avrs, OOVERNICNT AN) PROBIEMS OF )3401RACY

;3.9 the healing of this suction sugjests, the following ')ooks ane
recomen lei to supolement the materials listel in the bi:eliograohius for

teacher In-: stuient. The latter represent the core of moterial that,

in the opinion of the Canter staff, shoul: be in ever/ goo] lnrary.
Those supplementary titles, and others reviowei by the school staff,
might than be ailed as interests expan1 ani funds permit.

1. Bennett, Lorone. 11H1T 14;iiiNSR OF MAN: A BIOGRiPiTi OF-MARTIN
IIMER KING, JR. Chicago: Johnson Nhlishing Co.,

196h.

2. Brink, idlliam ani Muis Harris. THE NEGRO REVOWTION IN
AlfERIC.+. New York: Simon St Shuster,. 19614.

3. Clark, Kenneth B. DARK GHETTO: DILDIMAS OF SOCL+L PaiER.
Now York: Harpor ad Row, 1965.

h. Clark, Kenneth B. PREJUUCE AID YOUR CHILI.
Beacon Press, 1955.

5. Killian, Lewis N. TIE IMPOSSIBLE REVOLUTION.
Ranlom House, 1968.

6. King, Martin Luther. STRIDE TCC4AR3 FREFOOM.

Harper, 1958.

7. Lincoln, 1. al.c. THE BLACK MUSLIMS IN atHERI14. Boston:
Beacon Press, 1961.

8. Lomax, Louis E. T/G NEGRO REVOLT. New York: Harper, 1962.

9. Marshall, Burke. FEDERALIS14 AND CIVIL RIGHTS. New Yrnik:
))1umbia University Press, 1961i.

10. TIM NEGRO AMRICI'iN, edited ani with an introluction by
Talcott Parsons and Kenneth Clark. Boston:

Houghton Mifflin, 1966.

11. Pettigrew, Thomas F. A PROFILE OF TIE NEON) AICRIIAN.
Princeton: Van Nostrani, .19614.

12. Silver, James ''. MISSISSIPPI: Tim CLOSED SOCIETY. New
enlarged ed. New York: Harcourt, Brace St World, 1966.

Boston:

New York:

Naw York:

13. Taper, Bernari. GOMILLION VERSUS LIGHTPDOT: THE TUSICEGEE
GMK1MANDER CASE. Now York: McGraw-1M, 1962.

114. Thompson, Daniel ;. THE NEGRO LEADERSHIP .CLtSS. Englewool
Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963._

15. Wilson, James Q. NEGRO POLITICS: THE SEARCH FOR IZADERSHIP.
Noll York : Free Press of nacmillian, 1960.
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III. RESOURCES MR STUDENTS
A American History

2. AUDIO-VISUAL HITERIAIS
a. Movies and Filmstrips

HaRIET TUBMAN AND THE uNDERGRourn mum.)
from CBS "Great Adventure" Series (Teacher's Guile incluled.)

16 mm/2-27 minute reelilaivi
McGraw-Hill Text-films
330 ',lost land Street

Ncr4 York, Now York 10036

The filmle effectiveness is lue in part to an unusually fine

cast including Ruby Dee, Ossie Davis and Brock Paters. It provides

little information about slave life on a plantation or about excaoei

slaves' difficulties in the North (especially with the Fugitive Slave

Laws). But the movie gives some picture of measures taken in the

Snuth to control, retain and market slaves, and an excellent portrayal

of the underground railroal in operation luring the 18501s. In

al/Won, it is an exciting commentary on i fascinating character.

A HISTORY OF THE NEGRO IN Atral ak--1619-1860: OUT OF SIAVEBY

16 mm/20 minutes/B/4
McGraw-Hill Text-films

330 West land Street

Nou York, New York 10036

The movie has the morits of a consistently skillful use of old

pictures and occasional emphasis of aspects of Negro history that have

been suppressed in most texts (e.g., the diversity nf skills possessed

4 slaves and their resistance-revolt-rebellion against slavery). 3ut

its demerits are also consirlerable. It is sketchy, covering 2111 years

of history in 20 minutes. Ani it omits or distorts some Negro history
(e.g., it implies that white &aropeans introduced slavery into Africa
ani that chattel slavery appeared in America fully developed in 1619).

Commentators generally agree that the three films in this series

are less effective than the McGraw-Hill filmstrip series on the Negro

American. See below under "materials not yet previewed."

THE INHERITANCE
written by Mill and slampbell, directed by Harold Wrayer, guile

16 mm/60 minutes/Big
Anti-Defamation League of Blnai B'rith

One of those rare films that is both technically excellent and

historically insightful, THE INHERITANCE portrays the immigration of

Europeans to America in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, their struggle to improve their new life (especially
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through unionization) and resistance to their efforts. The use of
contemporary materials, including photos, newsreels, letters, journals
and snnap (all skillfully presented) allows the film to convey a vivid
sense of the immigrants° struggle, including tha slow progress and
many set-backs.

The only explicit reference to the Negro occurs at the conclusion
to the film, where the narrator suggests a relation between unionization
efforts and the fitht for civil rights. The failure to deal with racinl
discrimination by the unions is the major deficiency of the film, but
even that omission could be profitably used in a iiscussion of the movie.

A NATION OF IMMIGRANTS

16 mm/52 minutes/B/W
Anti-Defamation League of 131nai B1 rith

The film does not deal with Negroes, but focuses on EUropean
immigrants, including their reasons for immigration to the U. S.,
reception here (an excellent sequence on Ellis Island) and
contributions to democracy. Over emphasis on the "they-made-America-
great" theme keeps this documentary from being first-rate, but it has
many well-done parts that would make it useful in a comparative unit
on minority groups.

THE NEGRO IN U. S. HISTORY (with script)

35 mm fi3mstrip50 frames/color
Scholastic Filmstrips
906 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, New jersey 07632

No single filmstrip of usual length could possibly do justice
to the Negro in America. Even so, this effort by Scholastic is
surprisinAy good. With very little distortion, the filmstrip
prasents crucial information on the Negro, using oli pictures and
maps well, and inclu4ing biography only as illustrative of general
assertions. If a teacher wishes to begin a unit with an overview of
Negro history this could be an effective ail.

The following films have not yet been previewed for the packet
but have been recommended to the Center and so are called to your
attention. Comments or distributors' descriptions are included where
available.

AMERICANS FROM AFRICA : A HISTORY
is the title of a thirty program education television series
prepared by the Central Virginia Educational Television
Corporation of Richmond, Virginia. The series will be nationally
available through the Great Plains National Instructional
Television Libmry of the University of Nebraska.

THE HISTORY OF mAPIMRIChN NEGRO

8-35 mm filmstrips/40 frames each/color and B/W
McGraw-Hill Taxt-films
330 West 42nd Street
Now York, New York 10036
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According to W. L. Katz, in TFACiraRtS GUIDE TO MCRICidi 'NEGRO
HISTORY, this is "1.he most comploto visual aii produced on this subject,
and in organization, clarity, and oxciting content far surpassing
most filmstrips of any kihd." Tho eight filmstrips cover tho ontiro
porini of Nogro history from African enslavemont to tho prosont.
The whole series probably shoal bo previowei by tho teacher and
rolovant strips (or frames) solocted for the study of particular
periods.

FREDERICK DOUGIASS, from the Profiles in Courage Series

16 mm/2-25 minute rools/BN
I. Q. Films, Inc.
689 5th Avenue
Now York, New York 10022

TIM NEGRO SOLDIER

16 mm filnstrip
;tzuy Signal Corps
Washington, D. C.



III. RESOURCES FOR STUDEdTS
A. American History

2. AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS
b. Records and Tapes

ANTHDLOGY OF NEGRO POETS
Fblkways/Scholastic 9791; 1-12" LP; 35.79. Edited by Arna Bontemps,

with poems and roadin3s by Langston Highest Sterling Brown, Caaudo
McKay, Countoo Cullen, Margaret Walker and Gwendolyn Brooks.

Tho selection of poems from tiajor Negro poets is varied and
includes many that would be useful for social studios work. Brown and

Walkor jive excellent readings; the others are mediocre or worse.

THE AUTOBIOGRAPEI OF FREDERICK DOUGUSS
Folkways/Schnlastic 5522; 1-12" LP; '15.79, Wited by Philip Fonor
and road by Ossie Davis, with transcript included.

The recorded portions of Douglass' auto'aiography deal with his
childhood in slavery, escape, adjustments to freedom and developing
commitment to the abolitionist movemant. But the record is more than
a personal account. Frederick Douglass mai; a keen observer of Ws
times and offers insights into the effect of the slave institution on
the character of Southerners (black and white), the Jim Crow system
in the North and the violent resistance to the abolitionists. TLe

recording could be.used alone as "illustrative" material, but would
be °specially profitable if used in combination-with other contemporary
commentaries on the pre-Civil Wamperiod.

THE FISK JUBILEE SINGERS
Folkways/Scholastic 2372; 1-12" LP; 15.79. Directed by John W.
Work with transcript of lyrics included.

In 1871 tho Fisk Jubilee Singers introduced Negro spirituals to
the American public as a serious musidal form. On this recording, the
institutional descendants of tho Singers continue the tradition of
sophisticated choral performance of the old Negro folk music. The

teacher could profitably select several pieces for emphasis nni
supplement with additional information on the function of spirituals
in the slave culture. For one of the earliest published treatments,
see chapter 9 in T. W. Higginson, ARMY LIFE IN A BLACK REGIMENT,
P. F. Collier, Inc., New York: 1962, 1.95. For more detail see
Fisher, NEGRO SLWE SONGS IN THE UNITED STATES, New York: 1953.

THE FOLK BOX, The Electra Corporatio4 4-12; LP; lyrics and notes
included, 9.96.

These recordings contain a wealth of comparative material from
most racial and ethnic groups in America.

JAll

For extensive material in special areas, especially jazz, see:

Folkways/Scholastic 2801-2811; 11-12" LPs; .!35.79 each.
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THE GOLDEN ERA SERIES
Columbia ro-issuos of hard-to-get recordings of older musical

artist.

NEW ORLEANS: THE LIVING LEGLNDS
Riverside recordings of traditional Jazz as played today. 3ill

Grauer Productions, Inc.; 23 West 46th Street, New York, New

York 10036.

VINTAGE SERIES
RCh Victor ro-issuas of hard-to-jet recordin3s of groat personali-

ties from popular, jazz and folk music worlds.

IN WHI17,4JORICil
Columbia KOL 6030; 1-12" LP; 13.55. Written and edited by Martin

Dubermann; performed by the orlginal Broadway cast.

Mr. Dubermann's two-act play is a carefully selected collection

of historical documents (of all types) on the Negro in America ani

white reaction tn him, from 1619 to the present. nhen performed by tha

Broadway cast, the documents become real rama, uith a hard, unsenti-

mental impact. 'a.thout any doubt this is the best single recording

on Negro history. It could be used to introduce a unit (overview) or

as an aid for study in specific areas (e.g., slavery).

Tor a less effective treatment of many of the same sources, tie"

together by-a historical narrative, see THE CLORY OF =IRO HISTORY,

(Folkways/Scholastic 7752; 1-12" LP; $5.79), written and narrated by

Langston Hughes. .

MISSA LUBA
Philips PCC206; 1-12" LP; performed by Les Troubadours du Rni

Baudouin.

In addition to native songs of the Congo, tha Cbngolese boys

choir performs a mass in "pure Congolese style." Though notes

included, words of songs are not translated. The record is never-

theless a good device for presenting an impression of a part of the

"African background," especially with students who are familiar with the

traditional Western mass.

NEGRO MK MUSIC OF AFRICA AND AltERICA
Folkways/Scholastic 4500; 2-12" LPs, 1l.B. Edited by Harold

Courlanlor, with.a forward by R. A. Waternan.

Mr. Courlanier has successfully included in this album examples of

"pure" ethnic music from a wide variety of culture., in Africa and the

Americas. The recordings are expecially useful for a comparative study

of African retentions within various American slave systems. Selectinns

could, of course, be used for concentration on the Negro in North

America. Waterman's very helpful notes should be supplemented with

maps and pictures of the relevant musical instruments. For a recording

that concentrates on West A..rica, see AFRICAN TRIBAL MUSIC AND DAN(2,

Counterpoint CPT-513; 1-12" LP; performed by Sonnr Senghor and his Troupe.
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THE STORY OF JAZZ
Folkways/Scholastic 7312; 1-10" LP; written and narrated by
Langston Hughes, with documentary racordings, 14.15.

Hughes' story includes both a narrative of the chronological
levalopmont of various jazz forms (up to 1950) and an attompt to
analyzo the musical peculiarities of those forms. Although aimed at
children, the recording could bo used with junior hip students.
expecially if supplemantiad with readings or other listenings. It
also provides a good format for any teacher who wants to croate a

more extensive (hopefully updated) treatment of "the story of jazz."

SONGS OF THE AMERICAN NEGRO SLIMS
Fhlkways/Scholastic 5252; 1-12" LP' sung by Hachal Laruo (un-

accompanied), with a note on Nogro songs by J. H. Franklin and an
introduction by R. Knight. Transcript of lyrics included.

The recording includes thirty sonde, all of which could be profit-
ably used in a study of slavery, especially if lyrics were distributed
to students ani songs were studied in conjunction with other primary
soy-ces (e.g., ex-slave journals). Laruels voice is excellent, and
tho absence nf accompaniment allows tha drama of the songs themselves
to come through. Franklin's notes provido a good, though too ',riot',
introduction to the snnzs.

The follnwing recordings have not yet been previewed, but their
descriptions snuni promising:

FOIL TALES FROM WEST AFRIC4
Folkways/Scholastic 7103; 1-10" LP; 14.15.

ASHkNTI FOLK TALES FROM (MINA
Folkways/Scholastic 7110; 1-10" LP;

maw FOIE SONGS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
Folkways/Scholastic 7533; 1-12" LP; S5e79.

NEGRO PRISON CAMP WORK SONGS
Folkways/Scholastic 4105; 1-12" LP; :,y6.79.

SONGS OF THE CIVIL WAR
Folkways/Scholastic 5717; 2-12" LP; 111.58.

BORN TO LIVE

Folkways/Scholastic 5525; 1-12" LP' 15.79.

THE NEGRO PEOPLE THROUGH THELR SONGS AND BALLOS
Heirloom Records, Brookhaven, New York, script on request, U4.98.

JOHN BROWN'S aLIRROGATION
Lincoln Filene Center
Tufts University
Medford, Massachusetts 02155
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Lonjor: Ptctoril Chnrts Eluoatir,n11 Trust, available from

Sullies 3corsl 3Jrvico, 4455 Lurin)x Blv I. , In Ilewoni,
011ifernil 90304, 4.9.

This mip is a Sit overcrowlel with info:ration, but is still

useful. The chart includes a helpful tine-line.

NIGMtN SPILIDOR OF AFRICAN :SCULPTUIE

Fagg, W. ahl H. List, New York: Frederick it. Praeger, 1963.

The book includes excellent photographs of older sculpture from

various Nigerian groups, including the extraordinary bronzes of Mau.

Fisk University Art Slide Units
Division of Cultural Research, Department of Art, Fisk University,

Nashville, Tennessee 37203. Avnilable January 1, 1969.

its now planned, selected slides of works by Hlack artists TAll
So grouped into two units. The first will include African art. The

second will be devoted -,.cp art by 20th century Noero Americans. Write

directly to the Division for descrIption and price.

THE lama OF AFRICA IN 'WS
Galley, Harry A. Jr. , Chicago: Denoyer-Gepport Co., 1967, 132.45.

Approximately half of this 96 page book is devoted to full-page,

81/2 x 11 maps on virtually every conceivable topic of African geography

and history. A brief (half-page) text accompanies each map. The book's

only short-coming is its failure to utilize multi-color techniques:

all maps are in black and white.

For information on wall maps of Africa and other study guides,

ask Denoyer-Gepport for their circular on Maps and Atlases of Africa."

NEGRO HISTORY AND CULTURE: SELECTED MATERIALS FOR USE WITH CHILDRS\I

Chicago City Missionary Society, 19 South LaSalle, Chicago,

Illinois 60603, t75.

The nine black and white maps of Africa included in the booklet

deal with population distri'oution, geography, size, climate, the three

Wetht African Kingdom's, European domination and African political

divisions today.

Scofield, John. "Freedom Speaks French in Oua ga dou gou, ' in

National Geographic, vol. 130, no. 2 (August, 1966)
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:h, rJ,4t)n 14:3crt")...1 in th; V.13 too brist.;1n! 11.)v. -r

tIA; Arric '41'", '4i: r: on31:Vio t-r labor in irth Th.: irtial

it:L:if is skJtarr, -a1,1 auttors fr,m the authoroi t.InJorcy t 0(1w:to

4,mtorn civilizati-,n. But tho nhoto.rraphy

profitably us,ti t prsrtray tho cultural variotP

within W.Jst '_oot'a past ...tat prusiJnt. Inclu led with tho igsuo

was a map supplomunt, "Northwostorn Atrial," which r.:an obtairh.)1

goparaLly for i.50 from:

Nardional Goo3raph.ic Socioti

Dopartmont 337
T;ashindton, D. C. 20036

Chock tho mo.dazinels yortrly iniox for othor rolovant material.

Not yot pmviowol tor tho packot, but include-1 in 3. K. Boyor's

soloctivo bibliodraphy on Africa is A. M. Holly and E. R. Vore-Wrige,

THE MAP APPROACH TO AFRICAN HISTORY, third edition, Univw3rsity
Tutorial Pross Lti., Clifton House, 7.1:ston Road, London, N. W. 1,

WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDIA
Chicago: Pield Entorprizo.s Educational Corporation, 1968.

Tho latest edition includes separate multi-color maps for each

topic (o.d., climate, political organization, etc.)

(2) UNITED STATES

EYEWITNESS: TIE NEGRO IN AMERICAN HISTORY
Katz, William L., Now York: Pitman PUblishing Company, 1967,

$4.95.

This book of documents contains pictures of individuals and

events. Many are too small for classroom use, but some might be used

With an opaque projector.

ANTI-SLOIERY: THE CRUSADE FOR FREEDOM IN ARRICA

Dumond, Dwight Lowell, Ann Arbor: The university of Michigan

Pross, 1961.

This volume is expensive for a good reason: it dives much space

to clear, large reproductions of lithographs, photos and documents on

slavery. Enough varied materials are included that an "inquiry" unit

on slavery could be constructed from this book alone (with the aid of

an opaque projector). , r,

Fisk University Art Slide Units
(soe above, under "Africa")

HISTORIC NEW YORK TIMES FRONT PAGES

Box 557, New York, New York 10036, $100.

Relevant front pages include the days of the Dred Scott decision,

the Dflancipation Proclamation, the abolition of slavery, the Supreme

Court ban on school sogregation, federal troops in Little Rock,

Dr. King's assassination, etc. Request front pages for dates you

consiier crucial in American history since 1851.
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711. I, ,A,41.r...-4 ry tlItn etultz.,r, Ars) Cr,Nfell

Ci)., 1964, ix1.14.

Aultzer',1 'Arc%) liefl !. book of 1,Ncuments incluides many ruprNIurti-Nnq

pIcturus an! ,tocum,,nta. ;Plume I (l6l9-186;) concentrates on

slytury in North Anurica, volume II on thd purin I 1865-19).6i an!

voliuno III on thu years sinco Worn 5har I.

tff BURDEN DOWN: FOLIC HISTORX OF SLAVEITI

edited by 3. A. Botkin, Chicago: Thu univorsity of ;hicar

Press, 1914.i.,

The book includes photograph5 of tho ex-slaves who tell about

the earlier days in bondage.

PIONEER HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Harriman, Tennessee 37748

The SOCIETY specializes in reproductions of American posters,

handbills, signs, etc., including slave auction notices, reward posters

for runaway slaves, and civil war recruiting handbills. The reproduc-

tions are large enough for bulletin boar' use and in many cases contain

tho kind of information useful for "inquiry" trclits. Write directly to

tho Society for a complete listing of available materials, with prices.

SNCC Calendar
The Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, 360 Nelson Street

S. W., Atlanta, Georgia 30313.

Produced yearly by SNCC., the calendar includes large photos of

Negro life in America and information on crucial dates in Black history.

For a more conventional calendar write for either Calendar: Pictures

and Important Dates in Nezro History, Educational Heritage, Inc., 733

Yonkers Avenue, ronke, New-York, or Novo Progress. Calendar Digest:

1968, 1970, North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company, Mutual

Plaza, Durham, North Carolina 27701. The latter has a very Useful

"time scale" of Negro history, but its photos are stilted, posed

re-enactments of historical events.

TWENTIETH CENTURC AMERICANS OF NEGRO LINEAGE

Friendship Press, )475 Riverside Drive, New York, New York 10027.

This collection of good quality, 11' x 14' prints includes

twenty-four prominent 20th Century Negroes. It is, however, biased

toward the "acceptable" Negro, excluding men like Marcus Garvey and

Malcolm X.

The following have not yet been previewed for the packet, but have

been recommended to the Center staff:

TIE SIAVE TRADE AND ITS ABOLITION
Jackdow Contemporary Documents Kit 7D 6, available from Social

Studies School Service, 4455 Lennox Blvd., Inglewood, California

90304, $1.95.
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The proalem (If tinting material aoprooriate tl th4 lower secontary
gra.le levoll 14 perhaps more acute hore ttvtn anywn)".1 else in the mcket,
for the molt part, the bonito ani N)rirdicail nitlyi below cnn j road
conacientioun juniors ant seniors and accolorltei junior high stuients.
In a few cases (i.u., BiaiCK LIK3 Mi.1, WHAT'S HAnsmia, IN TIM R CVN Da../S
an I the Quigley CIVICS C,,SEBOOK), juni-)r high stulents will he able t,
utilizu thu material without difficulty. Other material could be -1-1aptal
Lyy the teacher for uso with junior high students if time permits.

. Race and Prejuiice

Racial prejudice has long boon a general issue dealt with in most
coursos on Problems of Democracy, so available resources aro familiar to
most teachers. A. gool awl brief general treatment of race is Ruth
Benedict and Gone Woltfish, TE RACES OF MANKIND (Public Affairs pamphlet
No. 85). On prejudice, see Peter I. Rose, TM AND WE. Now York:
Random House, 3964, A.95. In ailition to other materials on the Negro
in this list, two other sources aro especially good for stimulating
,discussion: John H. Griffin, BLACK LIKE ME, (P2709) pap. NO11

fr1 Lib.) and Lillian Smith, KILLERS OF THE DREW, pap, ..*>1.25,
Doubleday.

b. Negro Perspectives

NEGRO VIEWS OF AMERICA, Columbus, Ohio: American Friucation
Publications, 1968, $.25, The AEP Unit Books are, in general, excellent
educational ventures. The booklet on Negro views is no exception.
Through well-chosen excerpts of Negro comments on America, the unit
aids the student in his effort to understand what it has meant to be
black in this country. Information on that booklet and the rest of
the Public Issues Series can be obtained from American Education
Publications, Education Center, Columbus, Ohio 43216.

The unit might be supplemented with some of the materials listed
in the comments on tha Kerner Commission Report (below) or with James
Baldwin, NOBODY KNOWS MY NAME, NOW York: Dell Press, pap. ii1.65, or
THE FI#E NEXT TINE) Delta Press, 1963, pap. 3.50; Martin Luther King, Jr.,
WHY WE CAN'T WAIT, New York: New American Library, Inc.; Signet Books,
19614, 7).60, or Malcolm X, MALCOLM X SPEAKS, NEW YORK: Grove Press,
1965, ;3.95. Recordings aro available of speeches by all three men
(see A-V section bellow), but would lsm especiallzi appropriate with
the orators, Dr. King and Malcolm Students who want to share the
thoughts of ghetto teenagers should see WHAT'S HAPPMING: AN INDaENDENT
STUDMIT VOICE, a bi-monthly magazine published by a group of New York
City teenagers. For back issues (3.50) and subscriptions (2/year)
write WHAT'S HAPPENING, 253 Macy Annex, Teachers College, Columbia
University, NOW York, New York 10027. Good comparative material
is available in the AEP unit on immigration: TE MIGRANT'S
EXPERIENCE.
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07 THZ .4ATIONAL COMHZ,MIOU OU CIVIL D/30KDIRO,
.?irntaof Books, 196a. )1.2.;. rls 45,i wtth Itulent3,

thirty summary (7)7. 1-30, which is av-ti1a')1,J se:,arat,:ly from
m,ny (r.4anivations, tktu 5.-)uthern R.;,:ional Council, lac.,

FrTiyth Strwit, N.4., tlanta, Guork:il 30)03, (4%10 ...;".ch for ten
mons corl.e.1).

A more restriote! stuly of nfL)-con iitiins in TiM 1O F;JCIZ:
TiS CASE FOR 11.:TIONAL ACTION, '..4',...shington: U. S. Government Printin
Office, 1965, j./45. For information on the controversy over this
locument, see Leo Rainwater and Al Um Yincey, TIC POLITICS OF
CONTROaRSY, Cambridee: M. I. T. Press, 1967, 33.95.

Conditions in particular communities can 1.x: studiei from a
variety of sources. The Sept. 26, 1966 issue of TM NEW LEADER, 212
Fifth Avenue, Ne.w York, Now York 10010, is devoted to the testimony
of Claude 3rown (author of MANCKELD IN TIE PROMISED LUID and Ralph
Ellison's novel is itself a good source for such study, as are James
Baldwin, GO TELL IT ON TiE MOUNTAIN, Doll Press, and Richard
Wright, NATIVE SON, New York: New American Library, 19/40,
Sharply contrastin; perspectives can be from Lorraine Ransberry's
play, RAISIN IN TIM SUN, Random House, :$1.95, and Malcolm X, TE
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MALCOLM X, Now York: Grove Press, 196)4, 1..25.

The movie version of RAISIN IN THE SUN (Branion International Films)
is excellent.

The U. S. Commission on Civil Rights has pu'elishel excerpts
from testimony before the Commission under tho title, A TIME TO LISTEI
. . TIM TO ACT: VOICES FROM TM GHETTOS OF THE NATIONS' CITIES
Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1967. Finally,
the Southern Regional Council has published reports on the situation
in Memphis, both before and after Dr. King's assassination. See
J. Edwin Stanfield, IN ICIPIUS: MORE THAN A CiARBAGE STRIKE, IN
MOUS: TRAGEDY UNAVERTED and IN MEMPHIS: MIRROR TO AMERICO Write
to Southern Regional Council, Inc., 5 Forsyth Street, N. W., Atlanta,
Georgia 30303 for a listing of other relevant publications and prices.

For a statement that puts many problems of the ghetto in a larger
context, see Michael Harrington, THE OMR AMMICA (S223), Penguin
Books, Inc., Baltimore: pap $95 A comparative study of the
conditions and their effects might utilize William Foote vhyte,
Street Corner Society Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 19432
$2.95 and Lewis, Oscar, IA VIDA, New York: Random House, 1966,
$2.95, Relevant sections of Lk VIDA were published as articles in
Harper's: "Mother and Son in a Puerto Rican Slum" (December, 1965)
and "Folicita" (January, 1966).

1. Political Action

Berman, Daniel M. A BILL BECOIES A IAW: THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT
OF 1960, New York: The MacMillan Co., 1962, r!,31.95.
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U3ES OF PCV-Tit, 'Atte! !III i'Llan F. 1,1estin, liorcoqrt,

3ract; an! Iror11, Inc., 1962,

BLA.CK PRO72ST: 1619 TO TM PM.I.INT, edited bv JoAnne Grant,
Greemich, Conn.: Fawcett Publications, Thc., 1968, Cver half
of this collection of documents n:1 Inalysos im devoted to the pont-
195/4 perio±, with excellont soloctions on community action, 'llth
South and North. No other single source will provide the stuiont
with so much pertinont matorial on Nogro protest movements. Other
relevant documents will be found in IN TH:2R WORDS: A HISTOR1 OF TM
AHERICal NEGRO, vol. III (1916-1966), edited !Dy Milton Meltzer, Not:
York; Thomas Y. Crowell Cto., 1967,

For a brief comparison with labor organizing activity, the
teacher might use THE RISE OF ORGANIZED L±BOR, Columbus, Ohio:
American Education Publications, 1968, 13.30.

LEADERSHIP IN AMERICAN SOCIETY: A CASE STUDY OF NEGRO LEADERSHIP,
(Available from Sociological Resources for Secondary Schools, 503 First
National BuilAing, Ann Arbor, Michion 48108) '11.

The Amorican Sociological Association established the
"Sociological Ilesources for Secondary Schools" projoct in order to
acquaint the high school studont with the sociological perspective.
The material on Negro loadership has historical depth and contemporary
balance in tho figures solectod for study; it might be a good
beginning point for an analysis of Nogro political action.

Other material on a variety df kinds of Negro political action
can be found in BLACK PROTEST (see above). In addition, see James Q
Wilson's article on william L. Nwson and Adam Clayton Powell, D10
NEGRO PO LITI CIANS : AN INTERPRETATION, (r3vailable as a reprint from
Bobbs-Merrill Co., 14300 West 62nd Street, Indianapolis, Indiana, '3.25,
and Charles Silberman's articlo on SEE WOODLATIN ORGANIZATION (available
as a reprint from COMMTARY. Magazine, 165 East 56th St. New York,
NO York 10022, ,`,3.50.

Lubell, Samuel. THE FUTURE OF AMERICAN pOLITICS, 3rd edition,
rev. New York: Harper and Row, 1965, $1.95.

The noted pollstor's analysis of the American political system
includes chapters on "The Civil Rights Melting Pot" and "The
Conservative Revolution" (the South). For advanced students it is an
excellent aid in a comparative study of ethnicity and race in American
politics.

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION: A REPORT OF THE UNITED 'STA TES COMMISSION
ON CIVIL RIGHTS, 1968, Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government Printing
Office, 1968, $.75.
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REPOW"M IN :I/IL RIGHT3, 4th ,litVn (Jww, 196) '2.5.9.

trim Con,!remlional Quarterly $urvice, EducAtion Dervartment,

113 K struJt, H. 4., Yisint-,n, D. C. 20006. Ale-, of intere't

bes Ro resentation an; Ao .Irtionment Aujust, 1966, 32.50, FEDERAL ROLE

IN ZCT, pri1, 1967, p h L 1968 GUIDE TO CURE=
GOVERNMT, i2. 50, SPRMO 1969 GUIDE TO CURRENT AMICAN 0404ERNMENT,

availlble January, 1969, :12.50.

U. S. Supreme Court &ports

The decisions and opinions of the Supreme Court hwe played

an important and prominent role in race relations sinco DRED SOOTT

VS. SANFORD (1857). Much can be learned about that role by

contrastint; the two bust-known court cases in tho area of rice:

PLESSY VS. FERGUSON (1896) and BROWN VS. THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF

TOPEKA, KANSAS (1954). Case background for those and other

decisions on race include DRED SCOTT VS. SANFORD (1857), the

SLAUGHTER HOUSES CASES (1883) and especially the CIVIL RIGHTS CASES

(1883). Crucial contemporary cases include BROWN on education (see

above), HEART OF ATLANTA MOTEL, INC. VS. U. S. et al. (1964) on

public accommodations, EDWARDS VS. SOUTH C.IROL1NA (1963) on freedom

of speech, SHELLY VS KRAEMER (1948) on restrictive covenants in

housing, and SMITH VS. ALLWRIGHT (1944) on primary elections.

Copies of the U. S. SUPREME ODURT REPORTS, Vile official

publication of court decisions and opinions, will probably not be

available in most secondary school librnries. Joseph Tussman has

reprinted most of the important cases up to 1963 in THE SUPREME COURT ON

RACIAL DISCRIMINATION, New York: Oxford University Press, 1963, 1.93.

Mhny opinions have been published individually by Chandler Publishing

Co., San Francisco, C.lif. 94105 (write for a complete listing).

Tho JUDGMENT series of the magazine SOCIAL EDUCATION at present

includes only one decision involving race ("Poll Tax As Voting

Requirement"), but the series is the best single-case publication

for secondary school students and should be watched for future

relevant material. Further information can be obtained from Civic

Education Service, 1733 K.Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20006.

On the decisions regarding race and education, including two of the

background decisions mentioned above, see Benjamin M. Ziegler,

DESEGREGATION AND THE SUPREME COURT, Boston: D. C. Heath and Co.,

1958, $.50. Finally, perhaps the most useful case material for

elementary and secondary school students has come out of the

California experimentation in the teaching of law.

YOUR RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES AS AN AMERICAN CITIZEN: A CIVICS

CASEBOOK, by Charles N. Quigley Boston: Ginn and Company) 1967,

$1.481 is simply and clearly written and provides excellent guidance
for discussion. See especially Unit II, Part II and Unit Quigley

has also written a teaching guide, but more useful for the tolacher will

bo THE BILL OF RIGHTS: A SOURCE BOOK and THE BILL OF RIGHTS: A HANDBOOK

by Cohen, Schwartz and Sobul, New York: Benziger Brothers, 1968, $3.00.

THE SOURCE BOOK may also be useful with students.
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The st.r.ff rf the Center hs previe.Jol many stu.Lnt materials ant
has selected fnr incluziln in the picket thop,.; resources that aro
lccurate, wel/ executed, ln! have ht.::: utility frr se2on!ary school

social science study. Zach item is iccompani..d 5y brief ant
escriptive an1 evaluative notos, incluiin suggostiins fir snecial

teaching uses where r.npropriato.

Good materials previewed in tha futuru will bo aided to the

packet in supplemtnts. Non-proviewed materials that Imo been
rocommendal to the Cantor have been listel separately. Wbo urge tho

teacher to request preview copies directly from distributors. In

addition, as with other parts of the packet, we welcome recommendations
of materials which you have used and found promising.

BLACK JOURNAL, Shown the second Weinesiay of every month, beginning
July, 1968 on NET T. V. channels.

Black Journal is a nem program of depth news analysis of interest
to black Americans. It ranges over the whole of the "third world"
and, in its first shominds, has featured newsreel footage of
significant national and international events, excellent commentary,
and interviews with eminent guests.

CONFRONTATION: DIALOGUE IN BLACKAND WHITE, 16 mm/35 minutes/3/U
lease 5100 per year, rental $15.00, Indiana University A-V
Center.

At the end of a tense summer in Chicago, one-hundred citizens
mere invited to a T. V. studio to confront each other with their

views on the racial situation. Prior to the debate, the hundred
viewed a short, un-edited film on Chicago's West Side, produced and
directed by a Negro militant. The Confrontation itself is an

excellent study of the psychological defenses (including
rationalizations) often used in American race relations. It is

followed by a short, insightful commentary on the confrontation by

Robert Coles.

5: REFLECTIONS ON AN AGE, 16 mm/25 minutes/B/Wrental $10.00,
Office for Audio-Visuals, 1501 Race Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
19102.

Here is a fresh, close look at what it's like to be. a five
year old growing up in'an 2,merican city. Not quite incidentally,
five year old Jonathan Coleman is Negro, and the intimate glimpses
one gets of him, his family and his friends provide insights into

the development of Negro self-concepts. The film's strong point is

its success in capturing vibrant critical moments in real-life
situations, including some of Jonathan's ponderings about himself.

It's one weakness is sound, which is sometimes difficult to follow.
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IN BLACK AMERICA

In the summer. of 19681 CBS showed a series of "specials" on the

Negro ;imerican. Especially the first of the series (including a review

of Hollywood's portrayal of the Negro) and the half hour on "The Negro

Soldier" woro excellent. Re-showings may occur during the fall and

winter, with release for school use after that time.

LAY EY BURDEN DOWN, 16 mm/60 minutes/ B/W/sale $2001 rental $9.15,

Indiana University A-V Center.

Released last year, this film documents the economic and

educational plight of Negro tennant farmers in the South today. It is

poignant and informative. For possibilities of use with other films,

see also Harvest of Shame (migrant workers) ani THE Mph% T (Negroes in

Northern urban centers).

NO HIDING PLACE, from CEO "East Side-West Side" Series, 16mm/51 minutes/

B/W/Anti-Defamation League of Bind. Writh.

An excellent cast (including George C. Scott and Ruby Dee) drama-

tizes the "crisis" created when a middle-class Negro family moves

into a formerly all-white suburb. The whole range of reactions to

the event is explored (including block-busting). The movie closes

without settling the fate of the neighborhood or its residents, thus

making the film an excellent discussion-opener. It's only defect is the

strong tendency to equate all-Negro neighborhoods with slums.

RAISIN IN THE SUN, 16 mm/128 minutes/BM/rental $25.001 Brandon

International Films, 221 West 57th Street, New York, New York

10019.

Lorraine Hansberryls play, filmed with Sidney Poitier and Claudia

MCNeil, recounts tho tensions in a Negro family trappW on Chicago's

South Side. It puts the viewer inside a ghetto family with middle-class

aspirations and lets him witness the struggle for American rurspectability.

The film is well-done and could be profitably used in a unit on

Negro views of America, presenting a perspective that is not often

heard in current Black Power literature.

THE REVEREND DR. MARTIN UTMERKING, JR. (with script), 35 mm/sound

filmstrip/43 frames/B/W, Society for Visual Education, Inc.,

1345 Divorsey Parkway, Chicago, Illinois 60614.

Like most filmstrips this one has difficulty conveying the

drama of events. But it does outline tho major biographical data

on Dr. King's life, especially since the Montgomery bus boycott.

For a more detailed view of Dr. King's last works, see the film

MARTIN LUTHER KING: THE MAN AND THE NaRCH (listed below).

TALE OF TWO LADIES, from the "Epitaph for Jim Crow: Series, 16 mm/

30 minute4/W/Anti-Defamation League of Bonai

1314
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The film provides a useful framework for a study of race relations
in America by identifying tho different kinds of factors that shape tho

interaction of blacks and whites. The framowork is effectively
dovolopod out of "eavesdropping" on overy-day conversations about why
the races behave as they do, beginning with a historical explanation and

procoding through others. Unloss the framework (or a variant of it) is

to bo used in subsequent study, however, tho film's impact will not be

lasting.

While some of the films are in need of updating, all of the films
in tho "Epitaph" series are still good teaching aids. They include:

FOURTEENTH GENERATION AMERICANS (historical predecessors of tho early-
60's protost activity), THE NEWEST NEW NEGRO (tho distinctive
characteristics of the oarly-60's protest), FACE TO FACE (the conditions

necessary in ordor for racial contact to load to racial tolerance, and

the role of law in bringing about those conditions), and CONFORMITY AND

TJ CRUTCH (two difforont typos of prejudico and their offects on

behavior).

THE TENEMENT, 16 mm/40 minutes/B/W/Anti-Defamation League of Binai

Blrith.

This CBS Reports Jocumentary follows tho lives of nino familios

who live on Chicago's South Side. The film breaks the monolithic

stereotype of ghetto residents. But it also conveys the common
conditions of lifo in many urban areas in America today. In addition

to an excellent production effort in a sensitivo situation, tho film
has the virtue of including a follow-up on tho rosidents after an
urban renowal project has evicted them.

WHERE IS PREJUDICE?, 16 mm/60 minutos/B/W/sale 32IO, rantal $10.15,

Indiana University A-V Centor.

Twelve college students of different races and faiths aro candidly

shown whilo participating in a wook-loni3 workship to test thoir common
denial that thoy are projudiced. Latent prejudices gradually emerge,

and participants have considerablo difficulty coping with thom. Student

who view tho film will ho virtually compelled to discuss the viewpoints
and roactionsof tho workshop members. But tho film will put the

discussion in an emotionally explosive context, so the teacher must'
bo wall prepared.

The following alms have not yet been previewed specifically for
this packet, but have been recommended to tho Contor and so aro called

to your attention. Commonts or distributors' descriptions aro includod

whore available. From Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corporation,

425 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611.

BUMA (African Sculpture Speaks)
16 mm/9 minutes/color/sale $135

A sensitive and dramatic presentation of Contral and West African

sculpturo. Portrays many carved wooden statues and masks by moans of
which native,Africans soak protection from tho dangers of evory day

living, and froodom from fear of the unknown. Authentic native music

recorded in Africa adds to the beauty and dignity of this unique film.
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EQUALITY UNDER LAWTHE LOST GENERATION OF PRINCE EDWARD COUNTY

16 mm/25 minutes/B/W/or color/sale $151 or $224 respectively

When Prince Edward County, Va., closed its public schools rather

than intograte them, a generation of Negro children lost four years of

education. The Prince Edward case was fought in state and federal

courts; a Supreme Court injunction reopened tho schools and 99% of the

white children contInued to attend private schools. Raises the

questions: "Did the segregationists win?" "Did the Negro community

win?" "Does anyone win in such bitter struggles?"

HARL31 CRUSADER
16 mm/29 minutes/B/W/sale $167.50

A close-up study of a social worker's activities in Spanish Harlem

over a five-year period. Excellent photography captures intirrately tho

lives of these people, the problems they face, and the relationships

which were formed between the social worker and the people ho triod

to serve.

WAR ON POVERTYA BEGINNING
16 mm/26 minutes/B/W/sale $167.50

Two case studios review tho war on poworty at the local and nation-

al level: a Negro boy in the Neighborhood Youth Corps and a white boy

in the Job Corps. Why did they join? What are the agencies trying

to do? Tho film examines the problems which must be solved before

these programs can retrieve a vital segment of our nation's youth

resources.

From Indiana University Audio-Visual Center
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

CIVIL DISORDER: THE KERNER REPORT
16 mm/80 minutes/B/W/sale $300/rental $12.50

A documentary in three parts which analyzes tho Kerner Report in

terms of the symtoms and probable future effect of racism in this

country and which documents examples of attempts to promote racial

harmony.

LOSING JUST THE SAME
16 mm/60 minutes/BAI/sale $200/rental $9.15

The hope and the despair of the Negroes in urban America aro

illustrated through the life of a single Negro family. The mother is

supporting ten children on welfare checks and in spite of the poverty of

hor surroundings dreams of her children's success. Her 17-year-old

son drops out of school and obtains a job in order to fulfill his

dream of owning a fine car. The dreams of both mothor and son are

shattered when the boy is accused of arson and sent to jail.

GOODBYE AND GOOD LUCK
16 mm/30 minutes/B/W/sale $150/rontal $5.90
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A documentary of an encounter between advocates of "Black Power"

and a Negro Vietnam veteran. Candid scenes show the GI traveling from

Vietnam greeting his family, and then looking for a job. Several Negro

militants try to persuade him that he has been duped into killing for the

whites. A visit to a draft protest march tends to confound his

confusion. Ho is shown pondering the dilemma of having to choose sides

as the film closes.

JUSTICE AND THE POOR
16 mm/60 minutes/B/W/sale $240/rental a0.l5

A report on the inequities in the present justice system and on

some reforms which are being made. The film asserts that the poor

receive callous treatmont from the police) are penalized by the bail

system, and seldom can obtain the services of a qualified lawyer.

Various attempts to remedy these situations are documented including

bail reforms in New York, police-youth dialogues in Palo Alto, and the

uso of a UNIVAC machine te provide good lawyers for indigents in

Houston.

MARTIN LUTHER KING: TIE MAN AND THE MARCH

16 mm/83 minutes/B/W/sale $325/rental $12.65

A documentary which records the history of the late Dr. Martin

Luther King's "Poor People's March." Dr. King is shown conferring with

aides, speaking to rallies,,misiting schools, and while traveling as

ho solicits support for and develops the operational details of the

March. Other scenes indicate the methods used by his aides to create

interest and support on a local level and with other ethnic groups.

Tho documontary ends earlier than planned because of the tragic

slaying of Dr. King.

THE PEOPLE LEFT BEHIND
16 mm/31 minutos/B/Wsale $150/rental $5.90

A documentary which depicts the plight of Mississippi's

explantation laborers. The cotton picking machine) minimum-wage

laws, and legislation which pays farmers for not cultivating land

have combined to eliminate unskilled jobs. Former plantation workers

describe their situation amid scenes of their impoverished environment

The reasons why he serves on the local poverty board are presented

by a plantation owner. In contrast to this, a conservative lawyer

says ho thintes thu jobless should leave Mississippi.

THE POOR PAY MORE
16 mm/60 minutes/B/W/sale $200/rental

This film provides a close look at the special hardships faced

by the poor in the area of consumer purchasing. The pricing practices

of supermarket chains) the techniques of food i:reezer ualesmen

(actually shown through the use of conceled cameras)) and the methods of

furniture and appliance stores and thoir association with the finance

companies are examined. Officials from various private and governmental

programs outline thoso problems and show how they are attempting to

alleviate them.
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2HE WAY IT IS
16 mm/60 minutes/B/W/sale $200/rental

A vivid documentary which takes the viewer into tho chaos of the

ghetto school and reports on what is being done in one particular school

to remedy this situation. Fbcusing on Junior High School 57 in the
Bedford-Stuyvesant section of Brooklyn, the workers with a New York

university special learning project are candidly shown in classroom,

teachers' meetings, and visits with parents. Moderate success in

reaching the children was achieved only when many different approaches

were adopted.

WHAT HARVEST FaR THE REAPER?
16 mm/59 minutes/B/W/sale $240/rental $10.15

A documentary which describes how a group of farmworkers get

caught in a system that keeps thom perpetually, in debt. Workers aro

recruited in Arkansas and carried to Long Island on Lredit. They

work on the farms there but save nothing because of the economic

system which keeps them in debt to the recruiter. Tho labor camps and

the type of work are shown. The growers and processors present

their side and are refuted by the-Migrant Chairman, Suffolk County

HUman Relations Commission.

ANACosTIA: mmpi IN THE GHETTO

16 mm/17 minutes/B/W/ sale $100/renta1 $4.15

Describes how a neighborhood museum, a branch of the Smithsonian

Institute located in Washington, D, C., ghetto, is bringing beauty,

creativity, and joy to the childrem there. Candid scenes depict the

museum's policy of involving children in its activities. The Smith-

sonian's secretary and patrons of the local museum preselt the
rationale for tho museum. A youth explains why exhibits aro not

vandalized. Scenes of the museum's surroundings emphasize a plea for

mom institutions to enter the ghettos.

From McGraw-Hill Text-films
330 Wost 42nd Street
New York, Now 'York *. 10036

HARVEST OF SHAME, migrant workers--SIT-IN, civil rights--SUPERFLUOUS
PEOPLE, disadvantaged groups in American society.
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III. RESOURCES FOR STUDENTS

B. Civics, Government and problems of Democracy

2. Audio-Visual Materials

c. Photos and document reproductions

CIVIL RIGHTS DIGEST: A QUARTERLY OF THE U. S. COMMISSION ON CIVIL

RIGHTS
Available from The Civil Rights Digest, 801 19th Street, N. W.

Washington, D C. 20425, $.35.

The summer 168 issue was devoted to the Negro in the rural South

and included good photographs on that subject. The DIGEST also includes

some articles that could be used as student resources.

RENEWAL YIAGAZINE
Published by the Community Renewal Society, 116 South Michigan,

Chir,ago, Illinois 60603. Subscription $4 for 10 issues per

year. Extra copies $.25 in lots of ton or more.

Renewal is a magazine of opinion about the rebuilding of the

church in the modern world. It concentrates on urban America and

usually includes excellent photographs, as well as articles by

prominent mon of action and scholarship. Write the Renewal office

for information on relevant back issues, specifying your interests.

REPORT OF TH7 NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON f3IVIL DISORDERS-

New York: Bantam Books, Inc., 1968, '!;1.25.

The Report includes a photo supplement on the riots and ghetto

life.

THE FAMILY OF MAN
Steichen, Edward.' New York: Moo Magazine Corporation for

the Museum of Modern Art, 1955, $2.95.

Comparative "life stages" photographs from sixty-eight countries

make this book a valuable resource on molern cultures, including the

Negro in America.

In aldition to these resources, see also the relevant materials

listed under "American History", especially:

FISK UNIVERSITY ART SLIDE UNITS, No. 2

IN THKER OWN WORDS, vol. III

HISTORIC NEU YORK TIMES FRONT PAGES

SNO0 CALENDAR

Tam= CENTURY AMERICANS OF NEGRO LINEAGE
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III. RESOURCIS FOR STUDENTS

B. Civics, Govornment and Problems 'of :)emocracy

2: Audio-Visual Materials
b. Records and Tapes

Many of tho recordings listel Under "American,History" provide

background material and some presont-day commentarY. Soo especially:

ANTHOLOGY OF MGRO POETS

THE FOLK BOX

JAZZ Series

IN,WHITE AMERICA

THE STORY OF JAll

In addition soo:

MESSAGE TO THE GRASS ROOTS, by Malcolm X Afro-American Broadcasting

Company, Detroit, Michigan

THE SIT-IN StORY
Folkways/Scholastic 5502; 1-12, LP; Narrated by Elwin Randall,

Transcript included,

Sido ono is a radio broadcast by Randall, which attempts to

discover, through intorviows, the attitudes of various people involved

in the 1960 lunch-counter sit-ins. Side two is a talk by Reverend R.

Abernathy at a rally held in support of the Nashville sit-ins. Both

silos are valuablo primarily as historical documents.of the beginning

of tha modern civil rights movement and can probably,be mOst profitable

used as part of a comparative study of the various modes of Negro

protest action and white rosponso.

WE SHALL OVERCOME; MhRCH ON WASHINGTON
Folkways/Scholastic 5592; 1-12" LP, Temporarily out of print,

1963, 5.79,

1140
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III. RESOURCES FOR STUDENTS

3. 3ivics3 Government and Problems of Democracy

2. Audio-Visual Materials
d. Graphs, charts and tables

THE NEGRO IN THE UNITED STATES
Frazier, E. Franklin. New York: The MacMillan Company, 1957,

revised edition, ;8.95.

Although Frazier's work has not boon thoroughly revised, for

some years, it includes useful historical-sociological data, often

prosented in tabular or chart form.

SOUTHERN POLITICS IN STATE AND NATION
Key, V. 0., Jr. Now York: Vintage of Rnndom House, 1949, `1')2.95.

Like Frazier's bocAc, Key's stUdy doos not cover the recont

poriod, but it provides politi:al data on the South, including

"political maps", for the l9).4.0's and earlier.

U. S. GOVERNMENT REPORTS

Relevant publications by the Federal Government include:

TIE NEGRO FAMILY (Dept. of Labor, 19,6) '.;.14.5.

THE NEGROES IN. THE UNITED SMTES (DeP't. of Labor, 1966) ';a.25.

SOCIAL DEVELOPMLNT (Dept. of Health, alucation and Welfare, 1967)

$.55. The more recent edition may carry a different title.

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION (U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1968) 75.

All government reports can be purchased from the Superintendent

of Documonts, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402.
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A CONCEPTUAL ANALYSIS

FINAL REPORT ON BLACK STUDIES PROJECT

by

Basil Matthews, Talladega College

This work sot out to investigate the intellectual and scientific

status of Black Studies. It also proposed to Come up with a viable

model of a Black Studios Program for the small Black College. This

model was to be the result of comparative studies of operating Black

Studios and of the cooperative effort of the students of Talladega

College.

The intellectual investigation led us to a consideration of the

Black Perspective or a conbinod black Philosophy of life and a theory

of knowledge or the interpretation of phenomena. This effort called

for a wider, backgromi study pf the Black Oommunity, specifically, the

continuity of the Black Cultural Heritage in the midst of social change.

This portion of the work is still very incomplete. In the course of

our inquiry into the Black Community we come across something whlch

seemed to bo a culturally distinctive Black Cognitive Process.

Tentatively, the Cognitive Process appears to hold the key to the ?

definition of Black Studios, Black Studios Programs, the Identity of

the Black Community and the interrelationship between Black Studies

and the Black Community. The Black Community is soon aa a

comprehensive phenomenon not restricted to any national grouping of

blacks.

Extended visits '(several of them repeated) wore made to the

following institutions: The Institute of the Black World, (Atlanta),

The Atlanta University Complex, the Bennett Coll'ege Consortium of Six

Black Studios Institutions, the Clare mont Colleges Black Studies Center

(California) Dartmouth College, the University'of Illinois Afro-American

Center, City College of Now York), Baruch College of Now York, Fordham

University (New York, Columbia University, Fisk University (Nashville)

and Bbward University (Washington, D.C.) Discussions were hold and

correspondence opened with representative posons of several other

interested institutions across the United States and Canada.

A searching Black Studies Quostionnaire was administered to 400

Talladega College students with revealing results. A separate and

indbpendent sample survoy was conducted into Kinship Feeling and

Kinship Consciousness in the South. A general survey of all literature

relating to Afro-American and Caribbean Anthropology was also undertaken.

The following significant results may bu reported from this study

which is still far from complete:

1. Tho recognizaLle and progressive orientation of large numbers

of students and faculty at Talladega College to the Black

Perspective. This finding is supported by the periodic

reports of d:,..iferent faculty members cooperating in my study.
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2. A policy and program of Black Studies for Talladega Collme
has been produced. This document was unanimously approved at

a recent meeting of the Talladega Faculty.

3. A curriculum for a Black Studies major to be instituted at
Talladega in the Fall'of 1970 has been drawn up.

L. Work on this project has helped to gather the elements of

ten out ofsevonteen chapters on my proposed book on Black
Community, Black Perspective and Black Cognitive Process.

5. The Social &lance Research Council has awarded me a fellowship
for the purpose of pursuing studios in the Black Identity and
the Black Cognitive Process. Commencing date of the followship

is June 1, 1970.

6. Requests for monographs on the progress of my work have been
received from the Institute of the Black T!brld, the Denver
University Cantor on International Race Relations and the
Press of the Columbia University Urban Center.

7. Howard University has offered mo a position as Director of
Planning of a university-wiSe Institute of African, African-
Caribbean and Afro-American Studies. T have accepted.

I attach copies of documents related to the contents of this report.

Respectfully submitted:
Basil Matthews
Chairman-DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
Hay 25, 1970
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BLACK STUDIES QUESTIONNAIRE

(Dr. Basil Matthew's, Chairman, DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOT,CT TallAlogn (IlTlaco)

Addressed to Six Predominantly Black Colleges and testing in the area of:

Intellectual Concern
Academic FUnction
The Black Perspective
ThJ Black Cognitive Process
Sense of Black Family .and Kinship

Sense of Black Community

Questionnarie to be administered to FreShmen, Sophomores, Juniors an,I

Seniors-100 in each group.
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YOUR NAME

SEX

ADDRESS

City State Zip 'Colo

Your Class Levol

FATHER'S OCCUPATION

HIS ANNUAL INCOME

MOT1ERIS OCCUPATION

IISR ANNUAL INCOM
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Part I

BLACK STUDIES: Intellectual and Academic

1. The Black community has its own truth, that is to say, its own

genious and its own reason for being; also its own unique historical

experience. Do you believe this?
weakly )

strongly (.)

very strongly )

not at all )

2. The knowledge of its own truth and the use of its unique historical

experience are essential to the continuity, the health and strength

of the Black Community. Do you believe this?

weakly )

strongly )

very strotigly )

not at all )

3. Would you settle right now for a Black Studies major in your field

if it gave you all the content of a white studies major and in

addition the black truth and the black experience in that field?

Yes )

)
I don't know C )

4. Would you major in Black Studies if it offered you only the black

truth and the black experience in your particular field and nothing

beyond the Black Experience?
Yes )

No C )
I don't know )

5. Do you feel that in a pluralistic society such as the United States,

for example, Black Studies expertise ought to be a qualification

for job opportunity and public service?
Weakly )
strongly )
very strongly )

6. The study of the black truth ought rightfully to mean as much to

the Black Community as the study of Western civilization means to

Westerners. Are you in agreement with this?

weakly C )
strongly )

very strongly C )

7. The truth and the unique historical experience of the Black Community

ought to be studied and cultivated in their own right and for their

sake by black people regardless of job potential in these black

studies. Do you believe this?
weakly )

strongly )

very strongly )
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8. In the Black College education is meaningless unless it is made to

relate to the truth and to the unique historical experience of the

Black Community. Do you agree with this :

weakly )

strongly ( )

very strongly ( )

not at all )

9. Every student in a Black College owes it to himself to do Black

Studies at least as a minor. Do you agree Wit h this?

weakly )

strongly )

very strongly )

not at all ( )

Part II

ON cam= ACTION

1. Do you feel that College students should be active in the improvemeth

and renewal of the Black Community:

Yes )

No )

I don't know ( )

2. Do you feel that there should be an upper limit .on the number of

hours that.a.college student spends in community action?

Yes )

No ( )

3. The maximum number of hours per week per student: 2 14 6 8 10

Circle one.

4. Do you feel that each Irxl every black student ought to spend some

of his time in work for the Black Community?

Yes )

No . )

. I'm not sure )

5. The student should receive payment or either.college credit for

the hours spent in this community:
Yes )

No )

I'm not. sure )

Both )

6. Do you think that any and all kinds of community activism are

equally suitable to the College student?
Yes ( )

No )

donit know )
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7. Name any kind of community activism which you consider unsuited

or unappealinE to you as a student.
1.

2.

3.

8. Is there a Black Students Organization on your campus?

Yes )

No )

9. What is its main concentration?
Civil Rights ( )

Student Rights ( )

Academic Affairs ( )

Community Action ( )

1

i

1

j

i

i

10. Do you belong to the Black Stulents Organization?
i

i

Yes ( )
t

No ( ) i

i

Part III
i

THE BLI-LCK CONGNITIVE PROCESS
1

1. Do you feel that Black Studies should be given parity of esteem 1

i

with the study of Western Civilization, the Humanities, the Social
i

Sciences, the Natural Sciences?
Yes ( )

No ( )

Maybe ( )

)

I

1

i

2. Do you feel that Black children ought to be taught in the way 1

that comes easiest and best to them?

Yes )

No )

I'm not sure )

3. Do you feel that black people have their own best black way of

communicating effectively and easily among themselves?

Yes ( )

No )

I'm not sure )

L. In your learning or communications experience with whom lo you

identify best and most easily in order'of priority?

The black preacher ( )

The black teacher ( )

The black entertainer (:)

S. Whom do you und*tand more readily?
The book )

The black teacher )

Some black teachers ( )
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6. Have you over had an effective black teacher in your experience?

Yes )

No )

7. If yes, to whom did ho approximate most in his method of

communications?
The black preacher ( )

The black entertainer ( ) ,

The author ( )

The traffic policeman ( ) ,

The journalist ( )

8. Have you ever had a white teacher who really reached you?

Yes )

No )

9. If yes, whom did ho approximate most?
The black preacher )

The black entertainer ( )

The black teacher )

10. Is the official English language of your classes and school texts

the same as the language used in your home or in the black community

Yes )

No )

Much of the same )

Not at ail the same ( )

11. Is the language medium of Black folks the same as the language

medium of Nhite folks you know?

Yes )

No
Much of tho same )

Not at all the same ( )

12. In which idiom are you more at home: the idiom of your school or

the idiom of the Black Community?

School )

Black Community C )

White Schools )

13. After gathering tho information from your school books in what

language do you do your,thinking: the language of the book or

the language of black folk?

Book )

Black Folk )

Both )

White Folk C )

14. Do you feel that the words of black folk convey more than the

same words of white folk?
Yes )

No )

Equally )
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Part IV

FAMEIY AND KINSHIP

1. African society is built upon the sense of family and kinship. Am

I aware of my own family and kinpeople wherever they are?

A little ( )

Much ( )

Very much ( )
Not at all ( )

2. In order to be stable and successful in life's struggle, you need to

be able to translate white values in terms of yourself, that is,

to marshall white values into the service of the Black identity.

Do you agree?
Yes ( )

No ( )

I don't know ( )

3. How many persons reside in your home?

L. How many of those are:

5.

6.

( )

parents . . ( )

brothers ( )

sisters ( )

cousins ( )

uncles ( )

aunts ( )

nephews ( )

nieces ( )

How many of the following relatives do you have anywhere?

brothers ( )

sisters ( )

cousins ( )

uncles ( )

aunts ( )

grandmothers ( )

grandfathers ( )

nephews ( )

nieces ( )

Would you say that the home members of your family were close?

Somewhat ( )

Much ( )

Very much ( )

Not at all ( )

7. Are the householl.. members concerned about the success of each
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Much ( )
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8. Do they show their concern in any particular way you can think of?

Somewhat ( )

Much ( )

Very much ( )

Not at all ( )

9. Aro you concerned about the happiness and success of your uncles,

aunts, nephews, and niedes, your cousins?

Little

Mdch
Very much
Not at all ( )

10. Does their misfortune make you unhappy?

Little ( )

Much ( )

Very much ( )

Not at all ( )

11. Do the uncles and aunts, nephews, nieces and cousinu visit or call

or write your home. .
. .

Frequently' ( )

Infrequently ( )

On special family
occasions ( )

12. On what special family occasions do the family members get in

touch?
Frequently ( )

Infrequently ( )

On special family
occasions ( )

13. Are the members of your family willing to help in time of need or

trouble?
Yes ( )

No ( )

14. Do they make interest-free loans of money, foods and services?

Entirely ( )

Partly ( )

Not at all ( )

15. Are people:in your family vary aware of their cousins?

3rd Cousin Aware ( ) Very aware ( )

4th Cousin Aware ( ) Very aware ( )

16. Are you and your household family joint inheritors of land from

an ancestor'?
Yes ( )

No ( )

I don't know ( )

17. Is your household together with some other family household a

joint inheritor of land from some ancestor?

Yes ( )

No ( )
151
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18. Is tha funeral of a family member expected to be deferred to wait

the arrival of available cousins?
Yes )

No ( )

19. Would the cousins take it amiss if the funeral was hurried away in

their absence?
Yes ( )

No )

Part V

SENSE OF CatTNITY

1. Do you believe that black people have a lifu Df their owu to live?

Yes )

No ( )

I'm not sure ( )

2. Can black people live i,heir lives without a knowledge of who they

are?
Yes )

No )

I don't know )

3. In the work of finding themselves and doing their own thing

do you think black StuC.Ies?
Useful )

Helpful ( )

Necessary )

Very unnecessary )

4. Do you desire to find yourself and do your own thing as a black

person in your particular sphere of life?

Yes ( )

No )

5. Is this important to you?
Yes
No

How important?
Little )

Much )

Very much )

6. In order to find fulfillment and happiness do_you think it important

to be your own true self as a'black person, no matter what your

social class?
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I'm not sure )
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7. What career do you plan in order of preference?.

1.
2.

3.

8. Would you prefer to be just a 1, 2, or 3 careerist?

No )

Yes

or a consciously black 1, 2, or 3 careerist?

Yes ( )

No )

9. Do you feel that Black consciousness will make you a more

dedicated person and professional?
Yes ( )

No ( )

I don't know )

10. Do you desire to be part of the rebirth of the Black Oommunity

decicated to its rebirth and its own reconstruction?

Yes )

No .( )

I don't know )

11. Do you realize that the roots of your black heritage lie primarily

in your African past?
Degrees:
1. Definitely C )

2. Somewhat )

3. I'm not sure )

4. Not at all )

12. Many black students feel that their experience of learning and

teaching Western style is an experience in fragmentation reality

and frustrating fragmentation in their struggle with life. Do

you agree?
Weakly )

Strongly )

Very strongly ( )

13. Given absolutely equal facilities and resources at white schools

and black schools what kind of school would you want your

children to attend.
All black )

All white C )

Mostly black C )

Mostly white )
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KINSHIP FEELING QUESTIONNATRE

A. 1. Your name

2. Your address

3. Your home state

4. Your locality and neighborhool

B. Identify by name in writing all relatives under the following

categories:

1514

1. Great grandparenc,s

2. Grandparents

Father's side

Mother's side

3.

4.

5.

Brothers

Sisters

Uncles

Father's side

Nether's side

6. Aunts:

Father's side

Mother's side

7. Cousins
Male and Female

1st degree

2nd degree

3rd degree

8. Nephews

9, Nieces
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10. In-laws

Brother

Sister

Uncle

Aunts

.

C. 1. Name the. principal WAdes.and States in which your kin reside

2. Indicate the activities among your kin

Religious

Educational

Financial

Social

Family Celebration

Death Rituals

3. Indicate existing marriage tabooi among your kin

4. Indicate kind and degree of funeral sanctions observed among

your kin.

Thank you!
Basil Matthews
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SUMMARY OF DATA COLLECTED DURING INSTITUTIONAL VISITS..

Faculty

Discussions were held individually and in groups. Reaction to

the Black Cognitive Process presentation was significantly different

on the part of blacks and whites.

Blacks almost uniformly responded with gratitude. They felt that

the Black Cognitive Process was something of which they had somehow

been always inwardly aware. They never could articulate it. It

tended to produce both embarrassment and internal tension when

confronted with the verbalisations and procedures of what is called

western scientific thought. Bearing the elaboration of the Eaack

Cognitive Process brought about a freeing of black minds. This was

the cause of the gratitude.

White faculty, with some notable exceptions everywhere, at first

demurred to the proposition of a distinctive Black Cognitive Process.

WI= their objections were met and their difficulties resolved by

illustration and comparative historical analysis and demonstration

these whitos would allow themselves to be intellectually persuaded.

But emotionally they indicated that they saw in the Black Cognitive

Process a threat to the canons of traditional learning process.

Rbwever, certain white scientists, mathematicians, and philosophers,

notably at Dartmouth, Claremont, and Talladega welcomed the promise of

the challenging presentation and have rledged me continued professional

assistance and moral support in pursuing the work to a successful term.

Students

On the part of all black students there was a sentimental as well

as intellectual keeness about Black Studies and its implications. For

a variety of reaaons mostly independent of the Black Studies programs

many students did not register for majors in Black Studies. Minors did

not show comparable academic zeal for Black Studies as for other

studies. The reasons for this lie deep in the traditional academic

structure and in the organization of employment in the larger

community outside.
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A COMPARISON OF THE SPEECH OF SOUTHERN NEGROES AND SOUThTRN WHITES AO
ITS APPLICATION ID THE METHODS OF TEACHING ENGLISH IN A NEGRO OOLLEGE

Report on the LeMbyne-Owen College Study of Southern Spoech

by

Juanita V. Miliamson

Purpose of the Study

Recently there have appeared a number of articles like the attached

ono which seem to indicate that the speech of Negroes is so different

from the English spoken by other Americans that it must be treated

differently in studies and that possibly books used to teach the Negro

child should be written in a different kind of English from that

written for the white child. If this is true, then our teaching

methods in predominately Negro colleges and our preparation of

teachers to teach in inner city schools.would have to take this

"different language" into account.

The present research was undertaken to find out whether the

speech of Negroes is significantly different from that of Other

speakers of English. Southern speech was studied because Negroes,

wherever they may now be, have a Southern speech heritage.

Methods Used in the Sbudy

A list of those features often considered "Negro" speech features

was made. The list, compiled from lists of features included in

articles and studies dealing with the speech of Negroes, includes both

pronunciation and grammatical features. The most important of the

features are given here:

Pronunciation Features
Loss of r in such words as door, carry, Carolina

The occurrence of d in this, that, these, those

The loss of consonants in final clusters in such words and

contractions as let's, tastes .testr desks.
The use of vocalic 1 in such words as well, wealth, helR

The occurrence of a-Tor an
The pronunciation Cif ohair as cheer, oil a6 all) poor, as

pore) there as they ... .

Grammatical features
Ain't used for isnot, haven't and as a general negative

Been used as a finite Wa.75-2-7.s. in "I been there."

The omission of to be in such sentences as "You beautiful",

"You mad."
The occurrence of third person singular forms of the verb

The occurrence of past tensa forms without -ed

The occurrence of several forms of the participle doing,

as in "I'm o do it", "I'm gonna do it", "I'm go do it."
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The occurrence of hisself, thairselfs theirselves for

himself, themselveS
The omission of the auxiliary in questions: "You home?"

mdhat you want?"
The use of the double negative
The use of a double subject: "Mdry she wants some."

The conversation found in tho fictional works written by Southerners

and the recorded speech in newspapers were studied. Actual speech was

also recorded as speakers talked. Radio talk programs in Memphis were

tapod. Studies of Southern speech made by linguists were checked.

Only the speech of white speakers, however, was considered.

Findings

It was found that all of the features studied may be found in the

speech of Southerners. Some of tho features are used by both educated

and less educated speakers. Some are used primarily by the less

educated.

Pronunciation Features
Thoso found in the speech of both and educated and uneducated:

Loss of r (In the speech of the less educated r is lost

more frequently in carry, Carolina than it is in the speech

of tho educated.)
The occurrence of vocalic 1
The pronunciation of oil to sound like all, poor to sound

like pore
Those found primarily in less educated speech:
The occurrence of d in this, etc.
Tho pronunciation 7f chair to sound like cheer

Grammatical Features
Those found in the speech of both the educated and uneducated:

The use of ain't (used more ofton by the loss educated but

the educated use it often in informal situations)

The use of been as a finite verb
Questions which have no auxiliary
All of the forms of doing mentioned above
Those found primarily in the speech of the uneducated:

Omission of to be in such sentences as "You beautiful", "You mad."

Third person singular forms which have no final -s
Past tense forms which have no -ed ending
The forms hisself, theirselfs, theirselves
The double negative
The double subject

Conclusion

What most persons who write about "Negro" speech are describing is

Southern speech, primarily the less educated variety. But some of the

features which they treat are found in educated Southern speech--in

fact, in educated speech everywhere. In veiw of this there seems to

be no reason to do othor than what has always been done--to help

students gain an'adequate control of their native language on both an

informal and formal level.
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SENIOR HONORS SENINAR

I. Purpose of the Seminar

Tho seminar was designed as an experiment in the teaching of

economics which was to combine in-class learning with direct field work

application of the material covered in the seminar as well as the basic

microeconomic theory developed in a previous course. It was anticipated

that placing the student in a situation where he had to try to use what

he had learned would demonstrate to him the relevance of economic theory

as well as reinforce his learning process.

II. Structure of the Seminar

The first semester began with a series of lectures designed to help

prepare the six students for the problems they would confront in their

field work. The lectures covered accounting, inventory policy, legal

aspocts of co-ops and a discussion of the role of student "consultants"

in a business run by adults. Students were given the choice of working

at Friends of Children of Mississippi in Jackson and a small candy

co-op in Edwards. Three went with each of the organizations. The

weekly sessions were devoted to reporting back on what had been

learned in the field and group discussions of the problems encountered.

Toward the end of the first semester the sessions were turned over to

lectures in mathematical microeconomics.

Second semester only two of the initial six students continued the

project. They followed up on the contact which had boon made with the

candy co-op. Their work is currently in progress.

III. Evaluation of the Seminar as an Experiment in the Teaching of

Economics

In,its first semester the seminar was a victim of circumstances.

Of the foUr organizations contacted only Friends of Children of Miss.

and the candy co-op sent representatives to the seminar. Further the

three students who elected to work with the candy co-op faced neary

insurmountable transportation problems which very seriously limited the

amount of work they were able to accomplish.

In part due to insufficient direction from the faculty, in part

duo to inadequate student initiative and in part due to the circumstances

which restricted the activities of the first semester of the seminar,

probably the semester must be considered a failure. The students who

worked at Friends of Children of Hiss. Were never put in a position to

apply what they had learned. They vent mainly as onlookers and were

not allowed to got beyond that level of involvement. In short, they

wore put into an operation which was tOo highly structured. The

experience, though frustrating, vas not a complete loss since the

operations which they observed in the various departments were

explained to them in sufficient detail to allow them a rathor good

understanding of the functions of the departments and to see instances

in which the economics covered in their classes was being put to use.

Tho three working with the candy co-op were placed in a situation where
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there was virtually no structure and in which there were too many

problems to be attacked. In the first semester transportation

difficulties so limited their access to &Wards that they accomplished

little other than beginning to appreciate some of the problems

confronting the co-op.

The two students who are continuing the project this semester are

the two more motivated and committed of:the :initial six students. They

also have access to transportation. I am hoping that they will be able

to become 'deeply involved in the problems of the candy co-op and that

it will be a roal learning experience for them.

IV. Budget

To date the seminar has only used $23.60. This went to cover

transportation during the first semester (computed at 10¢ per mile.)

V. Conclusions

The results are not all in yet, but in principle there is no reason

why such a seminar cannot be a real success. The conditions for success

are difficult to insure as they often involve actions and decisions

outside the control of those running the seminar. For example, had we

been able to offer the students a broader range of organizations with

which to work instead of their being forced to chose between just two,

and if transportation problems had not arisen, then I am confident that

the first semester would not have been the failure that it was. It

seems to me that the real test of such an approach to teaching

economics will come this semester when we have nearly ideal conditions.
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A HISTORY OF PURPOSEFUL CHANGE AND ITS.IMPACTS

The ultimate objective, in addition to that stated on the application,

is to produce a body of work that will have educational and social values

for tbe Talladega College constituency, and perhaps for a broader

roading public.

The work falls under two headings: research and background reading,

and writing.

RESEhRCH

Research began with the establishment of Talladega College by the

American Eissionary Association, aided by the Freedmen's Bureau, in

November of 1867, and was concerned with the school and community

program.

However, since the AMA institution grew out of a school opened by

Freedmen families alone in 1865, and fragments of their experiences

appeared in the materials being used, deeper research was undertaken.

Written matter, published and otherwise, and interviews with descendants

of the Freedmen families, revealed data significant to the development

of the AEA school-community and to the contemporary search for black

identity as well. Consequently, it is being incorporated in the total

work, in the belief that it has both educational and social values for

a reading public.

Research to date has continued through the early yearn of the AMA

school, with (a) the introduction of normal and theological departments

that continued into the 19201s, (b) establishment of a Congregational

Church and participation in the founding and growth of a Congregational

Association in the south, (c) the building of small school-church

communities in outlying areas, (d) student and early alumni involvement.

Sources for research include:
Public Library, the AEA Archives,
Archives, New York Public Library
descendants of early families and
sections of the country.

Talladega Archives and Talladega
Library of Congress and the National

collection of old newspapers;

of early workers, in various

The Talladega College Archives, although small, has useful

material, but the AE4 Archives has, an exciting richness of information

pertinent to this study, and the American Missionary volumes afford

background, insight, and understanding that is invaluable.

WRITING

This part of tho work is proceeding in two stages. The first stage

has been a compilation of findings into a paper of about sixty pages,

essentially a research paper with documentation. It will eventually be

made available to the college, so that students can have access to it

for information helpful in apy research they may undertake, in history

of the period covered.
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More immediately, it is the source out of which I am crafting the

first group of a series of narratives. This group is being prepared with

the hope that they can find publication and in that way increase public

awareness of the struggle and strength underlying today's educational

efforts among a largo segment of the population.
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AN EXPLORATORY STUDY OF APPLICATIONS TO LEMOYNE COLLEGE COMPLETED BY

STUDMITS 4110 FAILED TO RIMSTER

by

Martelle Trigg
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Concern has been expressed by individuals in the academic world

about students who apply to a college, complete their applications, yet

fail to enroll at the stated timel Numerous reason have been given to

explain this state of affairs and suggestions made as to possible

reasons for the students' failure to follow through. These suggestions

covered a wide range. A sample of them follows:

1. Prospective students apply to several different colleges and

enroll in the one which notifies them first of their acceptance. In

such a case the time element is important.

2. The admissions officer may not apply the objective criteria of

the college but allow his or her own biases to enter when deciding who

is or is not to be accepted and when notification is to be made.

Failure to receive notification during the designated period may

prevent applicants being prepared to enroll at designated date.

3. The means of notifying the student that he has been accepted

is sometimes an illy prepared form letter with misspelled words, poor

English and poor mechanics as typing, mimeographing or general

inefficiency in communication could, it was felt, serve to disgust a

gond student and disillusion him with the image of the college is

projecting.

4. The prospective students' lack of fund might also be a factor.

He or she will choose to attend the college where the greatest amount

of financial aid is offered.

These suggested reasons for the prospective student's failure to

follow through on his application,led to the decision to make an

exploratory study of the situation at LeMbyne College. It was felt

that such a study at LeMoyne would serve not only to evaluate

procedures but also to indicate the strenghts and weaknesses of the

admission policy.

Of the 199 prospective students laho indicated a desire to enter

LeMoyne by completing their applications, 172 registered in Sept. 1967.

Of the remaining 27, 22 completed applications but failed to register;

three were notified of full acceptance and two were notified they would

bo accepted provided they successfully completed the Pre-Freshman course.

None of those five completed their applications. k completed applicatinn

at LeMbyne College includes (1) the filing of a formal application form;

(2) furnishing a transcript from high school; (3) filing of scores made

on the Scholastic Aptitude Test and/or the American College Test;

(4) payment of the $15 application fee; (5) a physician's certificate,

and (6) furnishing references, pictures, etc.

The 22 completed applications of those who failed to enroll in

September, 1967 were secured from the Dean's office and responses

tabulated.

Secondly, a copy of the 1967 study of the LeMoyne College student

body was secured in order to make comparisons of some of the salient

characteristics of the population under study and those of the general

student body to find out if any discrepancies existed which might be

explanatory.
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Thirdly, the Guidance Counselors at the various High Schools

were contacted and the present whereabouts of those students secured.

Tho study was limited to those who applied to LeMoyne College f or

entrance the first semester of the 1967-68 school year. All

information was secured from the application blank, the accompanying
autobiographical sketches and the high school guidance counselors.

ADMISSION PHOCEDURE

The admission procedure at LeMoyne College is somewhat different

from that at many other colleges. Not all require scores on the

Scholastic Aptitude Test (score range 200-800) or the American aalege

Test (score range from 1-36) prior to the student's making formal

application. LeMoyne, before formal application is made, requires that

the student have taken these examinations. On the basis of the scores

which have been mailed to Idloyne at the request of the prospective

student, application blanks are sent out and the student notified as to

other procedures.

Anyone with a cumulative SAT score of 600 to 649 is given an,

opportunity to enroll in the summer Pre-Freshman course. If tho

student successfully completes this course of study he or she will be

allowed to mako application and will ba accepted as a Freshman.

Students with minimum cumulative scores of 650 in English and Math on

the SAT or a standard score of 15 on the ACT are sent application

blanks without conditions. The national ACT 50th percentile falls

at a standard score of 20.

At ',Moyne a sliding scale is employed for students roquosting

financial aid. This scale is based upon the SAT and ACT scores. i.e.

if a studont with a cumulative SAT score of 700-749 or ACT 16-17

applies for financial assistance he receives 63100 in financial aid

while a student with a cumulative SAT score of 900-949 or ACT 23

receives one full years tuition grant; one makinr1 a score of 950

and above or AT 24 receives a four year tuition grant.

Other criteria used in selecting students, aside from scores

made on tha SAT or ACT are, rank in class, high school transcript,

recommendations and a personality profile.

From the 22 completed applications on file-it was learned that the

median age was 17.- About twice as many girls as boys were in the

group which was about the .same sex ratio as in the general college

population at LeMoyne. The permanent address of 86.5 percent was

Memphis, whereas 92 percent 'of the, general student body were from

Memphis. About 77 percent of the students indicated they were born
in Memphis or the state of Tennessee which was the same proportion as

the 77 percent in the general student body. The remainder were

from Mississippi, Arkansas, and Illinois.

Forty-one percent were from families where the father was an
unskilled worker and 41 percent had mothers who were housewives.

The samo percentages hold true in the general student body. The

majority were from large families, of five or more persons with the

largest being 15. This was also true of the general college population.
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In 42 percent of the families the marital status of the parents

was normal; the remainding were separated, divorced or widowed. This

is considerably lower than the 66 percent whose marital status of

parents was normal found in the general student body.

All of the 22 or 100 percent were single whereas 80 percent of the

general student body was single.

One or the other of the parents was to be responsible for paying

the bills of the student. This holds true in tho general student body

but the majority in the general student body indicated they needed and

received help from other sources. Only one had been in the armed

forces and planned to use G,I. benefits.

The majority, 82 percent, attended high school in Memphis and/or

Shelby County.

Forty-one percent had relatives who had attended LeMoyne. They

were either siblings or parents.

All were affiliated with a church and 86 percent were Baptist.

In discussing vocational
aspirations 6, or 27 percent of the 22,

had aspirations for which they would not receive preparation at LoMoyne,

a Liberal Arts College. These included: drafting, business

administration, secretarial work, interior decoration, etc. Only 9

percent were undecided. The remaining group anticipated becoming

lawyers, medical doctors, journalists, teachern and librarians, showing

a definite inclination toward the professions.

All indicated a desire to participate in extra-curricular activities

of the college with the Drama Club and Dance group receiving the highest

number of choices.

Motivation for choosing LeMoyna ranged from the reason of having

visited LeMoyne to the influence of friends and relatives. One wanted

a "good college near home."

SummaryCharacteristics of the prospective student who applied and

failed to enter school showed little difference from the presently

enrolled student body. However, at least one fourth of the applicants

had vocational aspirations which could not be fulfilled at a liberal

arts college. This would seem to indicate that LeMbyne was not a

good choice for them nor a first choice.

It might be expected that sizo of family and low income of parents

(inferred from their unskilled
occupations) would be a major factor,

high on the list of reasons for not enrolling, but when compared to

the general student population of the college where the same situation

obtains, it takes on lesser significance.

In order to follow through on this study of prospective students

who completed Applications but did not enroll, data Were secured through

the guidance departments of the various high schools as to the

whereabouts of the 16 students. No attempt was made to contact.
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county or out of town schools for it was felt that such information

on the 16 who attended Memphis city high schools would be representative

of the group.

The present occupation of the students wore:

EMployed 2

Armed Porces 2

Unemployed 2

Other colleges 10

Those who went to other colleges were distributed as follows:

Memphis State 1

Lane College 2

Lincoln, Mb. 2

Clark College 1

Nilberforce 1

Ohio State 1

Alcorn 1

U. of Tennessee 1

Reasons for attending a college other than LeMoyne became apparent

when it was learned that one student received a four year scholarship

to the chosen institution as against a 3150 scholarship to LeMoyne.

Others evidently applied to Labyne as a second choice as indicated

by the student who stated he did not know if he could make it

financially at the other institution.

Still others went to schools where the courses they needed to

fulfill their vocational aspirations were offered. Two plan to enter

Labyae the second semester of the 1967-68 school year.

Factors involved for the students who lived out of town may have

been related to the problem of housing in Memphis since LeMbyne has

no boarding department. Hbwever, this is purely conjecture for there

is no supporting evidence.

From the exploratory study of completed applications of prospective

students to LeMbyne College only reasons one and four seem to apply.

The sliding scale of financial awards to the prospective student

seem fair and logical. Also it seems logical that students would want

to attend a college where they could get the courses they want and

need to further their vocational ambitions. Therefore, when accepted

at such an institution, which was probably the first choice, it is to

be expected that they would renege on the application to LeMoyne.

The LeMoyne College Research Committee, in assessing the findings

and making recommendations) expressed concern that there were only 199

students who applied to LeMbyne. Suggestions as to how to improve this

situation were made. These were:

1. In recruiting students make known the many opportunities

available for our students to participate in various exchange, summar

and enrichment programs which are not available to them at other

institutions.
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2. Charve our image from thnt of a teacher's college to a true

liberal arts college.

3. TNten1 recruitment procedures to rural areas and let rural

county graduates know that we have approved homes in which they coull

live.

4. Aivise the prospective student of the availability of alditionnl

financial ail through the Adtional Defense Student Loans and the Work-

Study program.

Cbncern uas also oxpressal over the fact thnt there are gaps yet to

be filled in our programs though work is in progress on some of those.

A division of business administration is in the plans for next year ani

a cooperative venture is being undertaken in pre-training for computer

programing and engineering. Some other such arrangement should also be

made for pro-nursing courses ani provisions mnie to expand (Inv IMIRiC

department ani uniorgrid it witIA special scholarship ail.
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LEMOYNE COLLEGE
807_Walker Avenue

Memphis, Tennessee 38126

FINANCIAL AWARD

has been given a financial award to cover the

full cost of tuition for the first.semestbr of the acaiemic

year. If you earn a "B" (2.00) average in the first semester, a similar

amount will be available for the second semester.

This procedure may be continual up to eight semesters, provided you

earn the 2.00 average each semester. This means you may earn your

tuition for four years. At present rates this makes the award have a

potential value of $

The Award you have been offered above is, only part of the financial

aid we are preparei to give you. The additional aid will be in the form

of Opportunity Grant and/or National Defense Student Loan, and/or Work-

Study Job, and/or Student Labor Job. Please complete the enclosed

application for Financial Aid and return it to the Student Personnel

Office, LaMoyne College, and we will let you know immediately what

alditional finacial ail you will receive.

i:

1

4
-4

i

1

)

1

If you plan to accept the financial award, please do the following i

1

by : A

4

1) fill out the enclosed application form and return it with a

$15.00 fee to the Office of Admissions. This fee is not

refunial?le,,put applies to College..Fees.

2) requp6t you:r high school principal to send a transcript of

you'r high School record to LeMoyne College.

3) make an appointment with one of the College Physicians -
Dr. James Byas, 317 North Main or Dr. Arthur Flowers,
1324 Mississippi, for a physical examination. The $5.00

fee for this examination will be credited toward College

Fees upon presentation of the receipt to the Business Office.

It is very necessary that you complete.the three requirements

listed above.by if you wish.to qualify for the financial

award we are prepared to give you.

If, for any reason you are unable to secure either the q5.00

application fee or the 35.00 fee for the physician, please call

Reverend J. C. Mettle at 948-6626 and notify him of your difficulty.

This must be done by

Hollis F. Price, Presilent

john C. Mickle, Chairman
Financial Awards Committee
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Dear Student:

Admission to LeDloyne is based on your high.school record, a

personality and recommendation form, and scores made on the

SAT or ACT.

We aro in receipt of your scores. In order for us

to get the other information w5777177-ge are enclosing blanks

which aro to be completed and returned to us. Request that your

transcript include rank in class.

This information should be in no later than

so that your application may be given proper consideration.

Sincerely yours,

Valliam H. Cross
Dean of Students
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Submitted By: Oscar Cadet
Math-Instructor & Director
of Computor-Lab
Talladega College
Talladega, Alabama

To: Dr. Clifton H. Johnson
Amistad Research Center
Dillard University
New.Orleans, Louisiana 70122

SURVEY REPORT

The proposed Research Program on "The needs of County and City
school Mministrators and Teachers in the use of computer facilities"
was initiated in April 1970. Several problem areas were considered.

Today many secondary-school curriculum find a wide diversity of
course offerings utilizing computers in the curriculum. The incorporation
of computer technoloa into educational process make it possible to more
efficiently perform many 'educational operations.

The general purpose sought to determine anpropriate applications,
create an educational Data Processing need in the City and County
school system of Talladega County. Therefore, the prime intent, was
to determine specific ways that Talladega College could meet their
needs.

Prior to preparation of a detailed questionnaire, several
personalities were consulted including the Superintendent of the City
School System of Talladega. After those consultations, the following
steps were taken:

1) Three hundred letters and publications describing the use of
Computer in different primary and secondary schools in some other parts
of the country have been sent to 15 City and County schools in the
County.

2) Three student assistants were hired part-time from April 13,
1970 for a training in the techniques of interviewing and assisting
individuals in filling out the questionnaires properly. They are:

Miss Felicia Thomas
Mr. Donald Bugg
Mrs. Julia Hunter

Senior, Psycholov major
Junior, Mathematics major
Senior, Mathematics major

3) Fifteen schools' principals have been surveyed SD wo could
obtain information about the need of their schools in the use of
computhr facilities.
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City Schools :

County Schools: 10

Total 15 Yes No Not applicable

Teaching a course 1 lh
in computer

Planned a cnurse 1

Using C.A.I.

Would uso Tallade a 8 6

facilities

14) Soventy-six mostly Science Teachers in those same fifteen
schools have been interviewed, so we could obtain information about
their interest:

a) in a computer training program in relation to computer
facilities at Talladega.

b) to make a proper determination as to the physical needs
(facilities, classroom space, extent to course coverage,
nature of the course, time course should be.offered, etc.)
and training personnel needed to put the, programming in
operation.

The wide diversity of range of these questions make it very
difficult to summarize all the answers in a general table. However,
the following will easily indicate the results of the survey.

1. To tho question: "Would you, any administrative and .teaching
personnel be interested in a computer training program, in
relation to computer facilities at Talladega College?"

Yes No Hot sure
37-

We noted also that eight names of persons not interviewed wore
added to the "yes" column which should bring the total of
"yes" to forty-five (145).

2. "What kind of computer oriented courses would you prefer?"
Although some of thu persons surveyed answered "no" to the
preceding question, they gave their pmferences about the
courses that should be taught. We have the following
suggestions:
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Not applicable: 26

Sciontific Data Processing: 10

Business Data Processing: 16

General Survey:

We noticed the same irregularity (we moan some parsong answering

"no" to the first question, answered the others by giving their

suggestiors) in all the following:

3. "At what time of day would you like the course offered?"

Not applicable: 36
Day (e.g.: 7:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.): 4
EVening (after 5:00 p.m.): 11

Saturday (9:30 a.m. - noon): 26

4. "What is the extent of coverage you would like to have in your

computer oriented course?"

Not applicable: 36
Introductory: 30

Intermediate: 6

Advanced: 4

5. 'Would you like to have such a course for credit?"

Yes s 26

No: 14

Conclusion

The survey has been very useful. It is significwlt to note

that the situation reflected here is not unusual. All of the accumulated

data clearly reveals that Talladega College support is heavily needed by

tho City and County School Zrstoms of Talladega County. In view of those

facts, ThIladega College in association with tho local Board of Education

and any Rinding Agency interested in financing the prograM, must accept

the responsibility of providing an in-service program of computer

technology into-educational process.
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RELEVANCY OF HISTORICAL DEVELOPMMT TO PRESENT-DkY =Kamm NEEDS IN
A NEGRO COLLEGE

Actiirities Undertaken:

First of all, there were a total of ten students instead of the

original three (see proposal). Seven of the students, who were

sophomores or above, took a five year span of tho college. However,

each "specialized" on a given problem such as tho need for a science

building, campus relations with the Community of the City of Talladega,

putting heavier emphasis on the campus and Black Community; one student

studied tho Physical Education Department in depth. All persons had to

remember that whatever they concentrated in, they were still writing

history--history of the college.

Three freshmen students wrote the history of the school but only

for a one year period. They were late in applying to be a member of

this research project. These freshmen wrote an indepth study of the

one year history of Talladega College.

All students had a chance to visit the State Archive in Montgomery

so that thoy could see what sources they could use in their project here.

There is one thing that I feel was significant on this trip and that was

they had never seen so many documents, books, published papers, and

unpublished material. The J.T.M. Curry Papers were all there awaiting

someone to write about. his life's dealing with Alabama and its education.

pointed out to them that Curry was born and reared in Talladega, and

for a number of years, he was general agent for the Slater and Peabody

Funds.

Students were able to use the theories that were found in

Historians Handbook, Wood Gray, et.al., Guide for Writer's, Kate L.

Turabian, aneUnderstanding History, Gottschalk, and apply those

theories to an actual writing of some aspects of history. They

were able to gather materials together (subject already chosen),

put them on note cards, draw up outlines, write rough drafts of

papors and a final draft.

It should also be pointed out that no two students could engage

in the same two periods because we wanted each person to relY heavily

on the knowledge he nr she had gotten from the theories.

Sincerely,
Harold A. Franklin,
Instructor of History
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DETEMINATION OF ,LATEST TECHNIQUES IN SCIENCE-MATHEMATICS TO MTECTIVELY

INAUGURATE AN' UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH PROGRO AT LEMOYNE COLLEGE

First, the writer wishes to express sincere appreciation to tho

Amistad Foundation for tho favorable consideration given his request.

One thousand two hundred dollars was awarded.

Pursuant to the purpose of grants administered by the Amistad

Research Consortium-that is, to encourage.faculty from member

institutions to deVelop proposals and undertake research projects and

thus gain experience in researCh related activities, the writer

subMitted tho following proposal:

1. Nature and Significance of Problem

Tho project entails a study of science-mathematics undergraduate

research programs n a few carefully selected colleges whose reputation

for excellence is well established and will include also a period of

study at Oak Ridge National Laboratories in devices and techniques

applicable to the establishment of such a program.

2.. .Statement of Objectives
.a. To become acquainted with the most modern techniques in

undergraduate science-mathematics programs.
b. To initiate a program of uudorgrarlante research activities

at LeMoyne-Nan College.
c. To plan activities and procedures at LeMayne-Owen College

which will encourage and facilitate such an endeavor.

LeMoyne-Owen College is in tho process of expanding and up-graling

its science-mathematics program and facilities. Architectural drawings

have boon completed for the erection of a science-mathematics building,

to cost approximately one million dollars. A matching grant has already

been secured from the federal government toward the cost of this

building, and a Community Solicitation Committee, headed by Mr. 1.Jrallace

Johneoni President of Holiday Inns of America, is direCting tho work

of this committee.

It is proposed to study the science-mathematics program and

undergraduate research programs which are being conducted at the

following institUtions:

1) Anderson College; Anderson, Indiana

2) Lalmlami College; Sheboygan, Asconsin
3) Grinnell College, Grinnell, Iowa (a cooperating college with

LeMoyno-Own)
Haverford College; Haverford, Pennsylvania

5) Hope College; Holland, Michigan
6) Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies; Oak Ridge, Tennessee

Consultations were conducted in addition to visits indicated above

as moll as visits to Howard University, Columbia University and

Southwestern University of Memphis, Tennessee.
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Results of the above activities may bo recorded as follows:

J. The establishment of a program of minor research projects

for seniors looking toward receiving research participation grants from

the National Science Foundation. Requests for the program are being

worked out with Dr. Amaker, Head of the Department of Biology at

Southwestern University, and one has already boon granted.

2. An association with the Genetics Laboratories at Oak Ridge

for oxpansion of a program of genetics at LeMoyne-Owen through

providing Drosophila stock and consultation which will greatly

enhance the work in this area now being conducted at LeMoyne-Owen

College.

3. The organization of minor research programs in each of the areas:

biology, physics and chemistry of the Natural Science Division.

Included in thia phase is the initiation of a research project for

an experimental program for physical science class activities which will

entail a period of instruction for physical science teacher - Mr. Charles

Phillips, an instructor in physical science, who spent a week in New

York working with this program.

Visitations

During the visitations listed on another page, conferences wero held

with faculty members. Techniques involving the use of latest equipment

were carefully studied for*.ten days under guidance in the laboratories

at Oak Ridge, at Lakeland,Colloge, and intermittently Southwestern

University.

Consultants

In conjunction with the above visitations, consultants more brnught

to the campus to advise the Natural Scionco faculty.

Visiting tho campus wore:

1. Dr. R. F. Kimball, Oak Ridge Graduate school of Biomedical

Sciences,

2. Dr. J. H. Birnie, Sonior Research Ferlow, Smith, Kline and

French Laboratories,

3. Mr. 4urgass Standley, from Noy York, an expert on scionce

education facilities,
L. Dr. R. L. Amy, Southwestern University,

S. Lakeland College, Sheboygan, Wisconsin. Lakeland has just

completed a reorganization of its entire mathematics-science program
and erected a two million dollar building for this purpose. This

experience was 9xtremely valuable.
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ADDENDUM 10 INITIAL REPORT

Dotails regarding the visitations anJ consultations alroady roported

whoso objoctivos wore:

1. to ascertain moro effective mothods of subjoct mattot
prosentation and organization within the Division of Natural Scionco
and Mathematics,

2. to initiate a teacher-student undorgraluato research program
at LoMoyno-Owon Colloge, and

3. to plan the most functional, architecturally and equipmentwise,
scionco and mathematics learning cantor possiblo aro as follows:

EXtonded visits and sominars wero held initially at the following
local institutions: Siona College, Southwostern Univorsity and Memphis

State University. Such visits and sominars were also held at Grinnell
C011ego; Lakoland Collega.Sheboygan, Wisconsin; Anderson College;
Columbia Univorsity, Now YOrk; and for twelve weoks a science .workshop

at a high school in Shaw, Mississippi was conducted.

Results and Findings

In tho physical sciences, it has long boon recognized that non.-
science majors, particularly education majors who plan to teach elomontary
education, aro usually antagonistic toward sciatica or if not actually
antagonistic, at least feel a fear or have a detachmont toward the subject.
This is particularly true with tha oducation majors hero at LeMoyno-Owen
Colloge whore over fifty percent of tho graduates are in this field.
In an attompt to improvo student approciation and comprehension in this
aroa--a momber of thu Physics Departmont and a member of the Chemistry
Departmont wore sont.to take part in a sominar at Columbia University to
bocomo acquaintod with an experimontal physical science program to
corroct somo of the duficioncios indicate above.

Tho courso is, first of all, dosigned tic) instill the idoa that
scioncu progresses by building modols based on obsorvation, using these
models to mako prodictions and finally by tosting to 5letermine whothor
tho prodictions are borne out by follow-up observations. The approach

of tho coursa is empirical. Tho student is suppliodyith relatively
simple oquipmont which might bu found in any olomontary classroom.
An oxamplo would be tying four balloons together to holp the student
visualize tho tetrahydral shape of tho cloud model of the carbon atom.
lib aro now going to use tho traditional mothod we havo boon using in
the physical science class vith ono group of non-scienco major students
and thon tho now approach on a socond group. Evaluation of the
effoctivoness will be forthcoming as soon as possible.

An extondod stay at Grinnoll Oollego and visits by consultants from
tho Natural Scionce Division to LoMoyne .0wen couplod with an exchango of
stulonts, and a visit to Anderson Collogo suggested the need for inter-
disciplinary association for tha more offoctiva preparation of our
studonts to ontor graluato work and particularly the hoalth field.
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So we aro instituting a combination biology-mathematics courso--Biometric

Analysis, a socio-biological course which will involve essentially

eugenics and euthenics. This course might well be termed a study of the

Bhman Ecology of the Memphis area, and also a raliobiology course to

familiarize students with their implications and applications in biology.

This work will be carried on in conjunction with the Physics Department

and tho University of Tennessee. A grant from the Automic Energy

Commission will help us in this work.

Nbrking in conjunction with Siona College, hare in the city of

Memphis, a program involving two experimental groups of biology students,

one exposed to the traditional program at LeMoyne-Owen, the othor

working primarily with a BSCS program were compared on basis of

achiovomont on a standardized test. BSCS consultants from the University

of Colorado and Sister Adrian Marie, a regional director of BSCS for the

Memphis area, helped in this project. On evaluation, the group in the

BSCS program scored significantly higher and we are making preparation

to have our freshmen biology students follow this program, at least

in part. I say "in part" because the financial and time factors will

not permit compliance completely.

Regarding The Undorgrmluate Teacher-Research Program

First, in October of last year, the writer spent two weeks in

observation and experimentation at thu Oak Ridge National laboratories,

Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Tho main objective of this activity was to

become acquainted with techmiques and methods that would lend themselves

to undergraduate experimental techniques whore time, money and assistanta

are limited.

Actually, in terms of equipment, time, etc., the genetics work at

tho Oak Ridge Laboratories offered the greatest promise. These laborato-

ries have agreed to supply LeMoyne-Owen, without charge, the living

animal and plant specimens which will enable a very significant series

of experimental projects. We have most of tho equipment already for
conduction of such projects and the University of Tennessee; along with

Southwestern University, here in the city, has given concent for

utilization of things we are at present lacking, including the electron

microscope.

Further, regarding the oitablishment of an interesting and

effective undergraduate research.program, a very excellent relationship

has oeen created between the University of Tennessee and Le-Moyne-Owen

College. A large number of counselors have visited Labyne-Owen on

a number of occasions. Through these conferences, an association has

boon formed resulting in a numbor of jobs at the University of Tennessee

in paramedical activities. Also during the Interim Semester, which
LeMoyno-Owon has recently begun, a number of seniors in biology and

chemistry wore given the opportunity to work in special areas with the

most modern equipment, and in .addition, to continue this work as minor

research projects upon returning to regular classes at LeMoyno-Owen.

Thus this program is not only launchei but the future holds much in

terms of great development and expansion.

Another phase of the investigation involved a twelve-week period

of working with a group of high school teachers of science in tho
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Mayans High School in Shaw, Mississippi. In conjunction with Delta

State Teacher's College in Cleveland, Mississippi, a science curriculum

was built, for among others, high school seniors of McEVans High School.

The students who pursued this work duringithis year uill be evaluated for

their achievement at LeMoyne-Owen will write soma of those on a subsidized

basis for freshman college work to see how their achievement will compare

with regular freshmen.

A general impression gained from visits and consultations as

suggested above pointed up the need for/students in the natural sciences

to have had calculus in the freshman y0r. Mbst of the students

entering LeMoyno-Owen obviously do not moet this need. It is necessary

then for college teachers to point up to the Superintendent of the

High Schools of this area. WO have had two meetings in this regard with

administrators in the Shelby County and Memphis School SysteM.

Another recommendation might be that prospective science students

bo brought to the college campuses in the summer prior to their entrance

on a subsidized basis ani deficiencies worked upon.

Recommendations and Observations On The Science-Mathematics

Learning Center About To Got Under Construction

Wo brought in for a series of consultations Mr. Burgess P. Stan:11w.

During the course of these events in a nunexr of cases where traditional

equipment for the now building was planned by the science faculty of

LeMoyne-Owen, it was pointed out that modern modular arrangement would

give a great deal more flexibility in contemplation of new curriculum

organizations and expansion which we anticipate. Particularly was it

pointed out that a computer center, with its growing usefulness across

the academic spectrum should be provided for.

Along this same line, I stayed at Lakeland College, Sheboygan,

Wisconsin, which has an excellent undergraduate program in the scionces

and which erected a now science building during the past year, for

several days. This afforddd the opportunity to study techniques which

make their science program so effective. Also, securing blue-prints

available of their new science building was really helpful. For

instance, the uniqueness of the position of thu greenhouse and its use

not only as a functional unit in connection with the botannical work,

but as an attraction aid in student recruitment in this science as well

as an aid in the idea of conservation--which incidentally helped to

gain us a financial grant from the Meeman Foundation of Memphis toward

erecting our Scionco Learning Center.
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ACTIVIST SOCIAL RESEhRCH BY UNDERGRADUATES IN MISSISSIPPI

Report of Research Activities undertaken by undergraduates of Tougaloo

Collego, undor thu diroction of Mr. David'Earnum, Miss Myrtle Glascoe,

and Dr. Jamos W. Loewon, Calendar year 1969.

A grant of $1100.00 was receivod in January. 1969, from tho

Amistad Research Conter to underwrito expenses incurred by under-

graduato sociology majors at Tougaloo College as thoy carried out

activitist resoarch projects in areas of Mississippi surrounding tha

collego. The projects wore diverse: soveral were directly connected

with oducational institutions or programs, while others dealt with

community organizing or such proW.oms as the Mississippi Welfare systom.

In addition to actual use of the research findings, the major

purposo of tho projects was to give diroct resoarch and community

oxperdonce to undorgraduates undor acaomic auspicos and supervision.

Thus the primary oducational valuo of tho enterprise accrued to the

participants themselvos, in the form of greater methodological

sophistication, knowledge of how to carry out field research, and

first-hand experionce with institutions ani individuals in the community.

Research activities were performed under the auspicos of

Sociology 40, Community Organization Seminar, directed by Mr. Barnum,

during tho Spring Semestor, tho same, directed by Miss Glascoe, during

tho Fall Somester, and Sociology 45, Research sominar; Mississippi,

directed by Dr. Loewen, during the Spring Semester. Both of these

classes wore judgod by student and faculty participants to have been

succossful. Both are retained in the catalog of course offerings and

will be joined by another course, Sociology 45B, Advancod Seminar in

Community Organization, to be lel by Hiss Glascoe.

Tho principal use of Amistad funds was to pay for transportation

and fioli expenses of students involvei in the far-flung activiti6s.

those coursos roprosentod. The funds made possible the purchase and

operation of a second-hand automobile, paid for room and board of

students who lived in community projects and institutions, and helped

purchase, on a matching basis with other funds, such items as cameras

and film.

Sociology 45, Research Seminar: Mississippi, was an experimental

courso never before offored at Tougaloo. It enabled seniors to carry

out individual research projects of somester-long scope and magnitude.

The course was a suecoss, as measured by two criteria: first, most

participants have boon admitted to graduate schools of their choice,

including Michigan State, The Univorsity of Chicago, Uhshington

Univorsity, Princeton, and others. In several instances, their

admission and thoir specific programs of graluato study were favorably

influenced by tha research experience they received in the course.

Second, savoral of the projects have not just onded with a written

paper, but may load to concrete results, including revision of a

Tougaloo seminar, institution of a relationship between Tougaloo

students and students at a nearby high school, possible legal action

against tun nearby state educational institutions, the planned

establishmont of halfWay house for mental convalescents, and

possible professional publication.
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Completo doscriptions of projocts undertaken by students within
tho Spring Semester aro found in the interim report, Mhy 28, 1969.

Sociology 40,.Community Organization Sominar: During the first
semoster, wo spent'odr timo togethor in tho sominar becoming acquaint-
od with concepts, ideas, and philosophies of organizing the Black
community. Our discussions provided opportunities to figure out what
we moan by all the "community organization" rhotoric that is tossei
around theso days. Tha discussions wero couplod with community work
projocts carriod out by each stuiont. Tho purpose of the project was
to provido oach porson an opportunity to participato in some grass
roots black community offort--and thereby bocome oxposed to tho kinds of
problems communitios faco and tho methods and techniques that are boing
used to try and solvo theso probloms. Poople sorved as voluntoors in
the following settings: tho Urban League, welfare rights organization,
a local hospital, tho Negro School for tho Blind, Project Head Start,
a community newspapor, and a small Black business.

As the somostor progrossed, it becamo apparent that some studonts
wantod to continue their experionces in the community and do a some-
what systomatic study of some of tho problems they were trying to find
ways to deal with. So wo are offering an advanced community organization
seminar this somester, to students who have had the first semoster. Tho

advanced soMinar moats once a week and studonts are expected to spend
at loast eight hours a weok carrying out a community work projoct. At
prosont we have a team working in ono political district of Nadi:Son
County to assist that community to fully exploit the political potential
of its Black ma-jority. Others are engaged in tho following: working
with high school students to assist thom in making respensiblo choicos
for continuing thoir studios; working with mentally ill childron;
assisting a local community organizing offort in tho Tougaloo village;
and working with chilren in the community--a Big Sister program.
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March 31, 1970

From: Vincent C. De Baun

To: Amistad Research Center

Subject: Roport on Descriptive Study (di' General Humanities

Projrams in Predominantly Nodro Colleges

On the following pages is a report of my activities in fulfilling

plans for research, analysis of data, findings, ani practical application

of my conclusions in course work at Talladeo College.

The project was begun in June 1969. Final tabulation of data ,4as

made in September .1969. Applications are still in process an' are

subject to continuous modification in work in the classrnom.

The report is divided into four sections:

Statement of the pro)lem. Objectives in coniuctinz; research.

II Procedures of research and outline of lata

III Application of findings to local problems. Consideration of

their application to similar problems in similar institutions.

IV Financial report.
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SECTION I

Back-trouni. Like many other prelominantly Negro celler:as it; the
South in the 9301s, Ta llaiega embracel the ilea of twnural olucation
as a potential partial solution to its problem of olucatin; young black
men ami women who, as victims of racial prejulice, hal cone to college
with poor primary an1 secondary school training. Those students also
sufferei in large measure from weak back:rrounls in those areas
generally consileral to be the tralitional heritage of cultural people
in the Western worll.

Humanities at Tallalega. A course in General Humanities was
therefore launchel at Talladega in 1933. Since that tine it has been
mandatory for all freshmen !wanness of carver objectives; a second
year Ins been manlatory only for sophomores inteniing to major in the
Divisions of liamanities of Social Sciences.

The pressure of change. The extraorlinary social ani cultural
changes of recent years have require-1 a searching re-assessment of all
elucational objectives anl proceiures. Certainly that is true of
courses in the General Humanitiesanl never more so than in their
inclusion of the African and Afro-American materials which are sought

by young black stulents. The use of these materials is in
large measure an act of justice, for they have been too long iporel;
but from a palagoL4cal point of view, they can also be soon as effective
teaching instruments by which to levelop rmers of artistic, musical,
anl literary analysis, as well as to deepen the stulents' sense of their
special heritage.

Pmblan. The problem, then, was to review the structure of the
General limanities courses at Tallalega, =1 to lo so a;zainst the
hackgrouni of ievelmnents in these areas at our sister colleges.

Course lescriptif-ns. There can be no question that Tallalega in
this courseor perhaps in congeries or rolatei coursesstill shoull
seek "to acquaint the stuient with man's great contributions in
literature, philosophy anl religion, and art from ancient times to
the present -lay, to introluce him to stanlaris for julging the quality
of such '.4-)rks, an:I to levelop in him an appreciation for the ',est
in these fiells" (catalogue lescription, 1.934). Nor shouli there be
any question that the course shoull "provile a backgrounl for the
stulent in his g,als to,larl personal freedom, the establishment of
values, the ability to make enlightened choices, aml the formulation
of a personal philosophy" (catalogue lescription, l9.47) There is
consilerable question, however, as to the extent to which the course
shouli confine itself to "levelopments and examples of the arts in
western civilization fr-)m the classical Greek worll to the present
time" (current catalo=_Tue iescriptionemphasis mine ).

Relatel questions. As a study of this question evolvel, other
closely qt==ons inevitably intrulel: should the approach of
a General Humanities course continue to be lominant, or shoull the
effort be lividel into groups of separate, more specialized courses,
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with the final synthesis loft to tho inlivilual stulent? 1That requiromots

sboull impnsel flr courses in histIrj, fnroign languaces, nr nthor

subjocts ljica11y connectoi with humanistic stuly?

TallaJoga crwaparoi with sistur collagos. A') locision was Mr1:10

liscnvor if curront practicas in our sister cIlloos wnuli provilo

dui:lance.
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SECTION II

Institutions to be surveyed. Although each institution in the

family of American colleges has its unique qualities, still certain

common elements can ba discerned in various groupings. A logical

,irsuping for Talladega, it seemed, .was the constituency of the Unite]

Neizrn College Auld. Ail the members aro predominantly black, small,

private institutions. 4'611 those chosen for tha survey are fully

accrelitei by the appropriate regional agony. Mhst confine themselves

to liberal arts prn,:rams. Those uith technical or professional orien-

tation still incluIe the liberal arts as ,1 major part nf their offerings.

C011eges omitted. Final respondents to inquiries can be seen in

the fold-nut chart later in Sectinn II of this reoort. It should be

noted that helpvms also sought frin Bethuna-Cookman (Florida), Bishop

(Texas), Fisk (Tennessee), Knoxleale (Tennessee), Frrvhouse (Geoz7ia),

and Shaw (North Carolina), but either received no reply or was aivinei

that tha latest catalo:Tue (the main source of primary information) ',as

still in the press ani hal not been released.

atssistance from course ii.ectors, Where institutions offeroior,

more usually, requiredcourses in the General Humanities, I attenpted

to reach the directors of such programs to inquire abnut the inonrporotirm

of .arican angor idro-American materials. This attempt, being made as

it was luring the summer vacation, was not always successful; but, as

will be seen later in this report (Section III), enough recommendations

wore gathered tn make the effort worthwhile.

Diffuse su75estions. The problem with these recomenlations from

other directors is thair diffusion. They are often sprawling,

contradictory, framentary, ard tentative. It would probably be worth

another full msearch project to survey such prngrams in extensive

detail, 74ith highly precise detailed questions, rather than to invite,

as I did, loose ni spontanecus offerings of information that came

"off the top nf the heal," as it were, an1 also at a time when most

respondents were exhausted after the close of on academic year.

Stuient survey omitted. Problems of time (specifically the
concentratinn of gork in the summer) also kept me frnm soliciting
student opinion about the value of the course; it had earlier scenel

to ma that juniors and seniors who had pmvi'ously worked thrnugh the

General Humanities programs at Talladega woull be in a good position

to comment on its strengths and weaknesses. Perhaps such a survey

could still bo conducted. Also omitted, for reasons of time and the neel

to focus on a manageable subject area, were discussions of the extent

to which histnry should be incorporated in the humanities courses, or

should be loft exclusively to the Division of Social Sciences.

Notes c(:ncerninq General Humanities progrnms at our sister

In the foll-out chart which follosis, these symbols are used:

Y = Not offered.
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- R Offemi, but. not requimi.

X R Not require], hut offerel nong several options. (For instance,

Western Civilization miqht inclu]el along with economics,

socielo,y, alropean or ;tmorican history, political science,

etc., from which a selection must he made.)

In the pages after the chart, I have given the exact course

lescription, as printed in the catalotve, where a General Humanities
course as such is offerel.

The nutnharal nr.,tos (sae tha "Remarks" column) folio...4 these course

iescriptions.

statement about Lancf,uages is callai f)r: most colleges permit

students to take proficiency examinations ani thus reduce, or entirely

avoil, roquirel lanvage courses. But minimum stanlaris (generally of

passim: a secon1-year-level course) arko usually callei for, except in

five cases, as the ta-ales will show.

In almost all cases where a course in I/astern Civilization is

s'aown as oinc, not require], hut offerel among several options ("X"),

tb.; stulent must choose either American hIstory or History of Western

Civilizati-n. riovever, note that in severa institutions, no history

course at all is requiral.

Where the institution has a heavy orientation tiwari technical or

professional objectives (e.g., Hampton or Thskegee), I followal the

program proscribe] for stulents majoring in the liberal arts.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF HUMAITIES COURSES AS SUCH

(quoted from catalogues)

Bennet: A study of human values as they aro reflected in the literature,

art, music, religion, and philosophy of Western Oivnization.

Huston-Tillotson: A study of tho cultural achievement and progress of

Western Man from the Low Middle Ages throulh the Renaissance to our

contemporary world. This course will analyze those great works wtich

embody tho best of Western thought in the fields of music, literature,

philosophy and art by relating these to man's historical process.

Lane: A survey of the groat works of art ani music, with some attention

BUIFig given to drnma and literature. Tho course is designed to give the

students a greater understanding anl appreciation of these aroas.

Mbrris Brown: A course designed to include those disciplinos which

emphasize the intellectual, aesthetic, and ethical values of the horitagn.

It aotompts to show students out of what social emotions ani needs

various works of art arose, the relation of these works to the culture

of the times, tho criteria by uhich they wore judged beautiful, and the

way the artist's mind works in translating his ideas and impulses into

the various media of expression.

Philander Smith: Survey of major writers and movements from earliest

time to the present, including their relationship to the art, music,

and philosophy of the various periods.

St. A__iurustinels: A study of the creative process as it is reflected

in art,mThWphilosophy, drama, and an7 other medium which uses the

imagination in an attempt to communicate. It stresses the kind of

knowledge offered by the arts, particularly in their interpretation of

human emotions and experiences. The work of the course centers around

the major thought patterns, writings, ani works of art which characterize

each of the major periods in western culture. Assiglments are made from

writings of and about major figures in each period; studenta are

encouraged to make critical judgements based on these readings.

Stillman: A preliminary exploring of how painting, sculpture,

architecture, design, the lance, and many forms of music express the

meaning man finds in life.

Tuskegew A course introducind students to some of the more influential

ideas of Western Civilization in religion, history, philosophy, drama,

literature, and the social and natural sciences, through reading original

works, discussions, and regular paperi.

A chronological sampling of the major mcvements of ideas, thoughts,

and cultures with special reference to literature, philosophy, religion

and fine arts that helped to shape human civilization. Reprosentfltive

masters: Aeschylus, Homer, Sophocles, Euripides, Plato, Aristotle, Virgil,

Horace, Ovid, et al. (Classical); the Evangelists; Dante (Mbiieval);

Shakespeare (Renaissance). History of arts, types of art.
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NUMBERED NOTES (refor to "REMARKS" column, chart)

dl At Bonolict, a threo-hour courso in "Afro-Amorican Studios" is
roquirod. Bonodict is tho only collogo survoyod which has this
typo of roquiromont. In a cataloguo groupinl callod "Afro-
Amorican Studios" thou aro olovon pnssiblo coursos, each for
throo hnurs of crolit, in history, litoraturo, sociology,
roltgion, and oconomics.

in At Bonnott, study of a foroign languago is roquirol for stuionts
majoring in tho humanitios, but not for thlso majoring in the
scioncos nr social scioncos.

1/3 Clart dnos not requirotlestorn Civilizntion, but it loos rvquire
a six-hour courso in Amorican History.

A Dillard offers a humanities course only to upporclassmon,
conductod as a seminar--principally an effort tn bring together not

only artistic, nusical, nni litornry influences, but to shot; how
thoy intoract with politics and social farces, otc., in tho
contemporary world.

thwari has a "Hwnanities Soquonco" fmn which all stulonts aro
roquired tn seloct one courso: Alt Amreciatinn, Introduction
to tho Thoatru, Greek (or Latin) Literaturo in English, Major
Writors in English, French Literature in English, German
Literature in English, Spanish. Literature in English, or aissian
Litoraturo in Ehglish. In its "Social Science Sequence" Howari offers
gdatery", (eithor Western Civilization or U. S. History) as only one
choice among others induling anthropology, business alministrati2n,
economics, dnvernment, googrnphy, or sociology.

A Johnson 1. Smith College, asilo from its requirements in freshman
English, f2roign 1anjuage, an! alglish Literature, has a wile
variety of options frnm whie) choices must bo male:
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Six hours requirol frmm:

Jir!en-Christian Horitaga (3)
Wor1.1 Religions (3)
Introluction to Phillsophv (3)
Ethics (3)
Logic (3)

Six hours roquirol from:

Art Appreciation (3)
Music Appreciation (3)
Speech (3)
Ornma (3)
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Six hours required from:

Western Civilization (6)
U. S. History (6)
Hispanic America (3)
Non-Western History (3)

Six hours requirei from:

Introductory &onomics (3)
Introductory Political Science
Introluctory Socioiody (3)
Introductory Psycholov (3)

(3)

#7 Both Lane and Le Moyne-Owens Colleges naquire a "Social Sciences"

omnibus course of 8 credits--a st.rvay combining antropology,

socioloa, economics, ani government.

Morris Brown College requires n nine-hour sequence unler a general

"Social Science" healing, including three 3-hour ccurses called

Man in Society, American History, and American Government.

#9 Talladega requires six hours in the General Humanities for all

students; twelve hours for those majorin:s in the Divisions rinr
Humanities anl Social Sciences.

Talla lean has hal a Social Sciences 101 course which, in nast

years, substantially offerel a review of the history of Western

Civilization. Recently, however, it has tenlei rather to serve

as an amnibus introductory course to the social sciences, with

consilerablo diminution in traditional historical content.

#10 Tuskogee indicates that insteal Jemonstratel language competence,

a student may pass Co llego Algebra and Trigonometry (linear and

quadratic functions, inverse functions, exponential and logarithmic

functions, determinants, progressions, mathematical inluction,

permtations and combinations, anl complex numbers);

or:
twelve semester hours male un of a pattern of courses outside

ttv major liscipline which either: "a) supports the student's

major anl is anprovel by the major errartment; or is b) represent-

ative of an area of the stulentts interest and approved by the

Educational Policies Committee."

#11 Virginia Union does not have an Art:or Music Department. It

loos, however, have a 'inanities Department which teaches three

courses, required of all students: History and Anoreciation of

Music (11/2 Cr.), History and Appreciation of Art (11/2 cr.), anl

World Literature (6 cr.).
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SECTION III

Some general observations. Ono fact is quickly obvious. If we

seek guidance frnm the patterns followed by our sister colleges and

universities, we will be frustrated, for patterns are almost equally

divided. Of the twenty-two institutions studied (including Talladega),

eleven do not have a required General Humanities course as such; tan

do have such a course; and one (Dillard) has an optional course which

is open only to upperclassmen. With few exceptions, the eleven

colleges ani universities not offerin6 such a course have either

required course work in art, music, philosophy, and related areas, nr

demand that thoir students make selections among options that

effectively involve them in the humanities.

Talladega unique. It will be noted that Talladega is the only

college to require as marry as tpelve hours 4.n the General Humanities

for stwients majoring in the Divisions of Humanities or Social Sciences.

Perhaps some justification for this unusual pattern is called for--

keeping in mind, at the same time, that some other institutions

require as many as twenty-two (Paine), sixteen (Claflin), or fifteen

(Tougalon and Virginia Union) hours among other mandatory courses in

humanistic subjects.

Black materials. As stated above (see pages 184 and 18.5) a major

part of the project was directed to a survey of the use of African and

Afro-American materials by directors of General Humanities courses in

other institutions. Their comments were scattered and often contra-

dictory; some were hewing strictly to the customary concentration on

Western culture, while others' were experimenting widely in other

cultures and hardly touching the Western tradition at all, except

where it has direct relevance to the modern American black man.

Personal use of.suj tinns. At T_11alega our course is still

focussed strongly on the pstern tradition, but it is flexible enough

to consider a variety of other influences. Therefore, using suggestions

from other institutions, our General Humanities 101 course in the past

year has developed through thuse units of study:

a) Hew to look at a picture. Ekamination of artistic values not

only in the well-known "masterpieces" but at least 50% of attention

given to works by Afro-Americans. (Almost all commercial supply houses--

Prothmann and Shorewood coma most quickly to mind--are now issuing

slides and prints of work by black artists. Also available are slides

from the Division of Cultural Research at Fisk University.)

b) Ho-.4 to listen to. music. Examination of musical values (rhythm,

melody, harmony, texture) in modern black worts. Extension from these

"pop" works to the classics, tryind as much rs possible to use

recordings by distinguished Negro peirformars. Use also of spititual and

folk-music such as blues.

c) Study of myth. Comparison of Greek-Roman mytholoa with

African mytholoa and Afro-American folklore.
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d) Greece. Thu rise of the first great Western culture. Stulent

paper: imaginary action if an ancient Greek were magically transportal

to an American black ghetto; or if a modern black man sullenly found

himself in classical Athens. (Other papers wcto given throu3h the

year; this is the only one specifically Afro-American in apolication.)

0 Sculpture. Extensive side-by-sile stuiy nf classical Greek

statues and African sculpture, as reflections of culturu and showing

different artistic attitudes.

0 Drama. Contrast of a Greek work like Anti/one (based on

Aristotelean principles) with a modern Unck play like Dutchman or

The Slave. Differing views of man as protagonist, man within his

society.

g) The Milne Ages. Gothic art and architecture. Fee.al

society. &naval Christianity Compared with Negro religion as in

sptrituals and Goi's Trombones. Beginnings of Western music in

plainsong and Gregorian chant compared with African music, especially

monorhythm vs. polyrhythm Pnl development of different instrumentation.

h) Renaissance. Inlivilualism and its effect on modern society.

Contrast with a series of modern black pinys: No Place to Be Somebol

The Great White Mope, Ceremonies in Drrk Old Men, In the Wine t me,

and Thu Electronic Nizeia.

i) Renaissance art. Progress toward realism, perspective.

Return to Greek love of the beauty of the 'ooly. The Renaissance

tradition shown in hanlling of single figures; the handling of

groups anl large massesall the latter drawn frnm contemporary

black artists.

j) Renaissance music. Mntet and madrigal, development of modern

instrumentation. Ww the Western anl Afro-AmerivIn stroam3 inter-twine.

A brief history of Afro-American music.

k) How to read a poem. The roots of the Western poetic

tradition in the Renaissance. Scansion, prosody, metrics, rhyme

schemes. Examples based almost entirely on works by black authors.

Also analysis of spirituals and traditional hymns for alliteration,

simile, metaphor, imagery, allusion, ormmatcpoeia, etc.

1) Bulletin board. Throughout the year a bulletin board has

been maintained, almost exclusively devoted to black subjects--

numerous items of general interest (such as demonstrations,

integration problems, and so on) but also clippings about black singers,

dancers, composers, artists, dramatists, anl others concerned in

humanistic creativity. Board items usually changed at intervals of

three weeks.

To late. The above outline shows the work done up to this writing

(March 31, 1970) in an attempt to weave black materials into the

conventional review of humanistic culturu in Western civilization,

providing tho student also with star:lards by which to judge music,

art, and literato/.e. The course is in a constant state of evolution--

often very uneasyand the forecast for the remainder of this academic

year is by no means clear.
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Problems. If we assume that the basic framework of the course will

contig3 V-Th the humanistic tradition in Western civilization, the

principle difficulty is the intelligible introduction of hlack materials

so that they are nnt merely "stitched on," as it were, in order to

quiet stuient unrest and to answer their demands for congenial subject

matter, but also to see that they are related to the studies at hand

and aid to pedagogical effectiveness. Ono may also see frnm the outline

above that tho course continually shifts sharply in time and place.

Some stulents are stimulated by this; others are confused and/or

maddened by it.

Students' commitment. Would of course be "easy"--ani, let's

face it, most loaical--to adhere to chronological development of

Western culture. But, alas, it would also ba unrealistic. &mu way

must be found to harness the students' deeply emotional commitment to

the search fnr their own black identity, turning it into a potent

instrument of humanistic awareness and, ultimately, lasting self-

education.

Statement of gratitude. The author of this report wishes to state

his deep appreciation to the Amistai Research Center and to Talladega

College for their joint support of .his research project. The results

have perhaps bean inconclusivebut they have also cast stronger light

on potential meth-As of developing an effective program in the General

Humanities for the present generation of students in rreinminantly

Negr- colleges ani universities in the United States.
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Vincent C. Do Baun
Talladega College
Talladega, Alabama 35160
March 31, 1970
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SUM or MCATIONL NZ= OF T4L.D2A. COMMIT! 4CtitT5

R. B. liettch

Summary of Ifttbrkis Used

1. Working closely in connoctinn with the Social 3cionco a)partment.
at TUaic College, and using city maps, phone books, city directory,
and personal canvas, a list was prepared of all black homes in the

community.

2. Those bomus wore listed on numbered pages in a loose loaf

binder, nine homes to a page. Drery home listed thus has a unique number

in tho book, a four digit number, of which the page number is the first

three digits (from 001 to 1125) and the last (fourth) digit is the

number of entry on page (1 to 9).

3. Usini; a standard table of 5 digit random numbers, and ignoring

the fifth digit, as well as all 'fourth digit 01 numbers, one

hundred homes were selected for the survey. (Since the number of

paps was less than 200, all numbers in the table beginning with

0-2-4-6 or 8 were considered to begin with 0, and all numbers beginning

with 1-3-5-7-9 were considered to begin with 1.).

L. These one hundred locations were used in survey, and all were

investigated by canvassers.

S. After several trial forms, considerable advice from consultants,

etc., a standard interview form was prepared and used for oach of the

100 locations above (See Item I - Appendix).

6. A group of twelve students was selected as canvassers, and an

extended training session was held, directed by Mr. Harold Franklin and

myself. '

7. Canvassers were directed to:

a) Engage in general conversation about adult education

needs of the black community, and record the comments in the top of

the form.

13) After this, to run through the activities listed and

check off those to which the persons being interviewed responded

favorably.

8. Careful controls were kept, all locations checked, and the

results summarized, tallied, and placed on computer cards.

Results of Survey

The results can be summarized in two separate ways, the first

based on the free responses of the interviewee at the beginning of the

interview, and the second based on the responses to the items as
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sunti,,n41 thu int4rrtmor. Thu first, It:MA 4411 nitto.rusprtnerves rtry
and irtv11,va some /atoms *a *tuna not firoctly concornwet with, 'Jut

aru natal tuaiu am inacative thw /Murano/ concerns thu atults tr
thu community.

Tha num:Naw Us tI aro th4 nuts:)wr ot such swop:mos/ono huoirod
hooka anl therwforo reprosont purcontado f naponsositratet

Flew Rtmponsos
(4von mom than nnco)

Rosponsos/
100 bona,

1. Loam about dottin3 rnis fixed 13

2. Playdround-Rocroation contors noodoi 20

3. Social activities lod *by Tollaloga Col logo for

young pooplo to combat dolinquoncy 8

L. Information about pro-school caro 10

S. Got batter wator system 3

6. Got bottor street lights 3

7. Information against job discrimination 2

8. Medical information 2

9. Cooking classes 2
..

10. Sewing classes 2

(Responses given only once)

1. Sawer-line information
2. Social security information
3. Home improvement information
L. Talladega College sponsored community sports

S. Talladega College provide school supplies for "kids"

6. Information about health care for school children

7. Westside swimming pool dangerous
(Person felt the deep end not adequately separated
from shallow end for non-swimmer tots)

8. Clean up swamps in community

9. Children of blacks (12 and 114 age group) play

truant from school and no action taken
10. Talladega College should lead black involvement

(Two of persons interviewed expressed hostility at being
called "blac ks ", preferred "Negro" )

11. Talladega College should work on community problems

12. Opposed to split-school sessions
(Present integration plans call .for this measure for

next year)

13. Talladega College should take back Westside High ±hool 1

and run it for blacks only ..
(When Talladega community first Started high school 'for
blacks, Talladega College gave tbwn many acres of its land as

a building site)
lit. Black children will need tutoring to pass at the integrated :'.1 1

high school -

15. Talladega College should lead cOmmunication within the 1

black community
(Two interviewees expressed iiiew that TIA and NAACP were
only for rich Negroes, and that they felt left out)

1
1
1
1
1 .

1
1

1
1

1
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16. T3110,10% 0513.1041 should utseir.orrtze tilciu (.ynuthst) t

Imo th. formurly 311-wb1ito rociuztion cuotors UM aro
now r+pon to 'Ascics

1

17. Prwide 'quic history mrso 1.

18. ?revile infliintion about Nalco powurs 1

19. Dinziaga ccaleco should prvvido boks for homo *Italy 1

Lly bIltick miults
20. ()Nurse on running cash ro4stor 1

21. MO actrol scionco coursus 1

22. CcImmunity 11:sge Program needed 1

23. Art coursos 1

24. Tennis instruction 1

25. Information about insurance 1

26. Course for adults to comp1oto high school education 1

27. Summer school at Talladega Onllogo 1

28, Teen-ago counsoling for community 1

29. SWimming sessions for pre-schoolors at Talladega College 1

30. Talladega Collage should sponsor religious programs 1

31. Talladega College should offer religious study prngram

for adults

1

32. Talladega College should offer business courses 1

Classification of Questionnaires

On the basis of tho overall response on each questionnaire, all

questionnaires were classified in ono of four categories by the

principal investigator, as fellows:
Number of
Such Surveys

No ono lives at this address 3

Favorable responsewould like to take part 84
Neutral or uninterested 12

Unresponsive to survey 1

(The principal investigator 'classified as "neutral or

uninterested" all persons who, although stating they were
interested, said they would not take part themselves
because of old age, sickness, too busy, or similar reasons.)

Responses to Check-off Items

(Note: since exactly one hundred homes were included in the

survey--out of the 1,012 black homes believed to be 1.n

Talladegathe numbers after each item may be interpited as the

numbers of persons interested in that item per 100 black- homes

in Talladega.)

School Studies

Beginning reading 27 )

Elementary reading 14 )

Advanced reading . 5. )

200

Interested in reading
instruction = 146
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9444mailt4 tiritto4
lisramtatlin writin
4113=41 writin,.1

Nadas lin4 raritliwatic
aastmtstry arithmotic

14vr.need Arithmetic

25 )
1ii )
6 )

g
9 )

TYPin4 24

Bookkeeping 19

Punch card work 8

Computers 9

Exprossol interest in other school

Home Information Scssions

First Aid 44

Simple nursing care 19

How to help the sick 20

Home rental information 13

Homo purchase informatioh 6

Home tepair and improve-
mont ideas

26

How to repair it 20

Horne repair .workshop 21

Banking, loan and saving
information

19

Timo purchase information 9

Shopping ideas - food 20

Shopping ideas - clothing 15

Istimit4 in writing
inctrukatian 44

Intercitai in arithmetic
instractiNs 46

c5jects 114

Community and political Interests

6Political forums with black emphasis
Voter information - current trends 22

Question and answer sessions 15

Voter registration assistance 13

Current black information 17

Special sessions on current community 36
problems as they arise

Social Services Information (General).

Jobs and employment 32

Civil rights 23

Economic rights 13

General legal informatinn sessions 12

Welfare information : 32

Negro organizations (TIA - NAACP, etc.) 31

Medical and nursing services '36

School Information and Assistance Services

Sessions about Talladega school integration
Free lunch programs
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Mut soignee* schools offer pupils 6

*at cr,mrsis schools otfor Pa Pils
taat counsalin.i shmla offer pupils 8

1%torind servicios to community students 32
by Tallaielp Col logo students

Study hall - study aids program 25
Opportunities for students beyond high school 20
Opportunities for students beyond juninr colledo 3
Opportunities for students beyond college 2

Vocational and Educational Counseling to Righ Echool 17

Students by College Students

Preschool Needs in Ommunity 31

Recreational Opportunities

Community musical groups 10

Community vocal groups 2 2

Community instrumental groups 6

Community drama-acting groups 3

Swimming sessions 16
Non swimmer and swimmer recreational swimming 7

Instructional sessions for:
Non swimmers 8

Be einners 2

Advanced swimmers 1

Life savers 7

Library Sessions with Advisor Services 16

For recreational interests 2

Fbr informational needs 4

Fbr study planning 8

Summary Remark

1. There is a strong interest among the black adults of the

Town of Talladega in instruction in the fundamentals of reading,

writing, and arithmetic.r'

2. There is a strong interest in first aid, nursing, and sick

room care information.

3. There is a strong concern in the adult black community for the

problems of the school age person, as evidenced by interest in such

items as pro-school information, free lunch program information,

tutoring services, and study hall aid. Tolhen considered in the light

of the integration of schools and the split-shift at the high school

level planned for September 1970, this indicates an area where

Talladega College could provide much needed information and instruction.

4. There is an interest (36 persons/100 homes) in College

sponsored sessions dealing with the problems of the black community

which arise from time to time.
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tinal Consissirnt

1. This survoy inciteatois rstal intortist in Malt iatacational
instrintion nariag th4 h3ic T,11i cosusanity.

2. This inurgist.iani this nooti--tely justify rtrnict-vx Co Liao
pinniminj proemss an.I sookinc natsils tole to proviio (limning)
instruction in sovoral aroas t, ths Unlialla Lana cisssunity.
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7:1,1203 5UUTC
Talia444:1, AlAouv: IRR1

*tiruss Phon4

*lulu in hosus

If T31111Aueft annueu 1048 Ahiu tq prnViJO 4 rr1p4M 'qr educational

opportunities in th4 ownind mt no cast to the mlult members of the *31mck

crimmunity, wall you 'Jo intsmustol in takinqrtrt? In what wnyt, coull TC

holp most? What woull interest you? Bust hours? Boot Jrys? Any othor

iloas ahout t4ays TC could work with the community? Sujjestions?

School Studios *Typing

Reading Hod. Elem. Ativ *Bookkeepin,;

Writing Boa. Elun. Adv. *FUnch Card Work

Arithmotic Bog. Mom. Abr. *Computers

Any othor 'school' subjoct
HOmo Information Sossions

First Aid Simplo nursing care How to help tho sick

Hbmo rontal Homo purchase Home repir and improvement ideas

Hbw to reapir it Home repair workshop
. Banking, loan and slvings info. Time purchase information

Shoppina ideas-food Shopping ideas-clothin4 Other ideas

Political Forums with Black Emphasis
Voter information-current trends Votor registration assistance

Question and answer sessions Current Black Information

Spocial Sessiono on current community problems as they arise Others

Social services information
Jobs and employment Uelfare information
Civil Rights Negro Organizations (TIA-MACP) etc.

Economic Rights Medical and Nursing Services

Legal Information Sessions General What special

School Information Services and Assistance Services
Sessions about Talladoga school integration Free lunch programs

What services schools offer pupils: Courses Counseling

Tutoring Services to community students by college students
Study hall - study aids program
Oppnrtunities for students beyond high school JC College

Vocational and educational counselind to HS students by
College students Other needs

Preschool Needs What is needed

Recreational Opportunities
Community musical groups Vocal Instrumental
Drama or acting groups What?
Swimming sessions - Non-swimmer and swimmer recreational groups
Instruction sessions for - Non-swimmer Beginner Advanced Swimmer Life
Evening library sessions with advisor services Saver

Recreational Needed informational Study Plan
Any other thoughts or suggestions on your part that TC might help to provide?

Interviewer:
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'Tho activitio* un14st4km under the prlject funiel inclula a IMO,
nf the financial effects of lialdstart on the teacher, in the SA/start
centers, th,o effects of Smistart on tho self-image of chiliren currentlY

enrolled in Nualstart classes and the "academic effectiveness" of

Smistart in four counties as measured by the chanze in the num)er of

promoted and non-promoted students sinco Healstart graduates joined

public school classee.

Tho most successfully accomplished study was that done in partial

replication of the findings of Kenneth Clark concerning self-image of

Black children. In a series of situations, a number of questions wore
asked Healstart children concerning preferuncoe and identifications.

Sample questions given to 3-5 year olis. 15 males and 15 females,

included preliminary questions to see whether children could "roa1tettnally"

identify colors by having them choose crayons to color apples etc.; they

were thon asked to color a picture of a child "like you." Children

were also given paired pictures, one of a Black person, one of a white,

and asked "Show me the ono...is most like you, lives in a dirty house,

is pretty, is stupid, you would most like to play with." The results

of this study were surprising and disappointing. Inspite of exposure to

Black materials and to a curriculum presumably designed to develop a

source of identity and self-worth (a stated nim of the MGM program),

and to Blacks in positions as leaders, teachers, superiisors, these

children had a very low self-image. These showed up most strongly in

the finding that 90% of the children chose the Black picture 'as "stupid."

Of course tho sample is small, therefore the results can best4 be regarded

as tentative, however surprisind they may seem.

The study of the financial effects of having funds connected with

Headstart available showed i4hat one would expect. The median income for

the people interviewed rose by a figure ranging from%85 in the low

county to $1920 in the county showing the greatest gain in median income.

People did the expected things with their additional money: home

improvements, lessened number of welfare recipients, better food, better

medical care, in some cases, more travel out of the county. No direct

educational benefits can be attributed to this increase in wealth,

however no deficits can be attributed to it either.

The results of the "academic effectiveness" study are hopeful.

Initia4y the statement must be made that the proposed research is

categorically impossible to perform with the present program and the

present system of record keeping and test administration in t e four

counties selected. Headstart records are unavailable in man cases."

Where they are available, they are incomplete and ináccuratel thus

precluding the possibility of obtaining matched control grou s in the

public school with whom to compare the Headstart graduates. Public

.
school records are incomplete in that they are often not av ilable for

more than one or two years, rather than throe or four that would be

required to do the study properly. Mau of the schools do not give

either readiness or "intelligence" tests in the first grade, thus
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Lairts$: bariortaorttor withou4 4 OWASUPW. Ortitaw should prsitto 4

oNstitat4 mc.lasor4, howavor it appwarad at Ivast in Om school moss
ctrufolly stoliod that them WAS 4 cailini affaet at tho C lavol--fou

or an chi13rea recelvol A AT 3 onflas. Thds wesoll of CINS/114 *44.01! tN

locroase tbo 1ik421hoo! of n lifferonco in tho two poops. An!

fintlly, *Inca in many schools thoro sitmations in wtdch Hmittart

sraloatos oink(' op sore than 90.i of tho population, there is tn tbsr+lote

impossVAlity of 0:A41.nin.1 a control f:roop It 111.

In thu course of some early w-mk in this staly ani throughout tha

time, in ttlkinj to principals anl first vale teachers there was virtual

agreement that Heaistart has helped. Tho area in which its effects are

most commonly renortel is "social training" an! emotional areas, not in

academic preparation. Teachers and principals report that students hue
loss difficulty adjusting tn leaving home ani to tho conditions of

school: there is loss homesickness, less crying, nni loss fearful behavior.

Unfortunately there is no way to measure this now. A corollary of this

increase in social adjustment was tho decreased nood for teachers to sponl

time on teaching table manners, "hnll manners" and how to uso silverware

and tho toilot. As a result of this, it was assorted, more time could bo

spent on academic affairs and therefore there wore Amor failures in the

first grade than there had boon prior to Hoadstart.

With this in mind, an attempt was male to secure records of tho

number of promoted and non-promotod students over tho past 5 years. If

teachers and principals wore correct, then tho number of failures

should decrease whon Headstart jraduatos enter tho classes. All

principals who were contacted adreod to furnish the requested information,

however they did not all do so. In many cases tho records were not

available.

The results of analysis of tho data available suggest that teachers

and principals may well be correct. In two of the three counties for

which sufficient data were available to analyze, the number of failures

in the county for the first grade decreased in the years after Headstart

graduates began attending schools. In the third county, the number of

failures increased vory slightly. In all three countiesond in all
schools examined individually, the number of failures in the second

grade decreased greatly when Headstart graduates wore enrolled. In

the one county for which third grade data were available, the numer

of third grade failures likewise decreased. The same pattern appeared

when individual schools wore examined: first grade results were most mixed,

second and third grade results all showed a decrease in failureS.

Clearly such a coarse-grained analysis cannot be used as anything

other than general supportive information concerning the "academic

usefulness" of Headstart. There are numerous factors which could have

caused the decrease in failures, none, some or all of which might be

unrelated to Headstart. It is reasuring however to find that at least

to some degree, the perception of teachers that they are failing fewer

students "because of Headstart" is not totally false.

One dimension of this report needs to be mentioned. That is the

opportunity provided to several students to participate in some aspect

of this research. It is this extra involvement which took sufficient
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APPENDIX I

AMISTAD RESEARCH CONSORTIUM

Introduction

The primary function of the Amistad Research Consortium is to
strengthen the research capabilities that already exist within the
fadulties of the cooperating institutions.

The basic approach of the Consortium is to encourage and assist
member institutions to develop the machinery for stimulating and
conducting research activities on their own campus. This will be done
through cooperative planning by representatives from each institution,
through a series of research development workshops, and through individual
faculty member involvement in research orientated activities.

These research orientated activities known as Research Grants and
Development Seminars are described in this pamphlet.

RESEARCH GRANTS

A. Purposes
- to encourage faculty from member institutions to develop
proposals and undertake research projects and thus gain
experience in research related activities
-to make available immediate funding opportunities

B. Scope
-grants to individuals will not exceed $1,200
-grants may be combined where proposals are cooperatively
developed

C. Nature of expected activities
-proposals loading to program development and instructional
improvement
-discipline (content) related proposals and projects
- applications for "seed" grant to do the preliminary
research for preparing research proposals for submission
to the U. S. Office of Education or foundations are
especially encouraged.

D. Local support
-The local institution is expected to contribute 50% of
the total cost of the project. Local support may
include compensation for released time to participate
in the project.

E. Application Procedures
- applications may be submitted on or
-grants will be awaried as follows:

- screening and recommendation by
- notification to all applicants -

receipt of application.

206
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DEVELOPMENT SEMINARS

A. Purposes
- to encourage faculty members from several disciplines
to work cooperatively on mutual concerns
-to develop inter-disciplinary based proposals

B. Scope -

- cooperative activities involving 2 or more academic
departments
- activities requiring up to MO

C. Nature of expected activities
-institutionally related operational problems
- discipline related projects
-instructional problems

D. Application Procedures
(Same as for Research Grants)

207
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Application for Support
(Do Not Use Additional Pages)

TYpe of Project: DeVelopment Seminar /r7 Resoarch 'Grant /7

Name of Applicant:

. .

Title and Department:

College or University:

Short Title of Proposed Project:.

1. Nature and sidnificanco of Problem In language understandable to
non-expert):

2. Statement of Objectives:

3. Planned Activities or Procedure:

208-
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4. Relation to Other Activity:

A. Previous work done by applicant in this area:

B. Work done by others in this area:

C. If this is a continuation of a project already underway, please
attach 2 copies of a separats brief report of progress to dato.

209
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5. Budget:*

AA specific dated: Beginning aiding

B. Major apenditures: SURport

1) Consultants:

2) Materials:

3) Travel:

)4) Other (itemize);

wmwash

TOTLL

O. Explanatory Remarks:

.P.raistad Local

*If the proposed grant is awarded, the grantee agrees to complete the

project end submit a final report by May 1, 1970. The Report will

include: a) a brief (2 pa.ge) description of the activities undertaken,

b) the degree to which objectives were accomplished, and ) a validated

financial report of moneys expended.

Date Submitted: Signature:

Institutional Approval:

Transmit 3 oopies to:

210

Clifton H. Johnson
Amistad. Research Center

Fisk University
Nashville, Termessee 37203
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APPENDIX II

CONTRACT

RESEARCH GRANT

This contract is entered into this

by and between the Amistad Research Center and._

to enable to carry out the research speci-

fied in his research proposal dated

It is agreed that on behalf of

will be the principal investigator and that

he will pursue the study diligently and that ho will render reports

as required and that the fine/ report will be submitted onAy June 1,

1970.

This report is to include a brief (two page)d.escription of

the activities undertaken, the degree to which the objectives were

,accomplished, and a validated financial report of the moneys expended.

Upon this receipt of a signed copy of this contract, a oho:31c

for of the grant or 9 will be forwarded.

The balance of or , will be paid upon

acceptance of the final report.

Date approved Signature

Institutional Acceptance Date

PRESIMET

Principal Investigator Acceptance Data
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APPENDIX III

REPORT OF EDUCATION RESEARCH EXPENDITURES

Contract under the CORD Program with the Amistad Research Center

Complete three copies and send to:
Amistad Research Center
Fisk University
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Date of Reporting Period
From:

To:

Name and address of institution to which grant was miade:

Name and title of research director or principal investigator:

A. Summary of federal funds from Amistad
1. Amount received
2. Amount due on approval of final report
3. Total

B. Expenditures

I. Salaries and wages

2. Employee benefits

3. Travel

4. Supplies and materials

5. Communications

6. Services
a. Duplication and reproduction
b. Statistical
c. Other

7. Final report production

8. Equipment allowance

9. Other

10. TOTALS

Contributions Grant fram

by the college Amistad*

OmiNmEIM,

*Includes expend-
itures against
balance due from
Amistad

Report prepared by (Signature and title)

Signature and title of college fiscal officer
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